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Abstract

A great majority of human genes contain introns: tracts of mostly non-functional
sequence that intervene the functional exons. When intron-bearing genes are
transcribed into RNA, the introns are removed from the transcript via splicing, a
process controlled by a multimolecular assembly called the spliceosome.

Although splicing is generally well-regulated, the spliceosome sometimes splices
RNA transcripts at sites other than their canonical exon boundaries. This “cryptic”
splicing can be a random event, part of an unidentified regulatory process, the effect
of a mutation, or the result of other perturbances to the spliceosome’s normal
behaviour.

In this thesis, I present four reports on the mechanisms underlying certain forms of
cryptic splicing. In the first report, an analysis of pathogenic pseudoexons in
the DMD gene reveals that each causative mutation falls into a distinct category
defined by its proximity to the pseudoexon, and that many DMD pseudoexon splice
sites are actively spliced in non-mutant cells. The second report builds on this by
constructing a catalogue of over 400 pseudoexon variants from across the human
transcriptome and uses this dataset to propose new and revised pseudoexon
mutation categories. Like the first report, this second report also finds substantial
congruence between pseudoexons and active deep intronic splice sites – including
several recursive splice sites – suggesting a causal link between these phenomena.

A third report explores how some cryptic exons may provide an explanatory
mechanism to connect common genetic variants with their associated population
phenotypes and outlines a simple method for discovering new examples.

The fourth and final report uses RNA secondary structure modelling to explain
why some antisense oligonucleotides can induce partial exon skipping through
cryptic splice-site activation.
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Collectively, these reports present several novel insights into the causes of cryptic
splicing and offer suggestions for how future research may build upon these insights.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
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The term “RNA splicing” refers to the joining together of two polynucleotide strands
of ribonucleic acid into a single continuous molecule. In eukaryotic cells, splicing is
an essential part of pre-mRNA maturation, as it permits non-coding intron sequences
to be excised while ligating their flanking exons together into a translatable message.
This exon-to-exon splicing is referred to as “canonical” splicing. However, splicing of
sites other than canonical exon boundaries is observed in transcripts of many genes,
and occurs as low-frequency events of unknown function, as a regulatory
mechanism, or as the pathogenic consequence of mutation. These phenomena are
collectively referred to as “cryptic” splicing. It is the goal of this thesis to investigate
some of the less-examined forms of cryptic splicing, in order to better understand
how and why they occur, and to discuss the potential applications of these findings.
The remainder of this first chapter outlines and justifies the structures of the chapters
to follow, and Chapter 2 provides a literature review of mRNA splicing and other
relevant topics.

Chapters 3 through 6 comprise four research papers that each examine rare forms
of cryptic splicing and offer new insights into their underlying molecular mechanisms.
Special attention is given to categorising the genetic variants that affect cryptic
splicing and discussing how these categories, some of which are novel to these
reports, could improve both genetic diagnostics and the development of new RNAmodulating therapeutics.

The first of these reports, “Pseudoexons of the DMD Gene,” (Chapter 3) examines
reported cases of exonised deep intron tracts – pseudoexons – in the Duchenne
Muscular Dystrophy gene and attempts to categorise their associated mutations. The
report also reveals new associations between DMD pseudoexons and putative
recursive splice sites and proposes that pseudoexons that arise from recursive splice
sites do so through a distinctly different pathway than other pseudoexons.

The second report, “Analysis of pathogenic pseudoexons reveals novel mechanisms
driving cryptic splicing,” (Chapter 4) extends this analysis to reported pseudoexon
mutations from other genes, expanding and revising existing pseudoexon mutation
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categories and identifying remaining gaps in our knowledge of why pseudoexons
occur. This report also discovers that numerous pseudoexon splice sites are actively
spliced in non-mutant cells, including seven experimentally verified recursive splice
sites.

The third report, “A spotter’s guide to SNPtic exons: The common splice variants
underlying some SNP-phenotype correlations,” (Chapter 5) describes how the
splicing of some low-frequency cryptic exons can be subtly modulated by the
presence of common genetic variants nearby. Because inclusion of a “SNPtic” exon
in a mature transcript usually alters the reading frame, SNP-related differences in
inclusion frequency may explain or predict that SNP’s correlation with certain
population phenotypes. The report catalogues a few known and likely examples of
SNPtic exons and describes a simple method for discovering more.

The fourth report, “Induction of cryptic pre‐mRNA splice‐switching by antisense
oligonucleotides,” (Chapter 6) describes rare cases of antisense oligonucleotides
inducing partial exon skipping through activation of cryptic splice sites within
canonical exons. The report models the accessibility of each pre-mRNA exon to
enhancing and silencing splice factors, and how this accessibility is influenced by
antisense oligonucleotide binding. A common feature of these examples of induced
partial exon skipping was a shift in the relative strength of exon definition between
the retained and skipped segments.

Lastly, in Chapter 7, the findings of these four reports are summarised and their
broader significance is assessed.

3

Chapter 2

Literature Review

4

2.1

What is RNA?

Ribonucleic acid (RNA) is a polymer consisting of combinations of four
ribonucleosides – adenine, guanine, cytosine, and uracil – linked by a sugarphosphate backbone. Most of the RNA in cells is synthesised by RNA polymerases,
enzymes that create reverse-complementary transcripts of DNA sequences,
although some enzymes such as poly-(A) polymerase can extend existing RNA
molecules in a DNA-sequence-independent manner (Tian and Graber 2011). Singlestranded RNA is capable of folding into complex secondary structures that can bind
and interact with other molecules, allowing it to take on a variety of roles within the
cell.

2.2

Types of RNA

There are numerous known types of RNA, and additional new forms potentially
remain to be discovered (Kapranov et al. 2010). Perhaps the most well-studied RNA
type is messenger RNA (mRNA), which encodes the peptide sequence of proteins.
Other RNAs, though not translated themselves, perform essential functions in the
translation process. Ribosomal RNA (rRNA) is usually the most prevalent RNA in a
cell, exceeding 94% of total RNA in some cell types (Morlan et al. 2012) and forms
the core components of the 60S and 40S ribosomal subunits, while transfer RNAs
(tRNAs) are responsible for delivering individual amino acid residues into the
ribosome during translation. Other types of noncoding RNA fulfill a wide variety of
functions in the cell and are reviewed in detail elsewhere (Boivin et al. 2019; Zhang
et al. 2019).

2.3

mRNA life cycle

The life cycle of a typical mRNA molecule is composed of six stages: transcription,
splicing and capping, polyadenylation, transport, translation, and decay.

2.3.1

Transcription

Transcription of pre-mRNA begins when a molecule of RNA polymerase II (RNAPII)
binds to a promoter region at the 5´ end of a gene. Promoter regions are defined by
the presence of various core promoter motifs in the DNA, although the exact
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combination of motifs present varies from gene to gene (Juven-Gershon et al. 2008)
and many genes have multiple alternative promoters, a significant evolutionary
strategy for increasing transcript diversity (Reyes and Huber 2018). Transcription
initiation can be further modulated by distal regulatory elements such as enhancers,
silencers, and insulators (Maston et al. 2006).

Once RNAPII has bound to the antisense strand of the DNA, the elongation phase of
transcription begins. RNAPII proceeds in the 3´ to 5´ direction along the DNA while
the reverse-complementary pre-mRNA is synthesised in the 5´ to 3´ direction. After
the polymerase moves to each new DNA nucleotide, it guides a complementary RNA
nucleotide into place and ligates it to the growing molecule before moving to the next
nucleotide. The rate of elongation varies greatly both among genes and within
individual genes and is paused at some points to allow certain regulatory processes
to take place (Saba et al. 2019), such as 5´-end capping (Kiledjian 2018), but under
favourable conditions elongation can reach speeds of up to five kilobases per minute
(Jonkers and Lis 2015).

2.3.2

Splicing

A vast majority of human genes contain introns (Zou et al. 2011). Introns are tracts of
non-coding sequence that separate exons, while exons are the segments that either
encode the mRNA protein message or form part of the mRNA 5´ or 3´ untranslated
regions in the mature transcript. The first introns are thought to have arisen
concomitantly with the eukaryote domain itself, although the reason for their
emergence remains an open question (Rogozin et al. 2012). Because introns, by
definition, do not encode functional peptide sequence, they must be removed from
the maturing transcript before it can be translated. This process is called splicing,
and generally occurs while the mRNA is being transcribed (Pandya-Jones et al.
2009). The existence of exons and introns also permits alternative splicing, an
additional strategy for increasing transcript diversity, whereby certain exons are
included in some mature transcripts but spliced out along with their flanking introns in
others (Kelemen et al. 2013).
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Splicing is performed by the spliceosome, a multimolecular assembly that recognises
exon-intron boundaries by binding to sequence motifs at the 5´ and 3´ ends of
introns and is also influenced by a range of other factors, including motifs within
exons and introns, RNA secondary structure and GC content.

2.3.3

Termination and polyadenylation

Termination and polyadenylation of pre-mRNA are interlinked processes in
eukaryotes, as transcription of the polyadenylation signal at the 3´ end of a gene is
what triggers cleavage of the elongating transcript (Rosonina et al. 2006). Cleavage
typically occurs 8-40 nucleotides downstream of the transcribed polyadenylation
signal (Tian et al. 2005), but does not immediately halt RNAPII, which continues
transcribing until it is dissociated by the multiprotein cleavage and polyadenylation
complex (Eaton et al. 2020).

Pre-mRNA cleavage is followed by polyadenylation, wherein a molecule of poly-(A)
polymerase appends multiple consecutive adenine ribonucleotides to the 3´ end of
the transcript (Tian and Graber 2011). The length of the poly-A tail on a freshly
transcribed eukaryote mRNA is typically around 250 nucleotides, although regulatory
and decay processes will inevitably alter its length over the course of the transcript’s
lifespan (Eckmann et al. 2011). Just as many genes have multiple promoters and
transcription start sites, alternative polyadenylation sites are also ubiquitous
throughout the human transcriptome and are a major source of transcript diversity
(Tian and Graber 2012; Reyes and Huber 2018).

2.3.4

Transport

Because eukaryotic mRNAs are transcribed in the nucleus but translated in the
cytoplasm, they must undergo an intervening step of transport out of the nuclear
envelope. Transport also allows an mRNA to be translated close to the site where
the encoded proteins are needed, thereby minimising the transport distance for each
protein molecule (Das et al. 2021). Mature mRNA-protein complexes (mRNPs) move
from the transcription site to the nuclear membrane via diffusion before being
exported to the cytoplasm through nuclear pores (Vargas et al. 2005; Cole and
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Scarcelli 2006). Once outside the nucleus, active transport mechanisms such as
cytoskeletal motors further localise some mRNAs by moving them to destinations
(Czaplinski and Singer 2006) determined by localisation elements or “zipcodes” in
the mRNA, usually in the 3´ UTR (Martin and Ephrussi 2009).

2.3.5

Translation

Translation initiation of mature mRNAs is predominantly cap-dependent and begins
with the assembly of a pre-initiation complex at the 5´ cap of the mRNA. This
complex consists of the 40S ribosomal subunit, through which the pre-mRNA is
‘threaded,’ and several other factors (Giess et al. 2020). The complex scans the
mRNA 5´ to 3´ until it detects the translation initiation start site, typically defined by
the presence of the Kozak sequence (Kozak 1987), at which point the non-40S
subunits are dissociated and the 60S ribosomal subunit is recruited (Giess et al.
2020). Cap-independent translation, a process once thought to be restricted to
viruses, is also a conserved feature of some human genes, although at present it
seems to be the exception rather than the rule for protein synthesis (Merrick 2004;
Shatsky et al. 2018).

Once initiated, the ribosome proceeds to translate the open reading frame of the
mRNA according to the genetic code and ceases once it reaches a stop codon, at
which point the ribosomal subunits disengage. Translation can sometimes proceed
past the first in-frame stop codon but known examples of this occurring naturally are
very rare (Loughran et al. 2014). It is common for individual mRNAs to be translated
multiple times and for multiple rounds of translation to occur simultaneously on a
single transcript (Afonina and Shirokov 2018), although ribosome density is generally
lower on transcripts with longer open reading frames (Ciandrini et al. 2013).

2.3.6

Decay

The controlled breakdown of mRNA is essential to cell survival, as this process
prevents unneeded or damaged transcripts from accumulating and allows their
component nucleotides to be recycled into new transcripts (Pérez-Ortín et al. 2013).
There are numerous mechanisms for degrading mRNA, as reviewed in detail by
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Garneau et al. (2007), but the most well-studied and most relevant to splicing
mutations is nonsense-mediated decay (NMD).

Nonsense-mediated decay is triggered when there is a disruption to the open
reading frame of a mature mRNA, as defined by the presence of a premature
termination codon more than 55 nucleotides 5´ of the last exon-exon junction (Zhang
et al. 1998). It is theorised that these premature stop codons are detected during the
first pass of a ribosome along a mature mRNA, which normally dislodges all the exon
junction complexes deposited during splicing (Le Hir et al. 2001). If the ribosome
reaches a stop codon more than 55 nt upstream of one or more of these complexes,
NMD cofactors are recruited, and the transcript is marked for RNAse degradation
(Nickless et al. 2017).

While it is well-established that apparent premature stop codons are the root cause
of NMD, the development of a complete map of factors involved and their
interactions is still a work-in progress, and NMD appears to be especially important
in the development of the central nervous system (Lee et al. 2021). Even the
question of whether NMD occurs within the nucleus or exclusively in the cytoplasm is
not yet settled, as there is credible evidence supporting both models (Singh et al.
2007; Sato et al. 2008).

2.4

The spliceosome(s)

Although it is customary to refer to ‘the spliceosome’ when discussing vertebrate
splicing, there are two spliceosomes employed in processing nuclear transcripts –
the U2 spliceosome and the U12 spliceosome, also called the major and minor
spliceosomes, respectively.

The U12 (minor) spliceosome is responsible for splicing less that 1% of all introns in
the human transcriptome (Olthof et al. 2019), while the U2 (major) spliceosome
processes the remainder. Evidence from phylogenetics suggests that the origins of
the U12 spliceosome are nearly as old as the eukaryote domain itself, although
many eukaryote subgroups have subsequently lost this function (Russell et al. 2006).
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Despite being utilised much less frequently than the U2 spliceosome, the U12
spliceosome exerts higher stringency in its requirements for what can and cannot be
spliced (Akinyi and Frilander 2021). Minor spliceosome donor motifs and branch
point motifs are much more rigidly defined than their major spliceosome equivalents
(Turunen et al. 2013), though the minor spliceosome is more flexible in which
terminal dinucleotides it permits to splice.

The core components of both spliceosomes consist of five small nuclear
ribonucleoproteins (snRNPs), each comprising a single noncoding RNA bound by
multiple proteins. In the major spliceosome these snRNPs are designated U1, U2,
U4, U5, and U6, while those of the minor spliceosome are U11, U12, U4atac, U5,
and U6atac. Only U5 is shared between the two. The functions of the snRNPs are as
follows:

2.4.1

U1 subunit

Recognises and binds to the 5´ donor splice motif, via reverse-complementary basepairing with part of the U1 snRNA. This is referred to as the splicing commitment
complex, or complex E.

2.4.2

U2 subunit

Recognises and binds to the branch point motif. Like U1, the U2 snRNP also binds
its motif through reverse-complementary base pairing, but in the U2 snRNA the
branch site recognition region contains several pseudouridines added through posttranscriptional modification of the uridines encoded by the U2 gene (Dönmez et al.
2004). These pseudouridines are thought to stabilise the snRNA-mRNA bond
through improved base-stacking and create a secondary structure more conducive to
the splicing steps to follow (Adachi and Yu 2014). Once both the U1 and U2 snRNPs
have bound to the RNA, this is designated as complex A.

2.4.3

U4, U5 and U6 subunits

These three snRNPs associate with each other to form a tri-snRNP prior to binding
the pre-mRNA, with the U4 and U6 components binding through complementary
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base-pairing of their snRNAs while the U5 component associates with U4 indirectly
via their respective protein subunits (Nguyen et al. 2015). Binding of the tri-snRNP to
the mRNA forms complex B and marks completion of spliceosome assembly,
allowing the splicing reaction to proceed.

2.4.4

U11 and U12 subunits

The minor spliceosome U11 and U12 snRNPs serve an analogous role to the U1
and U2 snRNPs of the major spliceosome, with their snRNAs base-pairing with the
donor motif and branch point motifs, respectively. However, unlike U1 and U2, the
U11 and U12 snRNPs associate with each other in a di-snRNP prior to binding the
pre-mRNA (Jutzi et al. 2018). The U12 snRNA also has substantially less
pseudouridylation than the U2 – just two nucleotides compared to the U2 snRNA’s
thirteen (Zhao et al. 2018), although the reason for this difference is not yet known.

2.4.5

U4atac, U5 and U6atac subunits

The tri-snRNP of U4atac, U5 and U6atac functions similarly to the major
spliceosome U4-U5-U6 tri-snRNP and has similar secondary and tertiary structure,
despite there being substantial differences in the primary sequences of the U4 vs.
U4atac and U6 vs. U6atac snRNAs (Patel and Steitz 2003).

2.5

ESEs and ESSes

An additional contributing factor to the definition of exons is the highly diverse class
of proteins called exon splicing enhancers (ESEs) and silencers (ESSes). These
bind to certain sequence motifs in RNA and either promote or inhibit the surrounding
sequence from being spliced as an exon. Unlike the core elements of the
spliceosome, there does not appear to be any single enhancer that guarantees exon
inclusion upon binding, nor any one silencer that guarantees exclusion. Rather, their
effect is cumulative and competitive; even constitutively spliced exons will typically
contain at least a few silencer motifs. There are numerous reports in the literature of
mutations that pathogenically alter splicing by altering the ratio of enhancer motifs to
silencer motifs within exon-like sequences (Keegan et al. 2022).
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Although it is beyond the scope of this review to discuss the characteristics of every
known splice enhancer and silencer, it is worth examining the common features of
the two largest families of splice modifiers: the serine/arginine-rich splicing factors
and heterogenous nuclear ribonucleoprotein particles.

2.5.1

SRSFs

Serine/arginine-rich splicing factors (SRSFs) are proteins that belong to the
eponymous SRSF protein family, so named for their content of serine and arginine
repeats. Although numerous proteins are referred to as serine/arginine rich in older
literature, currently only twelve are officially classed as SRSFs (SRSF1 to SRSF12),
with the numbering reflecting the order of their discovery (Manley and Krainer 2010).
Examples of non-SRSF serine/arginine-rich proteins include SFSWAP, TRA2B,
SREK1, SUGP2, SCAF4, and CLASRP (Stelzer et al. 2016).

As well as their serine/arginine repeat domains, all SRSF proteins are additionally
characterised by the presence of RNA-binding motifs at their N-termini (Jeong 2017),
while the C-terminal SR-domains define interactions with other proteins. Generally,
this entails recruitment of spliceosome snRNPs and other components if the SRSFs
bind ESEs within exons, (Zhou and Fu 2013) or inhibition of splicing if they bind
ESSEs in the intron surrounding a putative exon (Wagner and Frye 2021), although
there are exceptions (Zhou et al. 2020; Wagner and Frye 2021).

2.5.2

hnRNPs

Heterogenous nuclear ribonucleoprotein particles (hnRNPs) are a highly diverse
protein family with numerous important functions in post-transcriptional RNA
processing, and the majority of hnRNP proteins play some role in RNA splicing
(Geuens et al. 2016).

Like SRSF proteins, hnRNP proteins are also characterised by possessing one or
more RNA recognition motifs that allow them to bind to specific RNA sequence
motifs. Many are also enriched in glycine and tyrosine (GY) rich motifs that are
implicated in the assembly of multi-protein structures (Guerussov et al. 2017),
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analogously to SRSF serine/arginine rich regions. But unlike SRSFs, hnRNP
proteins are generally characterised as exon silencers, especially of alternatively
spliced exons (Guerussov et al. 2017), and act antagonistically to SRSFs (Pozzoli
and Sironi 2005; Busch and Hertel 2012; Rahman et al. 2015).

2.6

Functional deep-intron splice motifs

The classical model of splicing characterises splicing solely as the removal of whole
introns from immature RNA, coupled with ligation of the flanking exon ends.
However, the last two decades of research have seen steady growth in the body of
evidence supporting the presence of functional splice motifs deep within introns, in
regions previously thought to be dispensable to correct gene expression.

2.6.1

Recursive splicing

Recursive splicing is the name given to a form of splicing whereby an intron is
removed from a maturing RNA in segments, through multiple successive splicing
reactions rather than as a single lariat. Recursive splicing was first observed in
Drosophila RNA (Burnette et al. 2005) but has since been shown to occur in other
eukaryotes and in many human gene transcripts (Georgomanolis et al. 2016; Sibley
et al. 2015; Sibley et al. 2016). It has been theorised that recursive splicing evolved
to more efficiently process very long introns (Zhang et al. 2018) and/or long
transcripts, though it may have other regulatory roles that have yet to be determined.

Although varying models of recursive splicing have been proposed (Pulyakhina et al.
2015; Gazzoli et al. 2016; Blazquez et al. 2018), the most commonly accepted
involves the use of intronic ‘ratchet points.’ These strongly resemble acceptor site
motifs and are processed in much the same way as an acceptor site would be, but
subsequently re-splice from the reconstituted junction, effectively forming a zeronucleotide exon. Although this implies that the acceptor-like ratchet point might not
need a nearby 3´ donor site as a canonical internal exon would, evidence indicates
that recursive splice sites do require a potentially spliceable 3´ donor site in order to
properly recruit the spliceosome (Blazquez et al. 2018; Maita and Nakagawa 2020),
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but this donor is ordinarily repressed from directly participating in splicing (Blazquez
et al. 2018).

2.6.2

Poison exons

Poison exons appear to be spliced via the same motifs and mechanisms as
canonical exons but serve a distinctly different role in the cell. While canonical exons
in mRNA transcripts either encode peptide sequence or form part of the 5´ or 3´
regulatory regions, poison exons contain one or more premature stop codons.
Consequently, their inclusion in the mature transcript typically prevents it from being
translated to a functional protein and triggers its degradation by nonsense-mediated
decay. Poison exons therefore exist as a regulatory mechanism for controlling gene
expression.

Poison exons have been discovered in multiple genes, particularly genes important
in neurodevelopment (Carvill and Mefford 2020; Aziz et al. 2021), tumorigenesis, and
splicing (Leclair et al. 2020). However, an ongoing challenge in identifying new
poison exons is empirically distinguishing the ‘true’ poison exons from random missplicing events, since many of these mis-splicings also produce exon-like inclusions
with premature stop codons. Some studies use sequence conservation to screen
predictions, based on the assumption that more conserved sequence is more likely
to have a beneficial function, but empirical studies that knockout or knock-down
splicing of suspected poison exons in live cells (Leclair et al. 2020; Thomas et al.
2020) are essential to confirm their role.

2.6.3

Decoy exons

Like recursive splice sites and poison exons, decoy exons are also comprised of
deep intronic exon-like sequences. However, the function of decoy exons is not to be
spliced themselves but to promote retention of the surrounding intron as a regulatory
mechanism. As proposed by Parra et al. (2018), decoy exons achieve this by binding
to U2AF1 and U2AF2 spliceosome components and thereby competing with the
splice signal of the flanking canonical exon splice sites (see also Howard et al.
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2018). The model of Parra et al. also allows for the same sites to serve a dual role as
poison exons under some splicing contexts.

Decoy exons represent an even greater challenge to experimental verification than
poison exons since their function is to be almost spliced, but nonetheless may prove
to be a worthwhile field of investigation in the search for new targets for antisense
splice-modulating therapies (Parra et al. 2020). In particular, the TANGO (Targeted
Augmentation of Nuclear Gene Output) platform aims to treat haploinsufficiency
genetic diseases by therapeutically suppressing poison exon inclusion in transcripts
of the functional allele (Han et al. 2020).

2.7

Splicing mutations

Much of pre-mRNA splicing is directly or indirectly dependent on motifs present in
the primary sequence of the pre-mRNA molecule being spliced, and most of this
sequence is directly encoded by corresponding chromosomal DNA sequence.
Consequently, mutations that cause single-nucleotide changes in the DNA can have
much larger effects on pre-mRNA maturation if they alter or create an important
splicing motif. The complexity of splicing means that there is a broad range of
splicing changes that a mutation can instigate, some of which are difficult to predict.

Wimmer et al. (2007) originally proposed five categories of splicing mutations:

“Classical splice-site mutations leading to exon skipping (type I); single- nucleotide
changes within introns, creating de novo splice sites leading to inclusion of a cryptic
exon (type II); single-nucleotide changes within exons, creating de novo splice sites
whose use results in the loss of a part of the exon (type III); mutations disrupting use
of the splice site and resulting in activation of cryptic exonic or intronic splice sites
(type IV); and exonic sequence alterations causing exon skipping (type V).”

Other researchers have since expanded upon and refined these categories
(Abramowicz and Gos 2018) or independently described similar ones (Scotti and
Swanson 2016). We suggest that type II mutations (cryptic/pseudoexon creation) are
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unique within this group, since all other types entail modification to the splicing of an
existing, canonical exon – either skipping the exon or altering one of its splice sites –
while type II mutations entail creation of a (supposedly) completely new exon in a
region with no previous canonical splicing activity.

The effect of splicing mutations on the mature transcript typically equates to the
addition or subtraction of sequence, a change in overall splicing speed/efficiency, or
some combination of these three. Because mRNA codons are three nucleotides
long, sequence changes within mRNA coding regions have a two-in-three chance of
causing a shift in the open reading frame, typically leading to a premature stop
codon, and sequence additions may also introduce new stop codons directly. In
either case, the premature stop codons are likely to induce NMD of the transcript
(Nickless et al. 2017) and result in a decrease in expression of the gene.

Even if the reading frame is preserved, gain or loss of multiple amino acids in the
middle of a protein is generally likely to be deleterious to its function, though there
are numerous reported cases of frame-preserving abridging mutations having
comparatively milder effects than frameshift mutations. For example, many cases of
Becker muscular dystrophy, a milder form of Duchenne muscular dystrophy, arise
from frame-preserving whole exon deletions in the DMD gene that allow translation
of an abridged dystrophin isoform of variable functionality (Nicolas et al. 2015); and a
genomic deletion of exon 3 from the Growth Hormone Receptor gene (GHR),
equating to a loss of 22 amino acids from the full-length protein, is apparently mild
enough in effect that it has become a common allele carried by half of the general
population (Filopanti et al. 2011), and has even been shown to correlate with
increased height and longevity in males (Ben-Avraham et al. 2017).

2.8

Therapeutic strategies to manipulate splicing

The last decade has seen an explosion of interest in drugs that can therapeutically
alter pre-mRNA splicing in patients with genetic diseases. Exon-skipping antisense
oligonucleotides have been the most widely pursued and most successful strategy,
with four such molecules – Exondys 51 (Syed 2016), Vyondys 53 (Heo 2020),
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Viltepso (Dhillon 2020), and Amondys 45 (Shirley 2021) – achieving the status of
approved drugs for the treatment of Duchenne muscular dystrophy. Another early
success story for splice-modulating antisense oligomers was Spinraza, a drug that
promotes inclusion of an exon in SMN2 transcripts for the treatment of spinal
muscular atrophy (Prakash 2017).

Antisense oligonucleotides (AOs) are synthetic molecules with a similar molecular
structure to RNA and DNA. They are designed to bind to specific sites within their
target molecules – usually pre-mRNA exon or splice-motif regions in the case of
exon-skipping AOs – via reverse-complementary base pairing (Li et al. 2018). This
binding does not directly alter the pre-mRNA sequence, but through a combination of
steric blocking and/or modifying the RNA’s secondary structure (Kole et al. 2012) it
affects which splice factors and other spliceosome components can bind to the exon
region, thereby decreasing its frequency of inclusion in the mature transcript.

Antisense-oligonucleotide mediated exon-skipping has repeatedly demonstrated
efficacy as a therapeutic strategy, and over the last decade much has been learned
about optimising AO design (Le et al. 2017). Nonetheless, for each new AO the path
from hypothesis to approved therapy is still long and fraught, as it cannot yet be
predicted with any great accuracy how easily a given exon can be skipped, or what
the effects of very slight changes in AO design (e.g. altering the AO length by a
single base) will be. Investigations of the aetiology behind some of the more unusual
exon-skipping AO effects will do much to close these gaps in our knowledge.

In addition to AOs, other constructs and small molecule libraries are increasingly
being investigated as augmenters of AO efficacy. Small molecules that improve AO
trafficking into and within cells have exhibited synergy with exon-skipping AOs when
used in combination, (Yang et al. 2015; Dang et al. 2021), as have modified
U1snRNAs (Breuel et al. 2019). We speculate that small molecules that modify
specific RNA secondary structures (Costales et al. 2020) may also improve the
efficacy of some AOs by relaxing RNA self-binding in and around the AO target site.
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2.9

Summary

Splicing of pre-mRNA is a dynamic process, and RNA represents the first stage at
which the unique aspects of a cell’s genotype begin to manifest as a phenotype.
Understanding how pre-mRNA matures to mRNA, and how this process can be
altered by both mutations and antisense oligonucleotides, is therefore a task as
important to human health as it is challenging to the health science researcher.
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Chapter 3

Pseudoexons of the DMD Gene
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3.1

Preamble

In this report, I catalogued and examined all known (at time of writing) examples of
pseudoexons (PEs) and cryptic exons within a single gene, Duchenne Muscular
Dystrophy (DMD). Although PEs have been reported in many other genes, DMD was
chosen as the exemplar for this report since it appeared to have had more described
PEs than any other gene. Herein, I observed that mutations that increase DMD PE
splicing primarily do so by enhancing PE splice motifs, and that the most common
type of causative mutation is single nucleotide substitution. However, there were also
several cases where observed mutations were substantially distal to the PEs they
enhanced, and some PEs that were spliced into a small fraction of transcripts in the
absence of any causative mutations.

There is increasing evidence that the transcribed introns of many human genes
undergo a process of “recursive splicing,” whereby the intron is removed from the
maturing transcript in successive segments rather than as a single piece. The deep
intronic boundaries of these segments are sometimes referred to as “ratchet points,”
and appear to engage with the spliceosome via similar sequence motifs to those
seen in and around canonical exons (Sibley et al. 2015; Gazzoli et al. 2016;
Georgomanolis et al. 2016). Based on prior observations suggesting that some PE
splice sites may also be ratchet points for recursive splicing (Georgomanolis et al.
2016), I cross-searched the co-ordinates of the collated DMD PEs against a
published dataset of putative recursive splice sites in DMD introns (Gazzoli et al.
2016), discovering 20 novel matches and re-confirming six additional matches
discovered by Bouge et al. (2017). Interestingly, the PEs that matched to these sites
were predominantly those with either distal mutations or no associated mutations.

This led me to postulate that there may be two distinct pathways to PE pathogenesis
– the commonly observed proximal mutations that directly enhance the exonic motifs
of PEs, and distal mutations that disrupt regulatory elements and cause ratchet
points to be mis-spliced as PEs. However, the small size of the DMD PE dataset
offered few clues as to what these regulatory elements might be, except that they
predominantly seemed to occur 3´ of the PEs. I concluded that a more
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comprehensive analysis of PEs in other genes could reveal more about the
mechanisms underlying PE pathogenesis.

Although the scope of this report was limited to a single gene, its findings were not
only novel in themselves but also provided an essential basis for the more expansive
work on PEs that would follow.

3.2
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Abstract. The DMD gene is the largest in the human genome, with a total intron content exceeding 2.2Mb. In the decades
since DMD was discovered there have been numerous reported cases of pseudoexons (PEs) arising in the mature DMD
transcripts of some individuals, either as the result of mutations or as low-frequency errors of the spliceosome. In this review,
I collate from the literature 58 examples of DMD PEs and examine the diversity and commonalities of their features. In
particular, I note the high frequency of PEs that arise from deep intronic SNVs and discuss a possible link between PEs
induced by distal mutations and the regulation of recursive splicing.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE DMD GENE

THE MAJOR SPLICEOSOME

The DMD gene is the largest gene in the human
genome. Situated on the p-arm of the X chromosome, DMD spans over 2.22Mb, more than 99%
of which is intronic sequence, with the coding
sequence of its largest isoform totalling 11,058 bases
across 79 exons. Eight unique alternative promoters
[1], alternatively spliced exons, and an alternative
polyadenylation site [2] produce at least 17 DMD
transcript variants [3], one or more of which are
expressed and translated in all types of muscle as
well as various other cell types throughout the body,
including myoblasts, lymphocytes and retinal cells.
The Dp427 m transcript of DMD encodes the muscle isoform of dystrophin, the DMD protein. In XY
individuals, who carry just a single DMD copy, mutations that fully disrupt the function of the DMD gene
(resulting in functionless or absent dystrophin protein) give rise to Duchenne muscular dystrophy, while
mutations that only partially diminish the gene’s
function and/or quantity of product give rise to Becker
Muscular Dystrophy.

The vast majority of RNA splicing in humans is
achieved via the major spliceosome, a ribonucleoprotein complex responsible for excising introns from
pre-mRNA molecules [4]. In order for the spliceosome to process a transcript correctly it first must
accurately recognize the transcript’s exon-intron
boundaries. This recognition is achieved through a
network of mechanisms, including sequence-specific
interaction with conserved acceptor and donor splice
site motifs in the RNA, silencer and enhancer binding
motifs both proximal and distal to the splice junctions, and RNA secondary structure [5, 6]. Mutations
to a gene that alter the interactions of these factors
with its transcripts can lead to errors in the processing of those transcripts, such as the expansion,
truncation or loss of canonical exons, or the initiation
of pseudoexons (PEs) within its introns [7]. These
incorrectly spliced transcripts may be degraded prior
to translation or may be translated to less functional
or even harmful protein isoforms, with deleterious
consequences for the health of the patient.
Thirty-six of the 78 introns in DMD are more than
ten times the human median intron length of 1334bp
[4], and of these 36, three are more than 100 times the
median size. A transcript of this size and complexity
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presents a unique challenge to the major spliceosome,
and as a result is arguably more vulnerable to splicing
errors such as pseudoexons.

origins of these rare splicing events and draw inferences from their common features.
PSEUDOEXONS OF THE DMD GENE

PSEUDOEXONS: ONE DEFINITION OF
MANY

Following a thorough search of the literature, I
compiled a catalog of all 58 known PEs of the DMD
gene (Table 1). In order to consistently record highly
similar PEs, I adopted the criteria of unique local
sequence: I assigned a separate catalog entry to each
PE that was unique in at least one nucleotide of its
sequence or splice motifs (eg. PE09 vs. PE10, PE15
vs. PE16); and listed as single entries all PEs with
locally identical sequence (eg. PEs 11 and 12).

In the literature, the terms “pseudoexon” and
“cryptic exon” are often applied interchangeably and
inconsistently in reference to a wide range of splicing errors. For the sake of clarity, I hereby define a
pseudoexon as: Any continuous tract of a transcribed
gene that: (1) does not overlap, adjoin or duplicate
any sense-strand sequence of that gene’s canonical
exons; (2) bears an acceptor splice site motif at its 5!
end and a donor splice site motif at its 3! end; and,
(3) via both these motifs, is spliced into a measurable
proportion of the mature transcripts of that gene in
at least one proband.
Though this definition of “pseudoexon” may not
agree with every prior usage of the term, it includes
the majority of prior use while excluding splicing
events that are better described by other terms, such
as cryptic splice sites and whole exon duplications.
While some PEs are observable as rare splicing
events in normal individuals, the majority are created by mutations that give the PE site an exon-like
profile, resulting in the spliceosome falsely recognizing it and splicing it into an increased proportion of
transcripts. When PE-splicing levels are high compared to normal splicing, these inclusions are likely
to bear negative consequences for the phenotype of
the affected organism, as the majority of PEs will
disrupt the transcript’s open reading frame and/or
encode premature stop codons. Consequently, the
resulting transcript, if it is not degraded by nonsensemediated decay, will be translated to a non-functional
or truncated protein. Even in cases where a pseudoexon preserves the reading frame and does not
encode a premature stop codon, it is likely that the
amino acids it encodes will disrupt the secondary
structure of the protein and thereby abrogate its
function.
Numerous DMD PEs have been reported over
the last few decades, perhaps more than have been
described for any other single gene. When considered as a body of research, these reports comprise a
unique opportunity for generating new insights into
the splicing of DMD and other large genes.
In this review, I catalog the characteristics of 58
reported DMD PEs. Where possible, I describe the

PSEUDOEXONS ARISING WITHOUT
MUTATIONS
Six DMD pseudoexons have been reported as lowfrequency splicing events in normal cells lacking any
known mutation: PEs 04, 07, 08, 11, 21 and 44. Interestingly, four of these PEs are of lengths that do not
shift the reading frame of the transcript – 162bp for
PE04, 357 bp for PE11, 66bp for PE21 and 84bp for
PE44 – and of these four, only PEs 04 and 11 contain
stop codons.
In addition to their splicing profile in normal cells,
PEs 04, 07, 08 and 11 are also spliced at much higher
frequencies in the cells of some patients with other
DMD mutations. For PEs 08 and 11, this behavior was
observed for the cells of only a single patient each (see
below, subsection ‘Pseudoexons arising from duplications’). However, the behavior of PEs 04 and 07 –
referred to in some prior literature as exons 1a [10–14]
and 2a [16, 17] respectively – is somewhat more complex. Though the inclusion of PE04 in muscle cell
DMD transcripts is rare [14], this PE is included in
approximately 50% of DMD transcripts in lymphocytes [11], and is included at higher frequencies in
both cell types as a result of a frame-shifting single
nucleotide deletion in exon 5 [12] and, in a different
proband, an exon 2 tandem duplication [13]. Given
the frequency of its inclusion in mature DMD transcripts, especially in normal lymphocytes, it may be
that PE04 would be better classified as a canonical,
alternatively spliced exon rather than a pseudoexon.
However, at the time of writing no functional role for
PE04 has been conclusively determined [10]. Similarly, PE07 has also been observed as a predominant
inclusion in the muscle DMD transcripts of multiple patients with deletions and duplications in the 5!
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1

2

04

05

1

02

1

1

01

03

Intron

PE
#

tctcttccttggttttgc(g>a)gC
TTCTCGAGTTCATAGGAGACTTTCA
GTTTCCAGTGACCTGGAAACTCACC
ATTCCTCATCACCATCCTTTACTGT
AGTAACTTCCTTTTACCTGACCACC
CTGCATAGTCACAGAAGATGCACTC
CTGACAAGTGATCCTCAAAACAGgt
agtaatctctttgagaag
ctcaattaaaatatatttagTCAAA
GCCAGATGCAGTGGCTCACACCTGT
GATCCCAGAACTTTGGGAGGCGGAG
GCGGATGGATCATTTGAAGTCAGGA
GTTCGACACCAGCTTGATCAACATG
gtgagacccctgtctctact
tttttacatcatggcataagATCAA
CACTAAATTTTAGGAGTGCATAgta
agtattaccatagtgta
tctgttttcttttgtaacagGACAC
CATTGGAGAAATTGGTCATTTTACC
AAGGCTTTGACTGGAATGGCATGCT
TCCTTTAAAGAATCAAAGTTGACTT
ATAGAGCCATTTAAAGCCCGTTGGG
GAATCTGGCCTCATACCTTGTCCAC
ACAGAGTCCCTGTACAAGGTTCCTG
ACCTGTGgtaagtaaagaatgtcac
tt
ttccttgtttctctacat(t>a)gG
TTGAATCTGTTCCTGCAGCAACTAG
TAACCCCAACAATCTGACTGgtgag
aaattcaatctccgt

Sequence

3301450233014547

3307818633078347

3308590133085927

3308824433088348

3317418533174333

Genomic
Co-ordinates
(chrX.)

46

162

27

105

149

Size
(bp)

68.17 ->
84.74

96.38

58.89

62.92

71.37 ->
87.94

Acceptor
Score

82.07

88.39

78.81

81.59

72.72

Donor
Score

Premature
stop codon

Premature
stop codon
Premature
stop codon

Distal (3! )

Distal (3! )
Distal (3! )

Frameshift

Frameshift

ORF

Proximal

Orientation of
Mutation to
PE and
Splice Sites

c.93+5590T>A Proximal

Multiple
mutations,
also observed
in normal cells
(see main text)

c.exon3 6del

c.exon3 6del

c.31+36947G
>A

Mutation(s)

Lymphocytes

Lymphocytes

Heart, skeletal
muscle

Heart, skeletal
muscle

Skeletal
muscle

RNA Source

(Continued)

[15]

[10 - 14]

[10]

[10]

[9]

Reference

Table 1
Details of 58 known pseudoexons (PEs) arising from mutations within the human DMD gene. Bold, upper-case sequence denotes the PE itself, while regular lower-case sequence indicates flanking
intron. Inverted sequence is italicized. Duplications and insertions are underlined. Single base transitions are shown in the form of “(X > Y),” where X is the reference nucleotide and Y is the
mutant. Shapiro-Senapathy splice scores are also shown, before and after mutation where appropriate (see supplementary materials for splice score calculator). “RNA Source” lists the cell or tissue
types where the PE was detected. Genomic co-ordinates pertain to human genome assembly accession GCA 000001405.27, chromosome X, except where otherwise stated. Transcript co-ordinates
pertain to DMD reference sequence NG 012232.1(DMD v001)
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2

2

09

10

2

07

2

2

06

08

Intron

PE
#

ttccttgtttctctacat(t>a)gG
TTGAATCTGTTCCTGCAGCAACTAG
TAACCCCAACAATCTGACTGGTGAG
AAATTCAATCTCCGTAACATTTTGC
ATTCTTCTACTTCTTCCCACTTCCA
TTCCAAAGGGCCAGGTAGAGTCCAG
AATACTgtaagtgtcctggttttca
g
tgttagtgttttttgttcagGTCTG
TGCAGGCCAAGGTTATGGCCTAGCT
GAGAAGAGGGCTCAGAGGAGCCTAG
CTAAAGTTTGGTCAAGGGGAGCGTC
TTGGTGGAGCCTCACTCCTGTTCAA
GTAAAGAAGACACATTATTCATCCT
TCTGAACAGTgtaagtccatttgtc
attcg
agtcttggtctgtcgcctagGCTAG
AGTGCAGTGGTGCTGTCTCAACTCA
ATGCAACCTCCGCCTCCCGGGTTCA
AGCAACTCTCCTGCCTCAGCCTCCC
CAGTAGCTGGGATTACAGgtacctg
ccactgtgcccgg
tgatttggaacttcctgtagACAGA
CCCTTACAGGCATGGAAGAAGAAAG
AATGAATAAACCAAGGATGACTTCC
CAGTAGGTGGAGGATGGGAATAATT
AGGAAGAAGCTGTGTCTTGTCACCT
ATATTGTCCATACACAACTGCACCG
TAGGGTAATTGAGAAATTATAAGAA
TGgtaataaatacgttttacat
ttggaacttcctgtagacagACCCT
TACAGGCATGGAAGAAGAAAGAATG
AATAAACCAAGGATGACTTCCCAGT
AGGTGGAGGATGGGAATAATTAGGA
AGAAGCTGTGTCTTGTCACCTATAT
TGTCCATACACAACTGCACCGTAGG
GTAATTGAGAAATTATAAGAATGgt
aataaatacgttttacat

Sequence

25
3286375932863911

3286375932863915

3287888332878980

3296020832960347

3301441633014547

Genomic
Co-ordinates
(chrX.)

154

157

98

140

132

Size
(bp)

79.35

70.85

72.84

100

68.17 ->
84.74

Acceptor
Score

73.68

73.68

76.65

77.84

77.7

Donor
Score

Table 1
(Continued)

c.exon8 11dup

c.exon8 11dup

c.exon2dup;
also observed
in normal cells

Frameshift

Frameshift

Frameshift

Distal (3! )

Distal (3! )

Distal (3! )

Frameshift

Multiple
deletions and
duplications
[17]; also
observed in
normal cells
[16]

Distal (3! )

ORF

ORF
preserved

Orientation of
Mutation to
PE and
Splice Sites

c.93+5590T>A Proximal

Mutation(s)

Lymphocytes

Lymphocytes

Multiple tissue
types

Skeletal
muscle

Lymphocytes,
skeletal
muscle

RNA Source

[18]

[18]

[13]

[16, 17]

[15]

Reference
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4

7

9

14

15

3

12

13

3

11

aatcttactctgtcgcccagGCTGG
AGTCAGCGACATGATCTTGGCTCAC
TGCAACCTCTGCCTCCTGGGTTCAA
GCAATTTTCCTGCCTCGGCCTCCCA
AGTAGCTGAGACTACAGGCATGTTC
CATCATGCCTGGCTAAGTTTTGTAT
TTTTAGTAGACATGGGGTTTCACCA
TGTTGGCCAGGCTGGTCTTGAGCTC
CTGATCTCAATGAGCCACCTGCCTC
AGCCTCCCCAAATGTCTGGCTGTTG
CTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT
AAATCTAAAGTCTTATTTTTTTCCT
CTTTTTGGTGGAAAGTGGGAGAAAT
ATCAGAATGTAAACCAACATCATTC
TGACATTCTTGGAGGAAAATCTAAG
AGgtaaaaatggagattctggt
ttcctctttttggtggaaagTGGGA
GAAATATCAGAATGTAAACCAACAT
CATTCTGACATTCTTGGAGGAAAAT
CTAAGAGgtaaaaatggagattctg
gt
ttcatatgcttgcttttcagATGCT
TGTGTTTAACTTTACTCCACCTTAA
ACATTTGAGGAGTGTGAAGGACAGG
AGACACAGAGATTTGCCTTGATTAA
GGCAAATAAAACCCTGCCAGATTTT
CATTTCCAAACACAGTCCTAGACAG
AG(a>g)taagagagctggcagttt
g
atattctaattgaatttcag(A>C)
GTGAATTTCACACCTCTCCTTTTGA
AAGATTCATTTCTATGAATTTGGGA
CAGCTTCCTAGTATGATATTCCATC
T(a>g)taagtatatccatatcatc
ttcattttcttcattta(a>c)agA
GATTGATCATATTGGGATAAAGACG
TGTTTTGGAATCCAAACAACCTGGT
TTTAAGTCCCAGAACCACCAGTTAC
CTTTGTGACCTTTGgcaagtcatct
aatttttct

26
3265098532651074

3273879232738868

3282385132823982

3284662232846683

3284662232846978

90

77

132

62

357

83.55 ->
93.28

79.91 ->
78.04

90.56

72.62

81.06

70.04

56.78 ->
74.00

74.59 ->
91.82

79.88

79.88

c.9615925A>C

c.65039575A>C;
c.65039498A>G

c.265463A>G

c.280Adel
[12], c.exon
8 11 dup [18]

c.exon8 11dup;
also observed
in normal cells

Proximal

Proximal

Premature
stop codon

Frameshift

Premature
stop codon

Frameshift

Distal (3! )

Proximal

Premature
stop codon

Distal (3! )

Skeletal
muscle

Skeletal
muscle

Skeletal
muscle

Lymphocytes

Lymphocytes

(Continued)

[21]

[20]

[19]

[12, 18]

[18]
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27

11

18

19

20

11

17

11

9

16

18

Intron

PE
#

ttcattttcttcatttaaagAGATT
GATCATATTGGGATAAAGACGTGTT
TTGGAATCCAAACAACCTGGTTTTA
AGTCCCAGAACCACCAGTTACCTTT
GTGACCTTTGg(c>t)aagtcatct
aatttttct
cttttctctctctacctaagACAGG
GTTTGGATAGATCCAGTCGGAAGCC
ATTATTTCCTGCCTAAGCC[del:
11631bp]AAACCTTTTCTACAAGA
AATGGTAAAGGGCGTTCTTCAATCT
TAAAGAAAAGGATGTTAATGAGCAA
TGAGTCATCATCTGAAGTAACAAAA
CTCACTGGTGATAGTAAGgtttgtt
actattctgttac
ctctttttttttcccccaagTGTCT
ATTTGACTCTGGAAATAAGATGGCA
TATGTGAGAGTGGATAGAGAAAAGG
AGGTGCTGAACAAATGAGTGGGTTA
TTTTCTCCCAAGTGCAGTGAAGTTT
GCGTATGTGAATATATGAATGAATA
GATGAACAACTAAATTAAGTTATTC
AGgtaattccaatcttggaatt
agttttgttctttcacccagGCTGG
AGTGAAGTGGTGTGATCTCAGCTCA
CTGCAACCTCTGTCCCCCCGGGTTC
AAGTGATTCTCCTGCCTCAGCCTC(
c>g)tgagtagccgggattaaaa
tttttttccacctgccttagTGGAA
GAGGCTATCCTTCACCTGGTTGAGG
CTCATCTCTGGGTGTGTGTTCTCAG
CAGCATCACTGACTATGTATTAAGC
CACCTGGTTCCATTCAGCTGTATAT
CCAGATTGTCAAAAATCTACATCCC
AGgtctttatcattagctttta

Sequence

3251409132514222

3262636332626441

3263873232638888

3264175132641799;
3263001032630119

3265098532651074

Genomic
Co-ordinates
(chrX.)

132

79

157

159

90

Size
(bp)

68.21

90.08

79.76

73.92

83.55

Acceptor
Score

67.88

56.56 ->
73.78

87.83

79.54

70.28 ->
87.27

Donor
Score

Table 1
(Continued)

Proximal

Proximal

Orientation of
Mutation to
PE and
Splice Sites

c.2622+1G>A

c.133211909C>G

Frameshift

Premature
stop codon

Distal (3! )

Frameshift

Premature
stop codon

Premature
stop codon

ORF

Proximal

c.1336 1337del Distal (3! )

c.1331+2382
1331+14010
del

c.9615831C>T

Mutation(s)

Lymphocytes

Skeletal
muscle

Lymphocytes

Multiple tissue
types

Skeletal
muscle

RNA Source

[10]

[27]

[26]

[22 - 25]

[9]

Reference
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28

26

25

25

23

25

25

22

24

21

21

tttatttttaatacatctagGCAAA
GGAATGTTTTGTTCCAGTAGACACA
TAATCTGTTGCATTGCTCCTTCACT
CCAGAAACTAGgtaaactgtttgta
aatgtt
tatctgtgcttttcctaca(a>g)G
TATCACTCTGGCCATGTTCTGACTT
TGTAGCCAAATGAGTTAGGTTGTAA
AAGGAAGGAACAATGGCGCTCAAGG
AGAAGAAGAAGACGATGCGgtaa
aaacaaggaagccata
atctgtgcttttcctacaagTATCA
CTCTGGCCATGTTCTGACTTTGTAG
CCAAATGAGTTAGGTTGTAAAAGGA
AGGAACAATGGCGCTCAAGGAGAAG
AAGAAGACGATGCGGTAAAAACAAG
GAAGCCATATGTGAATATTGTTACC
AATTCAGCATTCCAGAGAGAATAAT
GGAAATGAAGTGTAAATCTATGCAT
TACAGAAATATCTACAGACAAA(a>
g)taagtgtgtgatacactct
gccatgttctgactttgtagCCAAA
TGAGTTAGGTTGTAAAAGGAAGGAA
CAATGGCGCTCAAGGAGAAGAAGAA
GACGATGCGGTAAAAACAAGGAAGC
CATATGTGAATATTGTTACCAATTC
AGCATTCCAGAGAGAATAATGGAAA
TGAAGTGTAAATCTATGCATTACAG
AAATATCTACAGACAAA(a>g)taa
gtgtgtgatacactct
cttctctctctgcttatcagAAAAC
TGCAATTCCCAGATA(G>C)GTCAA
ATGATTTAGCCATAGTCACAGACTT
TATTTGTGGTAGAGCCCACAGGATT
GAAGgtattttattctatttcatc
3245255032452629

3246120032461371

3246120032461401

3246130832461402

3248088032480945

80

172

202

95

66

86.2

82.72

76.71

79.15 ->
95.72

80.03

77.21

70.14 ->
87.36

70.14 ->
87.36

70.75

78.22

c.3603+
2053G>C

c.3432+
2240A>G

c.3432+
2240A>G

c.3432+
2036A>G

None

Proximal

Proximal

Proximal

Proximal

N/A

Frameshift

Frameshift

Frameshift

Frameshift

ORF
preserved

Skeletal
muscle

Skeletal
muscle

Skeletal
muscle

Skeletal
muscle

Skeletal
muscle

(Continued)

[30]

[29]

[29]

[28]

[14]
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29

37

43

31

34/42

28

30

29

27

37

27

26

29

Intron

PE
#

catattcttatgtgttacagATGTT
GCAGTTGTTTTCTTCTATTTTGAGT
CTGTTTTTCAATTACTTGATGGTGT
CCTTTGATGAATAGAAGGTCCTAAT
TTTAATGTAGTCGAATGTATTCATC
TCTTTTTTCTTACGgt(c>a)agtt
ttttacgagatgt
cattttttttctatcaacagAGCTG
AATGAGTGCCAGGAAGCTGCGAAAT
CTGTCTTACAAAAAGgtgattgtgg
aagagtctag
caaatgttcccgttttatagATGTT
CCCGTTTTATAGATGAACAAATACA
AATACAATA[del:78031bp]CAG
CCAAGAAGATATGTTGGTGCACGTT
TCTGGTACCTGACCTAATCAGGCTA
GCGGAGTAGCCCTAAACATTCCACC
CAAGACTCCAGGCTTGGAGCCATCA
GAAGATGGTAGTAAAATTCTACCAG
gtaaataaaagtaaagaaat
gaatttgctctccaccacagATGTG
ACAGACCCAGCCAATACAAGTTTGT
GACCAAGACAAGTTTGTGAGTTTTC
ATTTCACATTCTGCATGAATTTgta
agtatacttctggaaat
tgaattgtactatcttgca(t>g)G
TATGTTCAGCTCTGGTGATGTGAAA
TGTTTCTCCTTATTTGCATCCTCAG
gtacttttccagttgtattt
agtgattttgtcaccaccagGCCTG
GCTTACAAGAGCTCCTGAAGGAATC
ACTAAACATGGAAAGGAAAAACCGG
TACCAGCCACTGAGAGAAACATACC
AAATTGTAAAGACCATCGACCCTAT
GAAGAAACTGCCTCAACTAACAGg(
c>t)aaaataactaaccaacat

Sequence

3225657732256704

3234869232348742

3236093332361009

3237208532372098;
3229394232294069

3241201932412063

3244216032442278

Genomic
Co-ordinates
(chrX.)

128

51

77

167

45

119

Size
(bp)

86.94

71.85 ->
88.42

77.72

83.07

90.17

87.46

Acceptor
Score

65.72 ->
82.94

77.01

74.58

88.06

83.09

80.58 ->
90.39

Donor
Score

Table 1
(Continued)

c.6290+
30954C>T

c.5326215T>G

c.5325+1740
5325+1757del

c.48466885 61186369delins
ATACAATA;
c.48466900 48466899ins17

c.3613delG

c.3787843C>A

Mutation(s)

Proximal

Proximal

Distal (5! )

Frameshift

Premature
stop codon

Frameshift

Frameshift

Premature
stop codon

Distal (5! )

Proximal

Frameshift

ORF

Proximal

Orientation of
Mutation to
PE and
Splice Sites

Skeletal
muscle

Skeletal
muscle

MyoD
transformed
fibroblasts

Unspecified

Lymphocytes

Lymphocytes
or skeletal
muscle
(unspecified)

RNA Source

[35]

[34]

[33]

[32]

[10]

[31]

Reference
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44

34

44

43

33

35

43

32

ttttttttaattgcaatcagATTCC
AGATGGACCCTAAGAGCTCAGTTAC
GGAAGTGGAAGGGGAAAAACAGCAG
CAGCAGCAGCAACAACAACAACGAC
AACAACAACAACGACAACAACAAAC
CGAAGAGGAAAAGAGAGCTGAGTGG
AAAAAGTCTTTGAAAATTTAGTCCT
AAAACTTATATTTACATTCTCATGC
TCTCCTGAAGTCACAGAAAGAGGTT
CGGAACTTCTGCTTTAAGAGGACAT
TTGAATCGACTGGAGAGGAACAAAG
CATTGAAGAGAGAGGAAGTGAACTC
CTCAGATAAAGCTCTAATATGAGAA
ACATAGTTCCAGAGAGAAGTTAATG
TTACTTCATTTTTCTGTCTCATTTC
CTTCAAGCTCAAAGCATGAGTAAGT
GATAATGgtaagtaaatatgtattc
tc
tttttttttttttttttgagAGGGA
GTTTCGCTCTTTCGCCCAGGCTGGA
GTGAGGTGGCGCAATCTCAGCTGAC
TGTAACCTCTGCCCCCACCAGGTTC
GAgt[del:121167bp]aagtatg
aaaaaaataaa

ttttatttattttattctagATTTC
CTGCTCTTCTAAGACACAGTGATTT
AGAATTTCTGTTCAAGCAAGAGAAC
TAAAGACTTCTTTAAAGAAGAGAAG
gtaagtgcaagagattaaaa
tgtctcccatcaccccccagATGGG
ACCATCTAGCTGCAGGAAAGGAAGC
TCAAGGCTCCCACTGAATCTACATT
ATGgtgagttgtataattatttc

3202440232024483

3207480232075188

3223514732235204

82

387

58

chr4.182041664- 80
182041743

85.52

75.04

76.18

90.26

62.43 ->
78.86

90.97

86.71

99.52

c.643955921 6912
+26400del

c.6291-21015
6438+98743
dupinsA;
c.6291-21008
6291-21007ins
CTCCCCTGA
ACATGG
Complex
inversion (see
cited work)

Complex
insertion/
deletion (see
cited work)

Proximal

Frameshift

Premature
stop codon

Frameshift

Distal (5! and
3! )

Encompassing

Frameshift

Encompassing

MyoD
transformed
fibroblasts

Skeletal
muscle

Unspecified

Skeletal
muscle

30

(Continued)

[38]

[37]

[32]

[36]
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Intron

45

47

48

48

49

PE
#

36

37

38

39

40

tttcttctggagtattctagGAGAA
GACATACCAGTCGAGGGGTTCTGGG
GAGCCAGGCCTTCAAGCAATGGATT
GCTGACAACATAATGAAGAGGATTT
TACTTAGAATAATGTCAGTTGATAA
AAGTTTGAATGGGAGACGGAAGCAA
GGCAGTGg(g>t)aagtggaattcc
taaatt
aattatggtaatccccaca(t>g)G
TCAAGGGTGGAGCCAGGTGCAGATA
ATTGAATCATGGAAGAGGATCCCCC
ATACTGTTCTCCTGATAATCAgtaa
gtttcacaagatctga
aaagctgctctttccgctagGGTCC
TGGGATGAGAAGACATTTAGAGCAG
ATCCATATTCTAGAATGAAAAGACC
TTAACTTGATTCATAGTGTGGAGTA
AAGCTGCAGCTGATCTGCAGACACA
TGAgtgagtaataaatgtttgtt
gacagtgggctctattttagGCAAT
GTGAGCACAGAAGACTGCTCCTCTC
TTCAGGAAATGGAATGAAGTGAAGA
AATGAGTCATGTCAACATACTGAAG
ACTATTTCAGGCAGAGGGAAAAGCA
AGTTCCATTGCCAAAAGGCGgtgag
gagttttgcttgtat
atgtatttgaccttttacagGAAGT
CCTCAAAGAAAATAAAGAAGTTGGT
TAGTCAGAGATTTTAAAAAAGAAAC
CAGAAATATACCATCTTTGAAAATA
AAAGAAATCTTAAAGAAGTTGACGA
AGTGAAGGAAAGAAGAAAGAGGAAA
GAAACTGAGCAGGGATGAACCCAGC
TTCCAATCAGAACTCAGCTTGGGAG
gtgagcgtaggagctggaca

Sequence

31
3183353931833718

3184515231845276

3185063731850744

3187933831879409

3196503131965167

Genomic
Co-ordinates
(chrX.)

180

125

108

72

137

Size
(bp)

93.4

75.76

81.97

61.61 ->
78.18

73.52

Acceptor
Score

87.02

78.66

70.41

74.53

71.16 ->
88.39

Donor
Score

Table 1
(Continued)

Complex
inversion (see
cited work)

Complex
inversion (see
cited work)

Complex
inversion (see
cited work)

c.69134037T>G

c.6614+
3310G>T

Mutation(s)

Encompassing

Encompassing

Encompassing

Proximal

Proximal

Orientation of
Mutation to
PE and
Splice Sites

Premature
stop codon

Frameshift

Premature
stop codon

Premature
stop codon

Frameshift

ORF

Cultured
myogenic cells

Cultured
myogenic cells

Cultured
myogenic cells

Skeletal
muscle

Skeletal
muscle

RNA Source

[39]

[39]

[39]

[27]

[27]

Reference
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32

51

45

49

43

51

49

42

44

49

41

atgatgctgtcattttgcagTTCAT
ATCTGAGGAAATGATGCCTGGAAGA
TTATAATTGCCCTCTTGACCATTTG
TCTACAGCAATTATTTTGTGTTAAA
GGTTGGGATGGAACGCTTTGGCCAA
ATACAGAAAGTTCCTCACACCTTTT
TCTGTTACATTGAAAAATAATTCAA
GAGCAgtaagtaaaacatattacta
tattgttatcttctttctagAAGTC
CTCTCCCAACTTATTCTGGTGTTAT
TGGCATGGAAATTGTGCTCAATAAA
TGAGTCAGTCAAAATAGACTTGTTC
ATTTCAGGGGACAATTTTTGTCTGT
TATCTCTCTATTGATTTCTGTTGCT
ACAAGTGAAGTTACACCAGgtaaat
gagattgtacgcat
ctttctgaattcctccttagAATCA
TGCAGCCAGCTGAACTCTGTAAGAA
GCTTTTTCCAATGCCCTCTTACTGA
GATGCCCACACTCTGAAGTGTTTTA
CGCTCTTGCTGCAATAAGgtaaata
ttcttaatttttt
aaatggtcttttggttacagGGTGA
AAGAGACCCAACAATACACCTTTCC
CACTTCCGGAGGCCTTTGGTTAAAC
CATGTCTGCCACAAGGACACAGGAG
CCTGgtatgactggttgttttttg
tgcttttatgatttttaaagAATTC
GGAGGAGGAGCCAAGATGGCCGAAT
AGGAACAGCTCCGGTCTACAGCTCC
CAGCGTGAGCGACGCAGAAGACGGG
TGATTTCTGCATTTCCATCTGAGgt
accgggttcatctcaata...
3176500931765013

3175244131752524

3183104131831138

3183199031832138

3183250031832659

103

84

98

149

160

79.68

96.74

73.62

88.15

87.27

68.7

76.2

87.58

88.06

75.66

c.7542+8951
7542+8952
ins6091

None

Complex
inversion (see
cited work)

Complex
inversion (see
cited work)

Complex
inversion (see
cited work)

Proximal

N/A

Encompassing

Encompassing

Encompassing

Frameshift

ORF
preserved

Frameshift

Frameshift

Frameshift

Skeletal
muscle

Skeletal
muscle

Cultured
myogenic cells

Cultured
myogenic cells

Cultured
myogenic cells

(Continued)

[40]

[14]

[39]

[39]

[39]
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60

62

51

55

48

50

55

47

56

53

46

49

Intron

PE
#

tttatcctgaggaattatagACTAC
TAAGCAGACAGATATTTGAGGAAAT
TTCAGAGGAAAGAGAAAGAAGAGAA
GAATGAGCTGGGCTGGAGgtaagag
aatggggggagaa
ttttacttttctatttaca(a>g)A
AATGGAACACCACCAGAAAAACAAG
AATTTGAAAGACGAGATGAGAAAAg
taagttgtaattggaaaca
tttttgtttttcctttttagAGTTC
TTGCTAATGATGGGCCCAAAGTTAT
ATTAAGAACTGCAAAGTAAATTTCA
ACCAATTACTTTATTCAGg(g>t)g
agtcattaaattgaggt
catccaattttttctaccagAAATA
TTAAGAATTGTTGACTACAACAGTA
TGGAAAAGCAATAGATTCCAGTGTG
TATTTCATGCCAAAAGTCTCAGCAT
TCTGCATGTGGAAATAAACATATGG
CTAAACACTGCCTTTTCTCAAAATT
GCCATCAAACTATCCTCTGTTTTGT
GGCTCTCAAAAgtaagtagccagat
ttttat
ttgattgattattgttgcagGTTGA
GTCCTCCAAGAAGCAGATGCCAGGG
CAGATTTATTGCAGAATAACACCTG
TGAAGAAATAGGGGTGGAAGCAGAA
TTGAACAAGg(g>t)aagccatcag
atcacaat
ttttgttctttttgtggcagGAGCT
GATAGCCAGCAACCACACTTCAAGA
AATGGAAGACAGCTGTGAATGCTTC
ATTCAGGCCCA(A>G)gtaaatata
ggaagaggtgt

Sequence

33
3126166331261729

3136415531364243

3149707931497244

3159557231595644

3160957131609620

3167855831678630

Genomic
Co-ordinates
(chrX.)

67

89

166

73

50

73

Size
(bp)

96.61

88.65

94.32

90.26

79.61 ->
96.18

64.29

Acceptor
Score

75.91 ->
88.06

76.64 ->
93.87

87.36

78.52 ->
95.74

87.36

91.82

Donor
Score

Table 1
(Continued)

c.9225647A>G

c.908515519G>T

c.83911419 8391828del;
c.8391102 839176del

c.8217
+32103G>T

c.8217+
18052A>G

Complex
inversion (see
cited work)

Mutation(s)

Proximal

Proximal

Distal (5! and
3! )

Proximal

Proximal

Encompassing

Orientation of
Mutation to
PE and
Splice Sites

Frameshift

Frameshift

Frameshift

Frameshift

Frameshift

Frameshift

ORF

Skeletal
muscle

Skeletal
muscle

Skeletal
muscle

Skeletal
muscle

Skeletal
muscle

Skeletal
muscle

RNA Source

[9, 42]

[9]

[37]

[35]

[33]

[41]

Reference
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34

67

77

58

65

55

57

65

54

67

63

53

56

62

52

tgtttccactacatctgcagTTACA
TCCTCCACTGAAGTCTTGAACCCCT
GACAGTCATCCATGAGGGTTGGAAT
CAACGTCTTCCAAACTCCTGgtaat
gttgatattttgacg
tggcactgttttctttgcagATGAC
ATGTGAATGCATTCTGAATGTATAA
CTTCCTTCTACCTGACTGAAAAGTA
TTTGGTGACAATTTTAACTCCTTGA
AGACCTGAGTTGCTGTATAAAGTGG
ATTTGTTAAATTTTGATCTACCTTT
TCTTAAGAGGGAGAAAG(a>g)taa
gaaaattttccagtga
attaattttctttcaataagGGGCA
ATCTGATGAAGATCTGAGCATTTAA
GAGGGCTGAGCAGTTAGTTGCTGgt
aa(t>g)ttttttggcttccat
ttgctttttctctgtcgtagTCAGT
GCCCCAGAAACACCCTCTTCTTCCC
AAATGCCTGAGCACTCCACTGgtag
acattcatcttgttct
gtgttttgttttgttttcagAAGGG
GTCTAACTTCGTCACCCAGGCTGGA
GTGCAGTGGCACGATCACAGCTCAT
TGCAGCCTCGACCTCTGGGCTCAAG
TGATCCTCCCACCTCAGCCTCCTGA
GTAGCTGGGACTACAGg(c>t)atg
gaccgccacgcctgg
gtacttatggtcaattgcagATACA
GAACTCCAAAGAAATTCAAATCACA
GTACAATCATTGATTACTGTATGAT
CCTGGCCCCTTGAACTGGCAGCTTG
CTTACCTGCTCTGGAAAGTTGCTGG
CTGCCCTGTTGGCACCCTGGGCATT
TCTTCCACATCTAAACAAGAGgtta
gtagagaagaagctac

tgtcggtgtcctttctgtagTGTTC
CACATTGGATGGGTGAAGAAGTCCT
GATAGTCGATTATTGATCACATAAC
AAGgtca(a>g)tttatcataactg
aa

3113248331132633

3120124931201369

3120334431203394

3120709931207151

3120828431208430

3124769431247768

3126130631261363

151

121

51

53

147

75

58

76.72

96.18

81.16

83.88

96.18

76.44

81.83

87.1

67.75 ->
84.98

63.87

79.28 ->
91.45

77.17 ->
94.40

74.39

77.76 ->
89.70

Unknown

c.9807+
2714C>T

Unknown

c.9564427T>G

c.9563+
1215A>G

Unknown

c.9225285A>G

Unknown

Proximal

Unknown

Proximal

Proximal

Unknown

Proximal

Frameshift

Frameshift

ORF
preserved

Frameshift

Premature
stop codon

Premature
stop codon

Frameshift

Lymphocytes

Lymphocytes
or skeletal
muscle
(unspecified)

Lymphocytes

Skeletal
muscle

Skeletal
muscle

Skeletal
muscle [28];
Lymphocytes
or skeletal
muscle
(unspecified)
[31]
Lymphocytes

[10]

[31]

[10]

[19, 45]

[33, 43]

[10]

[28, 31]
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in normal skeletal muscle RNA, was converted to a
pseudoexon by a tandem duplication of exon 2. PE09
(i2), PE10 (i2) and PE11(i3) were reported in the
same proband as a result of an exon 8–11 duplication,
and PE33 (i43) arose from an exon 44 duplication.
These cases offer further support to the theory of correct DMD splicing occurring through coordination
of distant elements. At this point, however, it is not
clear whether these PEs are induced specifically by
alterations to the canonical exon order, or whether
they arise from disruptions to intronic sequences that
would normally act as distal pseudoexon silencers.

exons of the gene – though, as with PE04, it is yet
to be determined whether these inclusions indicate a
functional role for PE07 [17].
PSEUDOEXONS OF UNKNOWN ORIGIN
Underlying genomic mutations were not identified
for three of the pseudoexons catalogued (PEs 53, 56
and 58). However, as these pseudoexons were exclusively detected in the RNA of specific DMD patient
cells, they are believed to be pathogenic and therefore
were not classed as arising sans mutation.

PSEUDOEXONS ARISING FROM
INVERSIONS

PSEUDOEXONS ARISING FROM
DELETIONS

Eight DMD pseudoexons arose from inversion
mutations: PEs 34, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, and 46.
In all these cases, each PE was completely internal
to the inverted region. PE34 arose from an inversion internal to intron 44 – i.e. no canonical exons
were directly affected. PEs 38 to 43 (i48 and i49)
were reported from a single patient with a complex inversion of exons 49 and 50, while PE46 (i53)
arose in a patient with a deletion of exons 48–52
and an inversion of exon 53. It is perhaps unsurprising that such dramatic rearrangements of large
tracts of transcribed sequence would result in splicing
disturbances of some kind, but these cases nevertheless serve to illustrate that, in addition to recognition
of canonical exons, the silencing of pseudoexons is
an equally essential component of spliceosome function, and one that is likely to be achieved through
orientation-dependent sequence motifs in the intron.

Of the 54 known mutation-obligate DMD PEs, ten
arose from genomic deletions: PEs 02, 03, 12, 17,
18, 27, 28, 29, 35, and 49. For some of these cases,
PE initiation can easily be explained as a direct result
of the deletion event bringing into conjunction tracts
of sequence that, when transcribed, present a strong
exon signal to the spliceosome. Pseudoexons appearing to fit this description are PEs 17, 28 and 35,
though it should be noted that PE28 also has two
small insertions (17bp and 8bp) near its junction site.
Two additional but less obvious examples can be seen
with PEs 29 and 49 – in these cases, the sequence
of the pseudoexons and their splice sites are unaltered from normal individuals, but their inclusions in
mature transcripts are initiated by deletions of immediately flanking intronic regions, which presumably
contain essential splicing silencers.
For the remaining five deletion-initiated PEs, the
link between mutation and pseudoexon is less clear.
PEs 12 (i3), 18 (i11) and 27 (i29) all arose from frameshifting deletions of one, two and one bases in exons
5, 12 and 27 respectively, and PE02 (i1) and PE03
(i1) (both from the same patient) were purportedly
initiated by a deletion of exons 3 to 6. Though a more
detailed explanation of these PEs may not be possible
at present, they appear to support the general theory
that splicing of a given DMD intron is often interdependent on the correct processing of distant elements
of the same transcript [46].

PSEUDOEXONS ARISING FROM
INSERTIONS
Two DMD pseudoexons arose from insertion mutations, PEs 32 and 45. PE32 was created by an insertion
into intron 43 of two large tracts (88.0kb and 2.6kb)
of intragenic sequence from chromosome 4, the PE
itself originating within the larger of these two tracts,
while PE45 was created by a 6096bp LINE-1 retrotransposon with a potential donor site at its 5! end
inserting immediately 3! of a latent acceptor site in
DMD intron 51.

PSEUDOEXONS ARISING FROM
DUPLICATIONS

PSEUDOEXONS ARISING FROM SINGLE
BASE-PAIR SUBSTITUTIONS

Five DMD pseudoexons arose from genomic duplications: PEs 08, 09, 10, 11, and 33. PE08 (i2), which
has also been observed as a low-frequency inclusion

Single base-pair substitutions were the most commonly observed cause of DMD PEs, accounting for
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is qualitatively similar to PEs 12 and 18, which also
arose from small mutations distal to the pseudoexon,
although the mutation that initiated PE20 did not
directly alter the DMD coding sequence. PE25 (i26)
is a unique case that arose from a G-to-C substitution
internal to the PE that altered the predicted binding
of splicing enhancer SRp55 [30].
PSEUDOEXONS AND RECURSIVE
SPLICING
Multi-step or recursive splicing was first described
in Drosophila in 2005 [47] and has more recently
been discovered to be prevalent in the genes of
the human transcriptome [48, 49], including DMD
[50, 51]. While conventionally spliced introns are
removed with a single splicing event, recursively
spliced introns are excised from their maturing transcripts in two or more segments, via intronic acceptor
splice sites called ‘ratchet points’. Sibley et al. [48]
have also reported that recursive splicing in vertebrates is facilitated by recognition of evolutionarily
conserved donor-like splice sites downstream of
acceptor-like ratchet points.
Georgomanolis et al. [49] have postulated that
some of the low-frequency pseudoexons observed
in the transcripts of normal cells may be a natural
byproduct of the spliceosome incorrectly recognizing exon-like intronic ratchet points. I suggest that
this hypothesis can reasonably be extended to include
mutation-induced PEs – i.e. mutations that enhance
the exon-like characteristics of intronic ratchet points
may thereby convert them into pathogenic PEs. Evidence supporting this hypothesis has already been
described by Bouge et al. [14], who noted the alignment of six pseudoexon splice sites with six of the
DMD intron ratchet points predicted by Gazzoli et
al. [51]. Seeking to expand upon these observations,
I cross-referenced the splice sites of all eligible PEs
in Table 1 with all of the intronic ratchet points predicted by Gazzoli et al. This analysis excluded the
splice sites of the DMD inversion PEs (34, 38, 39,
40, 41, 42, 43 and 46), the chromosome 4 insertion
PE (32), and the de novo donor site for PE45, as these
sites could not be sensibly compared to any part of
the DMD reference sequence. Splice sites shared by
multiple PEs (acceptor sites for PEs 5 and 6, 15 and
16, and donor sites for PEs 9 and 10, 11 and 12, and
15 and 16) were included but were counted only once
each to avoid bias. Using these criteria, including the
matches noted by Bouge et al. I confirmed 12 Gazzoli
matches out of 47 unique acceptor sites and 14 Gazzoli matches out of 44 unique donor sites (Table 2).

Fig. 1. Locations of pseudoexon-initiating single-nucleotide variations in the DMD gene, relative to acceptor and donor splice
site consensus sequences. Numbers above each nucleotide indicate the exemplar pseudoexons. Lower-case letters indicate intron
sequence, upper-case letters indicate exon sequence. Dash-line
boxes highlight the essential “ag” and “gt” of the acceptor and
donor site motifs respectively.

26 of the 58 catalogued, through 24 unique mutations.
In most of these cases, the etiology of the PE appears
to stem from the creation or enhancement of a latent
mid-intron splice site – of the 24 unique mutations,
7 created new acceptor splice sites (PEs 01, 05/06,
15, 22, 30, 37 and 47) and 15 created new donor
splice sites (PEs 13, 14, 16, 19, 23/24, 26, 31, 36, 48,
50, 51, 52, 54, 55 and 57). All 22 of these acceptormotif and donor-motif mutations greatly enhanced
the Shapiro-Senapathy splice score of the mutated
site, and in every case the new nucleotide was the
most common consensus base for that position in
the splice site (Fig. 1). While a possible exception
to this rule was noted at the acceptor site of PE14
(c.650-39575A>C), this mutation was found to be a
common SNP (rs113593006, dbSNP build 151 – see
ref. 44) that only marginally decreased the ShapiroSenapathy score of the acceptor site (from 79.91 to
78.04). I therefore judged that this SNP was likely
to be incidental to the pathology of this pseudoexon
and did not constitute a true counterexample to the
prevailing pattern of splice site enhancement.
Only two PEs arose from SNVs outside of the PE
consensus splice sites, PE20 and PE25. PE20 (i18)
arose from a G-to-A substitution at the first base of
intron 20, suggesting that the correct splicing of these
two introns may be interdependent. In this way, PE20
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Table 2
DMD pseudoexon splice sites coinciding with recursive splicing ratchet points predicted
by Gazzoli et al. (2016). Co-ordinates listed are for genomic reference sequence
NC 000023.10, as used by the cited authors. Dotted-line boxes enclose pairs of split
reads that match to the same pseudoexon splice site. Asterisks (*) indicate the six
coinciding splice sites previously noted by Bouge et al. [14]

Several interesting features were apparent in this
set of Gazzoli-matched splice sites. Firstly, most of
the matched PEs matched at both their acceptor and
donor splice sites. Only PEs 1, 11/12 and 49 matched
at their donor sites alone, and only PE56 matched at
its acceptor site alone. Secondly, a clear bias was evident in the mutation categories of the matched PEs, as
the majority of the Gazzoli-matched sites were from
PEs induced either without mutations or by mutations
distal to the PE and its splice motifs, PEs 1 and 26
being the only exceptions to this rule. Lastly, of the 15
PEs where inducing distal mutations were identified,

11 arose exclusively from mutations that were 3! to
the PE (PEs 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 18 and 20).
Only PEs 27 and 29 were induced exclusively by 5!
mutations, while PEs 33 and 49 were each induced
by flanking mutations.
PSEUDOEXONS AND RECURSIVE
SPLICING REGULATION
Canonical splicing of a donor-acceptor pair is often
dependent on distal regulatory elements, including
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Fig. 2. Suggested model of the two most common modes of pseudoexon initiation observed in the DMD gene. (A) Proximal mutations at
non-RS sites. (i) In the absence of mutation, a putative pseudoexon presents a weak exon-like profile to the spliceosome and is predominantly
excluded from mature transcripts. (ii) The presence of a mutation, usually a splice-site-creating SNV, increases the exon-like profile of the
putative pseudoexon, resulting in its inclusion in a much higher proportion of transcripts. (B) Mutations 3! distal to RS sites. (i) In the absence
of mutation, the exon n donor site and RS-acceptor site are used to excise the 5! segment of an intron. Silencing elements distal (usually 3! )
to the RS-exon prevent spliceosome recognition of its donor-like motif, and the RS-exon is subsequently removed from the transcript along
with the rest of the 3! intron segment. (ii) When mutations to the distal silencing elements impair their function, the intron segment 5! to the
RS-exon is spliced as normal, but the RS-exon donor-like site escapes silencing and is more readily recognised by the spliceosome, leading
to a much higher frequency of inclusion of the RS-exon in the mature transcript population.

but not limited to other canonical splice sites [51, 52,
53]. Mutations that alter or destroy these distal elements can impede exon definition and decrease the
frequency of inclusion of the affected exons in the
mature transcript [42, 43]. It may be that spliceosome
recognition of recursive splice sites (which necessarily exhibit a strong exon-like profile in their local
motifs) is regulated by a similar system of mostly 3!
distal elements, but a system that acts to silence rather
than promote the inclusion of its targets. Mutations
that impaired these distal silencing elements might
thereby permit an increase in the erroneous processing of recursive splice sites, converting them to PEs
via a distinctly different pathway than PEs created
by proximal mutation (Fig. 2). If valid, this model
would explain the high coincidence of Gazzoli predicted recursive splice sites with the splice sites of
PEs induced by distal mutations. However, while the
mutations collated in this report may offer broad clues
as to the locations of some such suppressive distal ele-

ments in the DMD gene, any further analysis of their
common features awaits the assembly and analysis
of a much larger dataset of PEs and recursive splice
sites – one that will have to encompass multiple other
genes besides DMD.
CONCLUSIONS
The 58 DMD pseudoexons collated from published reports exhibit great diversity in their sizes,
locations, and pathologies. Surprisingly, PEs arising
either from no mutation, or from mutations distal to the pseudoexon and its splice sites, exhibited
a high coincidence with predicted recursive splice
sites in the DMD introns, suggesting that some such
pseudoexons may arise from disruptions to recursive
splicing regulation. This finding may represent an
important new insight into the etiology of pseudoexons in DMD specifically and human disease genes
generally.
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Chapter 4

Analysis of pathogenic
pseudoexons reveals novel
mechanisms driving cryptic
splicing
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4.1

Preamble

Having completed an analysis of DMD pseudoexons (Chapter 3), there remained
several unanswered questions about pseudoexons (PEs) in general. How many
pathways exist by which mutations can induce PEs? Are the effects of these
mutations understandable based on known principles of RNA splicing? And how do
PEs interrelate with other forms of deep intronic splicing, such as recursive splice
sites and poison exons?

A preliminary investigation revealed only a few prior attempts to analyse the common
features of germline pseudoexons, and that these analyses had mostly pursued very
different research questions to our own (Královičová and Vořechovský 2007;
Vořechovský 2010; Dhir and Buratti 2010; Romano et al. 2013; Vaz-Drago et al.
2017). We decided that this justified assembling and curating a comprehensive
pseudoexon catalogue and thus undertook a thorough search of the literature for
published and empirically verified examples of PEs.

A significant time-cost to this process was the lack of precise detail offered by much
of the source literature. Transcribing or deducing the sequence and mutation of a PE
from a report took only minutes in most cases, but hours in others. Fortunately,
however, by the time our search concluded only a handful of PEs had had to be
completely excluded due to insufficient data. The second major impediment to the
search process was the low-to-non-existent use of relevant keywords (“pseudoexon”,
“cryptic exon” etc.) in some reports. In these cases, the problem was not the quality
of data in the reports but finding the reports in the first place, as many ranked very
low in search engine results despite the relevance of their content. Consequently, it
is all but certain that some PEs were overlooked due to the reporting authors using
terminology or keywords that completely escaped capture by the search terms we
used.

Despite these obstacles, we successfully catalogued 413 examples of pseudoexons
according to the criteria detailed within our report. To our knowledge, this is the
largest dataset of PEs assembled to date. Our analysis of this dataset led us to
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refine the parameters of some mutation categories, suggest new categories, and
highlight some of the remaining gaps in our knowledge of spliceosome behaviour.

The most common mutations driving pseudoexon inclusion were those that directly
created or enhanced pseudoexon splice motifs, with donor motif mutations being
about four times as common as acceptor motif mutations. Collectively, the effects of
the PE splice motif mutations were entirely consistent with existing models of
spliceosome behaviour.

Mutations inside pseudoexons and mutations that alter pseudoexon branch-point
definition have been described by others, but the parameters of these categories
have proven more difficult to define than those of splice motif mutations. We found
that the effects of intra-PE mutations were well-predicted by HExoSplice, an online
mutation analysis tool built specifically for this purpose and endorsed its use in future
studies (Ke et al. 2011; Tubeuf et al. 2020). Of the branch-point mutations collated in
this study, most could be understood through their effects on the branch point itself,
the AG-exclusion zone, or the proximity of these motifs. However, we identified a
knowledge gap when it came to predicting the effects of some apparent pseudoexon
branch-point mutations and suggest that these may alter binding of spliceosome
element U2AF65.

In addition to proximal PE mutations – which altered the PE splice motifs, branch
point motifs or internal exon definition motifs – there were also numerous examples
of PE-inducing mutations that were substantially distal to the PEs. A common
characteristic of most of these mutations was weakened definition in one of the
canonical exons flanking the PE; or, in a few cases, weakened definition in a nextbut-one neighbour exon. This category represents an expansion of one originally
proposed by Dhir and Buratti (2010), and its existence indicates that definition
strength of the exons flanking an intron is an important factor in suppressing the
splicing of latent exon-like elements within the intron.
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We also suggest several new categories for some of the remaining distal mutations,
although our descriptions of these were limited by low numbers of supporting
examples, while a remaining few were unique and so complex in their effects that we
were unable to usefully speculate on the underlying mechanisms.

Having previously detected novel matches between pseudoexon splice sites and
putative recursive splice sites in the DMD gene (Chapter 3), we now sought to
examine whether any such matches could be found for our multi-gene PE catalogue.
By cross-searching all PE coordinates against published RNAseq (Sibley et al. 2015)
and spliced-EST datasets (Kent et al. 2002), we found that more than 15% of PEs
underwent splicing at one or both splice sites in non-mutant cells. For most of the
PEs in this 15%, it remains to be determined whether this splicing activity is
functional, but in seven cases the matches were experimentally verified recursive
splice sites, providing the first explicit proof of a link between PEs and recursive
splicing (Blazquez et al. 2018; Zhang et al. 2018; Wan et al. 2021).

Our report represents substantial progress towards a comprehensive model for why
and where pseudoexons arise, and how PEs interrelate with other deep intronic
splicing phenomena. Although this model is far from complete, we have been able to
specify certain areas where our knowledge is lacking and speculate that accelerating
progress in RNA sequencing technologies will close these gaps in the very near
future.
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Understanding pre-mRNA splicing is crucial to accurately diagnosing and treating genetic
diseases. However, mutations that alter splicing can exert highly diverse effects. Of all the
known types of splicing mutations, perhaps the rarest and most difﬁcult to predict are
those that activate pseudoexons, sometimes also called cryptic exons. Unlike other
splicing mutations that either destroy or redirect existing splice events, pseudoexon
mutations appear to create entirely new exons within introns. Since exon deﬁnition in
vertebrates requires coordinated arrangements of numerous RNA motifs, one might
expect that pseudoexons would only arise when rearrangements of intronic DNA
create novel exons by chance. Surprisingly, although such mutations do occur, a far
more common cause of pseudoexons is deep-intronic single nucleotide variants, raising
the question of why these latent exon-like tracts near the mutation sites have not already
been purged from the genome by the evolutionary advantage of more efﬁcient splicing.
Possible answers may lie in deep intronic splicing processes such as recursive splicing or
poison exon splicing. Because these processes utilize intronic motifs that benignly engage
with the spliceosome, the regions involved may be more susceptible to exonization than
other intronic regions would be. We speculated that a comprehensive study of reported
pseudoexons might detect alignments with known deep intronic splice sites and could
also permit the characterisation of novel pseudoexon categories. In this report, we present
and analyse a catalogue of over 400 published pseudoexon splice events. In addition to
conﬁrming prior observations of the most common pseudoexon mutation types, the size of
this catalogue also enabled us to suggest new categories for some of the rarer types of
pseudoexon mutation. By comparing our catalogue against published datasets of noncanonical splice events, we also found that 15.7% of pseudoexons exhibit some splicing
activity at one or both of their splice sites in non-mutant cells. Importantly, this included
seven examples of experimentally conﬁrmed recursive splice sites, conﬁrming for the ﬁrst
time a long-suspected link between these two splicing phenomena. These ﬁndings have
the potential to improve the ﬁdelity of genetic diagnostics and reveal new targets for splicemodulating therapies.
Keywords: pseudoexons, cryptic splicing, splicing mutations, recursive splicing, poison exons, genetic disease
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1 INTRODUCTION

yet they are also ubiquitous in the sense that they can potentially
arise in any gene with at least one intron, and do not exhibit any
noticeable bias towards particular genes or cell types.
Consequently, any new insights into how and why pathogenic
PEs arise may have implications for numerous genetic diseases.
Surprisingly, there have been very few focused studies on the
general characteristics of pseudoexons. Královičová and
Vořechovský (2007) examined the exonic splice enhancer and
silencer (ESE and ESS) content of pathogenic PEs and found that
they were intermediate between introns and canonical exons. A
2010 study by Vořechovský investigated the correlation of PEs
with transposable elements and found that MIRs (Mammalianwide interspersed repeats) and antisense Alu elements were
statistically overrepresented in pseudoexon sequences, which
they attributed to exon-like characteristics that these elements
naturally possess. Dhir and Buratti (2010) directly examined the
mutations that activate PEs and proposed that they could be
divided into ﬁve distinct categories: splice site or branch point
creation, ESE gain or ESS loss, internal deletion, intragenic
inversion, and loss of a ﬂanking canonical splice site.
Subsequent observations by Romano et al. (2013) of PEs in
cancer-associated genes implicitly supported Dhir and Buratti’s
categories, although Romano et al., additionally noted the
possibility of PEs arising through other, as-yet uncharacterised
mechanisms. More recently, Vaz-Drago et al. (2017) collated
additional examples of PEs ﬁtting Dhir and Buratti’s ﬁrst two
categories and observed a distribution of PE sizes similar to that
of internal canonical exons. Lastly, our own review of
pseudoexons in the DMD gene (Keegan 2020) examined the
coincidence of PEs with reported recursive splicing, and
suggested mutation-driven exonization of recursive splice sites
as an explanatory mechanism for some PEs.
Although this handful of reviews provided many useful
insights into the mechanisms of PE pathogenesis, all of them
(including our own) were limited by their small sample sizes. For
the older reviews in particular, this impediment was largely
attributable to the scarcity of pseudoexon reports available at
the time they were written, although a lack of clarity in how some
primary reports presented their pseudoexon data may also have
contributed. In recent years, the rate of reports of new
pseudoexons has continued to accelerate as new technologies
make RNA analysis faster, cheaper and more accurate. Therefore,
it is timely to undertake a new and comprehensive analysis of
pseudoexons and their instigating mutations.
In this report, we present a catalogue of 413 germline
pseudoexon variants, which were as many as we could ﬁnd
through a thorough search of the literature. To our
knowledge, this is the ﬁrst time a PE dataset of this size has
been assembled. Our analysis of this data discovered that 15.7% of
PEs exhibit splicing activity at one or both of their splice sites in
non-mutant cells, suggesting that many reported PEs might be
more accurately reclassiﬁed as mutant variants of intronic splice
regulating elements within introns, such as poison exons or decoy
exons. Importantly, these shared intronic splice sites include
seven empirically-veriﬁed recursive splice sites, conﬁrming for
the ﬁrst time a long-suspected link between these two splicing
phenomena.

According to the current release of Ensembl (104.38), the 3.1
gigabases of the human genome are estimated to contain over
44,000 genes, just over 20,000 of which encode proteins (Howe
et al., 2021). Based on statistics provided by Piovesan et al. (2019),
protein-coding genes account for 41% of the total human
genome, although exons, the transcribed segments that are
retained in the mature mRNA, comprise only 4.65% of this
fraction, or 1.91% of the total genome.
During and after transcription pre-mRNAs undergo splicing,
a process whereby introns are excised from the pre-mRNA
molecule and the ends of the ﬂanking exons are ligated
together by a multi-molecular assembly called the spliceosome.
This splicing process needs to be both consistent and accurate,
since an error of even a single nucleotide could render an entire
transcript functionless or cause it to encode a toxic product.
However, this does not mean that splicing must be perfect.
Occasional splicing errors are inevitable even in healthy cells
(Alexieva et al., 2021), and these aberrant transcripts are generally
well-managed by error-detecting systems such as nonsensemediated decay (NMD) (Hug et al., 2016)—but never without
some energy cost to the cell.
There is, therefore, an ancient and relentless evolutionary
pressure on all eukaryotes to splice pre-mRNAs as efﬁciently
as possible. This raises the question of why evolution allows
introns to persist in the ﬁrst place. Much effort has been devoted
to investigating this question, and there appears to be no single
answer (Chorev and Carmel, 2012; Jo and Choi, 2015). Stated
brieﬂy, introns contain numerous regulatory elements that enable
alternative splicing and ﬁne control of gene expression, and the
presence of these elements may have indirectly modulated the
efﬁciency of natural selection for eukaryotic life on Earth. Recent
research also reveals a regulatory role for conserved exon-like
sequence elements within some introns, such as poison exons,
decoy exons and recursive splice sites (Conboy, 2021). However,
this does not imply that every nucleotide of every intron is of
equal importance as a nucleotide of coding sequence. Pathogenic
mutations are discovered within known coding regions at a rate of
at least 25% (Sawyer et al., 2016), much higher than the exonic
proportion of genes (4.65%), indicating that mutations in introns
are generally better tolerated.
Pathogenic mutations within introns are frequently found to
affect splicing. Splicing mutations account for about 9% of all
identiﬁed pathogenic mutations, though this ﬁgure also includes
exonic mutations with splicing impact (Stenson et al., 2017). Most
pathogenic splicing mutations weaken the deﬁnition of conserved
branch point, acceptor site or donor site motifs of canonical
exons, resulting in skipping of whole or partial exons, or inclusion
of partial or whole introns (Abramowicz and Gos 2018). In some
cases, however, a mutation will cause part of an intron to be
erroneously spliced into mature transcripts as if it were an exon.
These inclusions, when they occur, are called pseudoexons (PEs)
or cryptic exons.
Mutations that cause pathogenic PEs in germline cells could
accurately be described as ‘rare but ubiquitous.’ They are rare in
that they appear to account for very few unique splicing events,
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Additionally, while our examination of the mutations that
cause PEs largely supported the observations of Dhir and Buratti
(2010), the expanded sample size of our catalogue allowed us to
suggest reﬁnements and additions to their original ﬁve categories.

between PEs in cancers and those in germline cells. However, we
did include PEs arising from germline mutations in cancerassociated genes, such as NF1 and ATM, as in these cases
carcinogenesis appeared to be a result of PE inclusion rather
than the cause of it.

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1.2 Exclusion of Pseudoexons in Non-Humans
Although PEs have been observed in other animal species (e.g.,
Smith et al., 2007; Gómez-Grau et al., 2017), such observations
are even rarer than they are in humans, a disparity that probably
stems from the lower level of interest in mutation analysis in nonhuman species. We determined that the inclusion of PEs from
non-human species would only offer a modest increase to our
study’s sample size at the cost of greatly generalising its
conclusions, and therefore limited its scope to human PEs only.

Although PEs have been observed in a highly diverse range of
genes and cell types, they remain a relatively rare splicing
phenomenon, and it was therefore unavoidable that any
analysis of their characteristics would require some degree of
compromise between speciﬁcity and sample size. In this section
we will outline the criteria we adopted for determining what data
to include in our analyses, what data to exclude, and why.

2.1 Working Deﬁnition of “Pseudoexon”

2.1.3 Inclusion of Pseudoexons Identiﬁed via
Transfected Minigene/Midigene Constructs
Wherever possible, it is ideal for investigations of splicing
mutations to use RNA from patient cells that natively express
the gene of interest. Unfortunately, this is not a practical option
for many genes. For example, the Stargardt disease gene ABCA4 is
primarily expressed in kidney and retinal cells, and it is rare that a
biopsy of either of these internal tissues can be justiﬁed. Instead,
many researchers utilise HEK293T cells (immortalized human
embryonic kidney cells), which they transform with minigene
constructs of the ABCA4 region of interest to model the effects of
the mutation. In other cases, transformed COS cells
(immortalised simian kidney ﬁbroblast-like cells) or
transformed HeLa cells (immortalised cervical cancer cell line)
are used for similar purposes.
We elected to include in our dataset most of the PEs identiﬁed
via minigene constructs, provided that the minigene constructs
contained, at minimum, the entire intron surrounding the PE and
both the ﬂanking canonical exons. This minimised the chance of
including a PE produced by construct-speciﬁc changes to its
proximal sequence elements instead of the patient’s mutation. For
the same reason, we also decided that if the effects of a splicing
mutation were observed in both modiﬁed and unmodiﬁed cells,
only the observations from the unmodiﬁed cells would be
considered.

Our intention for this report was not to analyse all forms of
cryptic splicing, but speciﬁcally those instances where splicing of
non-canonical exons in a gene increased as the result of
pathogenic mutations in that gene.
In a previous report on DMD gene PEs (Keegan, 2020) we
suggested the following deﬁnition for PEs:
“[A pseudoexon is] any continuous tract of a transcribed
gene that: 1) does not overlap, adjoin or duplicate any
sense-strand sequence of that gene’s canonical exons; 2)
bears an acceptor splice site motif at its 5′ end and a
donor splice site motif at its 3′ end; and, 3) via both these
motifs, is spliced into a measurable proportion of the
mature transcripts of that gene in at least one proband.”
We adopted a streamlined version of that deﬁnition for this
report:
A germline pseudoexon is any continuous tract of a
transcribed gene that: 1) does not overlap, adjoin, or
duplicate any sense-strand sequence of a canonical exon;
and 2) is spliced into mature transcripts of that gene in
non-cancer cells of at least one proband 3) partly or
wholly due to mutation in that gene.
This modiﬁed deﬁnition allowed for the inclusion of PEs
spliced via non-canonical motifs and PEs spliced in ﬁrst-exon
or last-exon orientations. It also enforces the exclusion of
canonical exons introduced into other genes via gene fusions,
which could technically have been classed as PEs under the
previous phrasing.

2.1.4 Inclusion of ‘Terminal-Pseudoexons’
Virtually all of the reports surveyed in this analysis described
internal PEs, i.e., PEs that were spliced into a gene transcript
somewhere between its canonical ﬁrst and last exons. However,
there were some reports that appeared to detail “terminalpseudoexons” (tPEs) arising from mutations that caused noncanonical sequence inclusions at the 3′ ends of largely canonical
transcripts. We determined that these putative tPEs would only
be classed as such, and included in our catalogue, if they could
meet three criteria:

2.1.1 Exclusion of Cancer Pseudoexons
While many reports have detailed the correlation of PEs and
various forms of cancer, we chose to limit our analysis to only
those PEs that arose from germline mutations. This was because
cancer cells often exhibit idiosyncratic changes in splice factor
expression, and a general relaxation of splicing stringency, in
comparison to non-cancer cells (Zhang et al., 2021). As such, we
judged it would not be valid to make like-for-like comparisons
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This third criteria is perhaps the most important, as it
distinguishes “true” tPEs from more common events such as
incomplete splicing and/or partial intron inclusion, which
typically result in rapid nonsense-mediated decay of the
affected transcript. We therefore only included tPEs if the
supporting RNA analysis directly conﬁrmed a de novo
polyadenylation site, either via 3′ RACE or through whole
transcript sequencing.

intronic.” The ﬁrst three of these terms comprise the most common
descriptors for PEs, while the fourth term served as a “safety net” to
return any publications of deep intronic splicing mutations that
may have reported on PEs using unexpected terminology.
In addition to scrutinising each paper for useful data, we also
performed searches within each paper for the key terms
mentioned above and investigated any references that were
cited against these mentions. This allowed us to discover
additional PE reports that, for various reasons, had escaped
capture by our direct searches.
Similarly, we are indebted to the authors of several previous
reviews of PEs, whose works led us to additional primary sources
that had eluded discovery through the above methods
(Královičová and Vořechovský, 2007; Dhir and Buratti 2010;
Vořechovský 2010; Romano et al., 2013; Vaz-Drago et al., 2017).
We have also incorporated data for DMD PEs that was originally
collated for a previous report (Keegan 2020).

2.2 Quality and Method of RNA Sequencing
The primary sources collated in this report span nearly 40 years of
genetics research. As such, the RNA sequencing methods used by
these sources run the full gamut of technologies, from S1 nuclease
mapping to Nanopore. With few exceptions, we were agnostic towards
the RNA sequencing technology used, provided that the PE sequence
and splice sites could be mapped to the genomic reference sequence
with a high degree of certainty. The level of detail provided in most
reports made this a straightforward process, especially for those that
had included Sanger sequence traces of the PE splice site junctions or
Varnomen-format descriptions matched to speciﬁc reference
sequences. In other cases, it was necessary to deduce PE sequences
from precise but indirect details, such as the stated length of the PE
relative to its instigating mutation.
In some reports, the stated boundaries of one or more PEs
appeared to be exceptions to the U2-type GY-AG splicing that
predominates in the dataset and did not ﬁt the established motifs
of U12-type splice sites either (Turunen et al., 2013). Given the
rarity of such non-canonical exon boundaries in the human
transcriptome (Parada et al., 2014), we judged that it was
appropriate to exercise additional scrutiny, and we only
included non-canonically spliced PEs if their supporting
sequence data was unequivocal.
In cases where the published detail of a PE report was insufﬁcient
to determine the PE sequence, we contacted the corresponding
authors with requests for further detail and have cited those that
graciously responded as “Pers Comms” where appropriate.

2.5 Construction of Pseudoexon Catalogue
2.5.1 Transcribed Pseudoexon Features
The rarity of PEs, coupled with broad variability in how they were
reported, made it unfeasible to automate their annotation.
Therefore, all annotation of PE data was performed manually
by the authors. This approach was further justiﬁed post hoc by
discoveries of minor inconsistencies in numerous PE reports (e.g.,
stated splice sites or lengths that differed from those shown in the
published ﬁgures), errors that would have escaped detection by
any automated process and led to inclusion of inaccurate data.
For each PE, annotated data ﬁelds included the name of the
affected gene using current nomenclature, as listed on the Genecards
Human Gene Database (Stelzer et al., 2016); the sequence of the PE;
the sequences of the ﬂanking exons to which it was spliced; the cell or
tissue type(s) in which its splicing was observed; the Varnomen
cDNA code for the instigating mutation(s) if present and known
(den Dunnen et al., 2016); additional notes if relevant; and citations
for the primary sources of the data.
While transcript reference sequences are included for the
encompassing gene of each PE, in many cases a speciﬁc refseq
ID was not explicitly declared in the source. The listed reference
sequences instead correspond to the lowest-numbered transcript
variant (usually TV1) that matched the splicing patterns observed
and have been included to allow the use of cDNA-type Varnomen
mutation codes, which are more human-readable than genomic
codes. Chromosomal coordinates and all other genomic features
refer to the most recent human genome assembly, GRCh38.p13.

2.3 Quantity of Pseudoexon Inclusion in
Mature Transcripts
Our dataset does not incorporate quantitative data for the frequency
of inclusion of each PE. While it could be argued that this weakens
the analyses in some respects—since PEs with 10% inclusion are
treated identically to PEs with 100% inclusion—we reasoned that
avoiding quantitative analysis would be the “lesser of two evils.”
Collectively, this study’s source reports show enormous variation in
the genes studied, the types of cells used, and the methods of RNA
analysis, with many producing sequence data that was nonquantitative or at best semi-quantitative. Accurate and objective
standardisation of these data would have been all but impossible and
risked generating misleading conclusions.

2.4 Search Criteria

2.5.2 Intron Numbering
Historically, unique identiﬁers have been employed when
referring to the introns of certain genes, such as NF1 and
CLRN. For consistency, we have ignored these in favour of
simple 1-to-n numbering for all transcript variants, but
caution the reader that this may create the appearance of
discrepancies when referring to some cited reports.

Literature search was performed using Google Scholar and the
Murdoch University academic research portal FindIt. Individual
searches of the following terms were conducted through both
portals: “pseudoexon,” “pseudo exon,” “cryptic exon,” and “deep

2.5.3 Assignment of Unique Pseudoexon IDs
Each pseudoexon was assigned a unique ID according to the name
of its gene, the number of the encompassing intron, and an
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FIGURE 1 | Positional frequencies of 255 pseudoexon splice-motif SNVs. Stacked columns are categorised by the identity of the reference nucleotides, which in
249 of the 255 cases were mutated to the most frequently observed nucleotide at that position of the motifs, as shown on the X-axis. Exceptions (6) are categorised as
“Other.”

alphanumeric identiﬁer according to its similarity to other
pseudoexons in that intron. For example, two pseudoexons with
completely distinct sequence were reported in the 17th intron of
the ATM gene and were IDed as ATM-17-1 and ATM-17-2, while
the two PEs reported in ATM intron 27 were IDed as ATM-27-1a
and ATM-27-1b due to sharing an acceptor site.

nucleotide position relative to the donor site (Figure 1, right)
approximates the degree of nucleotide conservation observed for
that position in canonical sites (Ma et al., 2015). This may be a
logical consequence of how the spliceosome binds to candidate
donor sites: because the effect of nucleotide identity on
spliceosome binding varies greatly across the motif, changes at
the most essential positions will have the greatest effect and the
best chance of “breaking through” the silencing mechanisms that
would otherwise prevent detectable levels of splicing. This is
corroborated by our observation that no PE in our dataset was
instigated by an SNV at the donor site −3 position, despite this
nucleotide falling inside the donor site motif. Because the −3
position is not highly conserved, any change in this nucleotide is
unlikely to cause a noticeably pathogenic increase in PE inclusion.
However, we did note a single PE with a C>A SNV 7 nt 3′ of
the donor splice site (MMUT-11-1b). Although the donor site
motif is traditionally considered to end at the 6th 3′ nucleotide, a
comprehensive analysis of human splice sites (Ma et al., 2015)
reveals a substantial bias towards purines at the +7 position (59%
A/G). As this MMUT SNV is a pyrimidine-to-purine transition,
the simplest explanation of it is as a donor site mutation.

2.5.4 Citations
While descriptions of most PEs were limited to a single report,
some were reported multiple times by different research groups
and to varying levels of detail. An extreme example of this is
CFTR-7-1, a prevalent disease allele for cystic ﬁbrosis that has
been studied extensively. In the interest of clarity, we limited our
citations for each PE to its earliest known report, including later
reports only if they substantially added to the characterisation or
were already cited for unique observations of other PEs.
2.5.5 Derived Features
Maximum entropy (MaxEnt) splice site scores were calculated via the
Burge Laboratory’s MaxEntScan web-tool (Yeo and Burge, 2004). Sizes
and distances were directly calculated using spreadsheet formulae.

3.1.2 Pseudoexon Acceptor Motif Mutations
Acceptor splice-site mutations account for 53 of the catalogued
PE mutations, and all but one of those (DMD-30-1) were SNVs.
Despite the greater size of the acceptor motif compared to the
donor, pathogenic acceptor site SNVs were limited almost
entirely to positions −2 and −1, with only an additional eight
at −3 (Figure 1, left). As with the distribution of donor site
mutations, this appears to be a result of low conservation at
positions +1 to +3 and the low impact of individual nucleotides in
the −20 to −4 range, with pathogenic mutations in this latter

3 PSEUDOEXON MUTATION
CHARACTERISTICS
3.1 Pseudoexon Splice Motif Mutations
3.1.1 Pseudoexon Donor Motif Mutations
Donor splice site mutations are the most frequently observed
cause of PE pathogenesis, comprising 210 of the 359 catalogued
distinct mutations. Of these 210, 202 are single nucleotide
variants (SNVs), and the frequency of mutation for each
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region apparently impacting branch point deﬁnition more than
they did acceptor site deﬁnition. We also noted a single case of an
SNV at the PE acceptor +3 position, (ABRAXAS1-5-1) but chose
to analyse this as an internal mutation since its effect on the
acceptor splice score was negligible.
Our observations of position frequency in PE donor and
acceptor splice motif SNVs generally accorded with those of
Krawczak et al. (2007), who examined a much larger set of gainof-function splice mutations; and with those of Sakaguchi and
Suyama (2021), who examined a smaller dataset consisting
entirely of novel PEs. We also noted that the number of
transition
SNVs—purine-to-purine
or
pyrimidine-topyrimidine nucleotide changes—was approximately double
that of transversion mutations, at 165 and 92, respectively.
This accords with prior observations of how often each
mutation type is generally observed in the human genome
(Jiang and Zhao 2006).

relative to the PE acceptor site (Figure 2). Historically, branch
point mutations have been poorly understood and have proven
more challenging to predict than other splicing mutations
(Canson et al., 2020). Despite this variability we observed that
the mutations we had catalogued were remarkably consistent in
their effects on branch point characteristics (Table 1).
Branch point deﬁnition requires two elements: a functional
branch point site (the motif for which is weakly conserved in U2
introns) and a continuous AG-exclusion zone (AGEZ)
connecting the branch point to a downstream acceptor splice
site. In 12 out of the 14 cases shown here, the effect of the
mutation was to “close the circuit” between an acceptor site and a
branch point, through some combination of improving an inrange branch site motif (as predicted by SVM-BPﬁnder with
“AGEZ only” selected—see Corvelo et al., 2010), increasing the
size of the AGEZ, or moving an existing branch point closer to an
AGEZ (Gooding et al., 2006).
Two exceptions to this rule were ABCA4-6-1 and CCN6-2-1,
both instigated by SNVs that modestly increased their acceptor
site scores (6.63 -> 7.12 and 3.12 -> 5.43, respectively) but did not
affect their AGEZ size or branch point scores. Although we could
defensibly have classiﬁed these as acceptor-motif mutations, we
noted that every other acceptor-motif mutation fell within three
nucleotides 5′ of the PE (Figure 1, left) and would therefore
directly affect binding of the U2AF35 spliceosome component
(Voith von Voithenberg et al., 2016). We reasoned that the
positioning of the ABCA4-6-1 and CCN6-2-1 mutations within
their respective polypyrimidine tracts suggested at least some
interaction with other spliceosome components. A third
mutation similar to these (c.639+861C>T) was reported in
GLA (Filoni et al., 2008), although the affected exon in this
case was subsequently classiﬁed as a canonical exon of
transcript variant NR_164783 (Supplementary Table S3). A
causative mechanism was not empirically conﬁrmed for any of
these three mutations. However, a fourth mutation, similar in
type but opposite in effect, was reported by van der Wal et al.
(2017). This mutation (c.-32-13T > G) occurred 13 nt 5′ of exon 2
in the gene GAA and caused skipping of all or part of exon 2. In
this case, Van der Wal et al., were able to empirically demonstrate
that the splicing disruption arose from a loss of U2AF65 binding
at the mutation site.
The U2AF65 protein is a U2 spliceosome component that
binds pyrimidine tracts 5′ of exon acceptor sites, interacting with
the U2 snRNP to facilitate branch point recognition (Valcárcel
et al., 1996). It has multiple known pyrimidine-rich binding
motifs (Paz et al., 2014; Drewe-Boss et al., 2018). Since the
ABCA4-6-1 and CCN6-2-1 mutations are both SNVs that
create new thymine nucleotides, we theorised that the true
pathogenic effect of these mutations is creation or
enhancement of a U2AF65 binding site. Unfortunately, we
could not test this prediction as there is at present no in silico
tool for predicting U2AF65 binding that incorporates all known
motifs. We therefore added “new pyrimidine nucleotide” as a
crude predictor of U2AF65 binding.
We also noted that these three mutations are predicted by
Splice Aid 2 (Piva et al., 2012) to create new PTBP1 (hnRNP I)
binding sites. Although PTBP1 plays a complex role in splicing

3.2 Pseudoexon Internal Mutations
We catalogued 37 examples of PEs caused by sequence changes
between the PE splice site motifs. In ﬁve of these examples
(COL4A5-37-1, DMD-11-2, DMD-34-1, DMD-48-1 and
GNAS-AS1-4-1—see Supplementary Table S1) the mutation
was a >10 kb deletion that brought a latent acceptor-donor
motif pair into conjunction. In these cases, we assumed that
sheer distance between the splice sites was the chief silencing
element that had been lost and did not analyse these further. Of
the remaining 32 cases, there was one PE (GLA-4-1) caused by a
113 nt insertion, three PEs caused by 2–4 nt deletions, and 28 PEs
caused by SNVs (Supplementary Table S2).
The positions and predicted effects of the 31 unique mutations
showed much greater variability than the mutations affecting PE
splice motifs. Although we could not distinguish any obvious
patterns in their locations within the PEs, we noted that the
primary reports consistently described these mutations as gains of
ESE motifs and/or losses of ESS motifs within the PEs. Most of
these assessments were made via an assortment of RNA motif
analysis utilities, some of which are no longer available. We
therefore standardised our re-analysis to a single utility,
HExoSplice, which was designed speciﬁcally for analysing this
type of mutation (Ke et al., 2011; Tubeuf et al., 2020). Because
HExoSplice only calculates scores for SNVs, we derived scores for
the deletion and insertion mutations manually by subtracting the
total score for the wild-type exon from the total score of the
mutant. Impressively, HExoSplice correctly predicted the
directionality of 29 out of the 31 mutations with a net increase
in the score (∆Hx). There were no obvious similarities between
the two SNVs with negative ∆Hx scores (ABCA4-30-1c and
DMD-32-1b). We suggest that in both these cases, the
mutations may have altered binding of splicing factors speciﬁc
to those genes or cells, as this kind of speciﬁc effect cannot be
accurately predicted by a generalised tool such as HExoSplice.

3.3 Pseudoexon Branch Point Mutations
Just 14 of the 359 PE mutations were ultimately classiﬁed as
altering pseudoexon branch point deﬁnition, and these mutations
showed considerable variation in their nature and location
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FIGURE 2 | Relative locations of 14 mutations that instigate pseudoexons via enhancement or creation of branch point motifs.

TABLE 1 | Pseudoexon mutations that enhance pseudoexon branch point motifs.
Gene

Intron

#

ABCA4 (NM_000350.3)
CCN6 (NM_003880.4)
COL4A5 (NM_000495.5)

6
2
29

1
1
1

DMD (NM_004006.3)

26
37

F8 (NM_000132.4)

13
18
6
8
5
11
56
2
12

KRIT1 (NM_194456.1)
NF1 (NM_001042492.3)
NF2 (NM_000268.4)
PAH (NM_000277.3)
PKHD1 (NM_138694.4)
PTS (NM_000317.3)
RPGRIP1
(NM_020366.4)

Mutation

AGEZ

Max BPS

Pyr
SNV?

References

17
24
13 -> 59

0.22
−0.15
−1.28 -> −0.03

Yes
Yes
Yes

Sangermano et al. (2019)
Garcia-Segarra et al. (2012)
Wang et al. (2021)

2
2

c.769-784C>T
c.49-763G>T
c.2395+1275C>G;
c.2395+1292G>T
c.3603+820G>T
c.5325+1740_5325+1757del

16 -> 42
17

Yes
—

Waddell et al. (2021)
Bovolenta et al. (2008)

2a
2b
1
3
1
1
1
1b
1a

c.2113+461_2113+473del
c.5999-798G>A
c.262+132_262+133del
c.889-941G>T
c.516+232G>A
c.1199+502A>T
c.8798-459C>A
c.163+696del55
c.1468-263G>C

74 -> 61
8 -> 65
9 -> 88
8 -> 21
15 -> 40
34
46
17 -> 28
10 -> 24

0.57 -> 1.00
−1.33 ->
−0.06 (MC)
0.83 (MC)
0.23
0.14
−0.73
0.06 -> 3.37
−1.64 -> −0.16
−1.42 -> 1.95
−1.83 -> 1.01 (MC)
−0.56

—
No
—
Yes
No
Yes
No
—
Yes

Jourdy et al. (2018)
Pezeshkpoor et al. (2013)
Riant et al. (2014)
Pros et al. (2008)
De Klein et al. (1998)
Jin et al. (2021)
Chen et al. (2019)
Meili et al. (2009)
Jamshidi et al. (2019), Zou et al. (2021)

“AGEZ,” “Max BPS,” and “Pyr SNV?” changes that are predicted to enhance branch point deﬁnition are in bold text. Cases where deletion mutations moved a branch point site closer to the
AGEZ/acceptor site are noted in the “Max BPS” column as “(MC).”

(Lou et al., 1999; Han et al., 2014) it is generally observed to
silence nearby exons. However, in some cases PTBP1 has been
shown to indirectly enhance 3′ exon inclusion by antagonising
splicing repressors (Paradis et al., 2007) or preventing erroneous
binding of U2AF65 (Sutandy et al., 2018), so we cannot rule out a
possible mechanistic role for PTBP1 in these three mutations.
There is clearly a need for an accurate and comprehensive in silico
tool that can predict the effects of all types of branch point
mutations, as they remain something of a blind spot in splice
mutation research.

the PE’s branch point and donor site motif, sometimes multiple
canonical exons and tens of kilobases away. When viewed
individually, the aetiology of these PEs may appear bafﬂing,
but examining them en masse reveals many important
common features.

3.4.1 Decreased Deﬁnition in Adjacent Canonical
Exons
In their 2010 report, Dhir and Buratti proposed that loss of a
canonical splice site “facing” a pseudoexon—i.e., a 5′ donor site or
a 3′ acceptor site–may be a general mechanism of pseudoexon
pathogenesis. Impressively, although their prediction was based
on just ﬁve supporting examples (BRCA2-20-1a, CFTR-3-1, IDS3-1a, IDS-3-1d and MMUT-11-1d) we found that it was generally
supported by the characteristics of 13 of the additional mutations
we collated (Supplementary Figure S1), albeit with reﬁnements
to the original terms of their category.

3.4 Distal Mutations
All the pathogenic mutations discussed thus far have entailed
some form of direct improvement to the exon-like characteristics
of the PE, be it the splice sites, branch point or local enhancer/
silencer balance. However, we have also catalogued 35 cases of
PEs being instigated by intragenic mutations outside the span of
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The ten examples shown in Supplementary Figure S1A most
closely ﬁt the terms of Dhir and Buratti’s original category, as all
entailed loss or weakening of a 5′ donor or 3′ acceptor site. This
includes one mutation that appeared to weaken a 3′ branch point
(GAA-1-1), thereby indirectly weakening deﬁnition of the
acceptor site, and one case (DGKE-5-1) where a mutation
created a cryptic upstream donor site but left the original
intact, indirectly weakening its deﬁnition via competitive
effects. In addition, we also observed three examples of
mutations that induced skipping of a whole exon
(Supplementary Figure S1B)—including an alternative
transcript variant caused by the same GAA-1-1 branch point
mutation shown in Supplementary Figure S1A—and three
examples of mutations that caused a net loss of enhancers
within a ﬂanking canonical exon (Supplementary Figure
S1C), as indicated by their negative ∆Hx scores. We were also
interested to note that in every case where a PE was spliced to an
alternative ﬂanking splice site—whether through cryptic splice
site activation or whole exon skipping - the new site always had a
lower MaxEnt score than the unmutated original.
However, this pattern is further complicated by three cases of
PEs instigated by mutations in “next-but-one” neighbour exons
that were not directly spliced to the PE (Supplementary Figure
S1D). These cases may be a consequence of the exons near these
PEs having tightly linked splicing fates, e.g., a loss of deﬁnition in
MMUT exon 4 exerts a similar effect as a hypothetical loss of
deﬁnition in exon 5 would. An analogous example of this kind of
splicing effect can be seen in cases where a mutation within a
single canonical exon caused skipping of both that exon and
adjacent, unmutated exons (Fisher et al., 1993; Suzuki et al.,
2016). We also note that there is substantial evidence of exons in
many genes being consistently spliced out of transcription order
(Takahara et al., 2002; Attanasio et al., 2003; Kim et al., 2017) and
speculate that this, too, may contribute to the aetiology of some
highly distal pseudoexon mutations. In general, exon-like tracts
in late-spliced introns could be more vulnerable to the knock-on
effects of splicing changes elsewhere in the maturing transcript,
while those in early-spliced introns remain insulated by sheer
distance.
We also observed that one of the three mutations shown in
Supplementary Figure S1D (DMD-3-1a) was an intra-exon
mutation with a positive ∆Hx score, indicating an increase in
the deﬁnition strength of that exon. Although this may represent
a valid counterexample to the prevailing trend of pathogenically
decreased exon deﬁnition, we tentatively dismissed it as another
of the inevitable minority of incorrect predictions made by the
HExoSplice algorithm and note that one of the two other such
examples we observed also occurred in the DMD gene (DMD-321b—see Supplementary Table S2).
Considered in aggregate, these observations suggest the
common mechanism underlying these PEs is a comparative
weakening of deﬁnition in the successfully spliced
neighbouring exons; and vice versa, that the deﬁnition strength
of exons ﬂanking an intron can be an important mechanism for
silencing latent PEs within. This hypothesis is supported by prior
observations of stronger splice motifs in exons ﬂanking large
introns (Farlow et al., 2012), since larger introns could generally
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be assumed to have a higher chance of containing at least one
latent PE. The infrequency with which these types of PEs arise,
compared to PEs generated by direct enhancement of their donor
or acceptor splice sites, may be a result of general selective
pressure against splice-competent elements within intron
tracts. We also speculate that pseudoexons of the kind seen in
Supplementary Figure S1C may be more common than
suspected and could account for the pathogenic nature of
some synonymous variants (Shi et al., 2019), perhaps having
escaped detection in prior experiments due to nonsense-mediated
decay (NMD) of the affected transcripts.

3.4.2 Novel Pseudoexon Mutation Categories
We observed 17 examples of PE mutations that bore no
resemblance to Dhir and Buratti’s ﬁve categories, some of
which bore sufﬁcient similarities to each other to justify new
categories (Supplementary Figure S2).
Proximity to a Directly Mutated Pseudoexon in the Same
Intron
The ﬁrst of these categories comprises four cases where PEs were
apparently instigated by the activation of a second PE in the same
intron (Supplementary Figure S2A). In all four cases the
mutation in the ‘primary’ PE created or enhanced a donor
site, and all occurred in introns of similar sizes, ranging from
1,212 nt (MYBPC3 intron 20) to 2,582 nt (MYBPC3 intron 12). It
is also notable that in each of these cases, the primary PE
introduces a ﬂanking splice site as strong or stronger than that
of the nearby canonical exon. For example, the primary PE in F812-2a introduces a downstream acceptor site stronger (MaxEnt !
8.80) than that of exon 19 (MaxEnt ! 6.91). This would appear to
contradict the pattern of PEs arising from weakening of ﬂanking
exon deﬁnition. However, it may be that in these cases the intron
subdivision caused by splicing of the primary PEs leads to a
disruption of splicing co-ordination (Drexler et al., 2020), and a
consequent loss of silencing of the secondary PE that exceeds the
expected gain of silencing from the primary PEs’ strong ﬂanking
splice sites. An assay of intron splicing order in cells carrying
these mutations, or other similar mutations, may shed much light
on the processes involved.
Loss of Upstream Polyadenylation Motifs
There was a single case of a PE arising from an intragenic region
due to an upstream deletion (EPCAM-7-1, Supplementary
Figure S2B). While we would otherwise hesitate to deﬁne an
entire category by a single exemplar, in this case the causative
mechanism is straightforward enough to justify it: Genomic
deletion of the latter two exons of EPCAM, which necessarily
entailed deletion of that gene’s polyadenylation signals, permitted
transcription to continue through the intergenic region and into
the 3′ gene MSH2, which shares EPCAM’s sense-strand
orientation. By chance, this novel “intergenic intron”
contained a 111 nt tract that was sufﬁciently exon-like to be
spliced to the neighbouring canonical internal exons, namely
EPCAM exon 7 and MSH2 exon 2 (Ligtenberg et al., 2009).
Although this is the only example of this type of PE that we
catalogued, similar PEs could occur in other cases where a
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Unknown Mechanisms
In six cases, the connection between the identiﬁed mutation and
the PE was unclear (Supplementary Figure S2D) and these cases
bore no similarities to other catalogued examples. However, we
note that DYSF-51-1b is an identical sequence inclusion to DYSF51-1a (which arose from a PE donor site mutation), and has been
observed at low levels in cells from healthy donors (Gonorazky
et al., 2019); and similarly, that DMD-3-1a is also instigated by a
1 nt deletion in exon 5 (Supplementary Figure S1D).

genomic polyadenylation site deletion is followed by a 3′ gene
with the same strand orientation and at least one intron, and
where the splice sites involved are in sufﬁcient proximity.

Change to Proximal Intronic Splice Motifs
We catalogued six cases where PEs were instigated by mutations
within the same intron but beyond the PE splice motifs and
branch points (Supplementary Figure S2C). Three of these
mutations were 3′ of the PE (FBOX38-9-1, MFGE8-6-1, and
NPHP3-3-1) and three were 5′ of the PE (DMD-56-1, NR2E3-7-2,
and RPGR-9-1). Here we must clarify that although DMD-56-1
bore deletions both 5′ and 3′ of the PE, the reporting authors
empirically demonstrated that only the 5′ deletion caused PE
inclusion (Kheliﬁ et al., 2011).
The MFGE8-6 and NPHP3-3 mutations were both SNVs
similar distances from the PE donor sites (43 and 50 nt,
respectively) that created new predicted FUS (hnRNP P2)
binding motifs (Piva et al., 2012). Studies in mouse cells
(Ishigaki et al., 2012) have shown that FUS binding along
ﬂanking introns can regulate alternative exon splicing in
neuronal cells, so it is possible that a perturbation of normal
FUS binding is responsible for these PEs escaping silencing.
A similarly positioned SNV in FBXO38-9-1 destroyed a
predicted binding site for hnRNP K (Piva et al., 2012). This is
consistent with a recent report demonstrating that hnRNP K
depletion can lead to a widespread increase in cryptic exon
inclusion, and that at least some of these cryptic exons are
ordinarily silenced by hnRNP K binding within 100 nt of the
3′ intron (Bampton et al., 2021).
Unfortunately, there are few such similarities to connect the
three PEs with 5´ distal mutations. The ﬁrst, DMD-56-1, is caused
by a 592nt deletion ending 26 nt 5´ of the PE acceptor site. The
authors experimentally excluded modiﬁed branch point
deﬁnition as a causative factor for this PE, but despite
thorough experimentation with minigene assays they could
not positively identify which components of the deleted region
were responsible for the PE’s inclusion or what their mode of
action was. The second PE with a distal 5´ mutation, NR2E3-7-2,
was instigated by an SNV 581 nt upstream that altered multiple
splice factor binding sites, making it difﬁcult to predict which, if
any, are mechanistically responsible. Incidentally, this was the
same mutation that created an acceptor motif AG dinucleotide in
NR2E3-7-1, though unlike the examples discussed in the ﬁrst
category of Novel Pseudoexon Mutation Categories, these two PEs
exhibit mutually exclusive splicing.
In the third PE with a distal 5′ mutation, RPGR-9-1, a TTAAA
motif is created 53 nt from the acceptor site. This motif is
predicted to bind KHDRBS1 (Sam68) and/or KHDRBS3
(SLM-2), two splicing factors with high homology and similar
effects on pre-mRNA splicing (Danilenko et al., 2017). In
particular, KHDRBS1 has been shown to aid in the splicing of
introns bearing Alu retrotransposon sequences (Pagliarini et al.,
2020). Two such Alu elements occur within RPGR intron 9
(Supplementary Figure S3). Although the true pathology of
this mutation is yet to be empirically determined, it may be
that a disruption to KHDRBS1-mediated splicing is responsible
for the RPGR-9-1 pathogenesis.
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3.5 Summary of Pseudoexon Mutation
Analysis
Our pseudoexon catalogue, which is to date the most
comprehensive ever assembled, conﬁrms that PEs are most
frequently instigated by direct mutation of their local splicing
motifs; that the most frequently mutated components are the PE
donor and acceptor splice motifs; and that the predominant type
of instigating mutation is single nucleotide substitution. These
ﬁndings support previously published observations of smaller
pseudoexon datasets, which we gratefully acknowledge as
secondary data sources for this catalogue. We add to this
several novel classiﬁcations for rarer types of PE-instigating
mutation, the most well-supported of these being mutations
that weaken deﬁnition of adjacent canonical exons.

4 LATENT FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO
PSEUDOEXON SPLICING
Considering the complexity and stringency of vertebrate exon
deﬁnition, in conjunction with the observation that singlenucleotide substitutions are the most frequent cause of PE
pathogenesis, we are forced to question why these exon-like
intron tracts exist in the ﬁrst place. Even if the reference allele
of a given PE is ultimately excluded from mature transcripts by
the lack of one crucial splice motif, the presence of all the other
exonic motifs might still encourage abortive “false start” activity
by the spliceosome, wasting energy and unnecessarily prolonging
mRNA maturation.
It may be that the latent elements of some PEs are mildly
deleterious in this way but persist in the genome simply as
another of evolution’s myriad compromises and works-inprogress. However, we must also examine the alternative
explanation that these latent elements persist due to their
spliceosome interactions being benign or even beneﬁcial, and
consider the various forms these interactions may take.

4.1 Canonical Exon Splice Variants
The earliest reported PE to meet the criteria of this catalogue
(Dobkin et al., 1983) predates the completion of the ﬁrst rough
draft of the human genome project by nearly 18 years (Lander
et al., 2001), and the years that intervened and followed these
milestones have seen numerous revisions to the ofﬁcial coding
sequences and transcript variants of thousands of genes. An
inevitable side-effect of this progress is that many splicing
phenomena initially reported as PEs have subsequently been
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TABLE 2 | Pseudoexons associated with seven conﬁrmed intronic recursive splice sites.
Gene

ATM
(NM_001351834.2)

Intron

#

Start

End

Size

Pseudoexon
mutation(s)

MEA

MED

27

1b

108287410

108287521

112

c.3994159A>G (A+32)

7.71
->
8.12

8.49

LCLs

Coutinho
et al. (2005)

108287438

29

c.3994193C>T (A−3)

6.38

LCLs;
peripheral
blood

c.385719G>A (A+46)
c.1093+532C>G
(D+59)

5.25

7.51

Hair bulb

9.11

6.57

c.547+395G>C
(D−5)
c.1054G>A (e11
D-19)

5.10

7.82

5.72

3.24

c.671996C>G (D+50)
c.2394023A>G (D+1)

6.50

0.56

Whole
blood, lung
tissue
Whole
blood
Emetinetreated
ﬁbroblasts
Leukocytes

Coutinho
et al. (2005),
Královičová
et al. (2016),
Landrith
et al. (2020)
King et al.
(2002)
Saferali
et al. (2019)

8.18

2.68
->
10.86

1a

COL4A5
(NM_000495.5)
FBOX38
(NM_030793.5)
GLA
(NM_000169.3)
MCCC2
(NM_022132.5)
NPHP3
(NM_153240.5)
OCRL
(NM_000276.4)

6

1

108570649

108570795

147

9

1

148411080

148411238

159

3

1

101401233

101401347

115

10

1

71636104

71636167

64

3

1

132717955

132718117

163

4

1

129553236

129553301

66

PE RNA
source

Skin
ﬁbroblasts

PE
references

RSS RNA
source

RSS
references

HBECs

Wan et al.
(2021)

HBECs

Wan et al.
(2021)
Wan et al.
(2021)

HBECs

Higuchi
et al. (2016)
Stucki et al.
(2009)

Cerebellum,
K562 cells
HBECs

Blázquez
et al. (2018)
Wan et al.
(2021)

Larrue et al.
(2020)
Rendu et al.
(2017)

HBECs

Wan et al.
(2021)
Zhang et al.
(2018)

PA1 cells

Genomic coordinates of the recursive splice sites and their maximum entropy scores are in bold text. “ME-A” and “ME-D” refer to the Maximum Entropy scores for the acceptor and donor
splice sites, respectively.

reclassiﬁed as either canonical exons or mutant splice variants
thereof. In the course of assembling and curating this catalogue,
we separately collated 35 such examples (Supplementary Table S3).
These examples could not be included in any of our PE analyses
since there is no meaningful distinction between them and other
canonical exon splice mutations. However, they serve as a useful
reminder of the difﬁculty in distinguishing PEs from mutant variants
of as-yet-unannotated canonical exons, especially if the canonical
exons are expressed at low frequencies or in unexamined cell types
(Ray et al., 2020). We expect that progress in transcriptomics will
eventually necessitate similar reclassiﬁcation for at least some of the
PEs in this catalogue.

transcript (Zhang et al., 1998) but did not ﬁnd any examples that met
this criterion.

4.3 Poison Exons and Decoy Exons
In recent years the term “poison exons” has been steadily gaining
prominence in literature related to cryptic splicing phenomena.
Carvill and Mefford (2020) characterised poison exons as
conserved, alternatively spliced exons containing one or more
premature termination codons that are spliced into unneeded
transcripts to prevent their translation and target them for
nonsense-mediated decay. “Decoy” exons behave similarly but
are characterised by their additional capacity to non-productively
interact with adjacent canonical splice sites, thereby promoting
whole intron retention (Conboy, 2021).
There is a clear overlap between the deﬁnitions of poison/
decoy exons and PEs, although the phenomena are not identical.
Both describe non-canonical exon inclusions that generally
impair the translation of full-length, functional protein from
the affected transcript; but while PEs arise due to intragenic
mutations and are often deleterious to the health of the patient,
poison exons are a normal component of splicing that may
contribute to ﬁne-control of gene expression and are
presumably beneﬁcial, or at the very least benign.
Given the similarities between PEs and poison exons, and the
relative novelty of the latter term, the intriguing possibility
emerges that some of the splicing phenomena historically
reported as PEs might be better re-classiﬁed as poison exons,
or splice variants thereof.
Having already determined the concurring splice site reads
between our PE catalogue, and ESTs and RNAseq data (see

4.2 Novel or Unannotated Canonical Exons
Having excluded from of our catalogue those PEs that coincided
with known canonical exons, we attempted to annotate additional
examples of PEs that might undergo this reclassiﬁcation in future.
Our criteria for inclusion were 1) the PE must show evidence of
splicing in normal cells for at least one of its splice sites, either in
the original report, in non-cancer cell spliced expressed sequence
tags (ESTs) from the UCSC Genome Browser’s “Spliced ESTs”
track (Kent et al., 2002) or in paired-end RNAseq data (Sibley
et al., 2015); and 2) inclusion of the PE in the mature transcript
must be predicted not to trigger NMD.
A total of six PEs met these criteria (Supplementary Table S4). In
all six cases, NMD avoidance was predicted due to preservation of
the open reading frame and absence of any novel stop codons. We
also allowed for cases where a transcript variant with a premature
stop codon may have escaped NMD due the stop codon being
introduced less than 55 nt from the ﬁnal splice junction of the
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5 Unique Cases and Additional
Observations

Section 4.1) we separately tabulated all those examples where
evidence supported their splicing in normal cells, but which did
not preserve the transcript open reading frame (Supplementary
Table S5).
A possible reason for the high number of candidate poison
exons seen in NF1 and DMD is the exceptional size and high
intron count of these genes. These features unavoidably entail a
long transcription and maturation time, which must be
reconciled with the fact that the quantity of any encoded
protein that the cell needs can change dramatically in a matter
of seconds. The more poison exons a transcript contains, the
more possible time-points there are for interrupting the reading
frame and preventing an unneeded transcript from reaching
functional maturation.
Of the 413 catalogued PEs, for 65 (15.7%) we found evidence
of splicing of at least one splice site in normal cells. This is a
remarkably high concordance when one considers that, for the
most part, splicing of putative PEs in normal cells is not
something that has been systematically investigated; as such,
what supporting evidence there is exists largely by chance. As
RNAseq becomes more commonplace and is applied with greater
sensitivity and read depth to a broader range of cell types, it may
emerge
that
many
more
PEs—perhaps
even
a
majority—originated as benign rare exons or functional exonlike intronic sites.

5.1 No Known Pseudoexons are Processed by the U12
Spliceosome
The minor spliceosome, or U12 spliceosome, processes just 0.37%
of all human introns (Olthof et al., 2019). Type-U12 introns can
most easily be recognised by their highly conserved donor-site
(UTATCCT) and branch point (CCTTUAY) motifs, and their
tolerance for AT-AC terminal dinucleotides—although the latter
feature is not present in all U12 introns and GT-AC, AT-AG or
GT-AG terminal dinucleotide pairs are also observed (Turunen
et al., 2013).
A search of the donor sites of all catalogued PEs and their 5′
spliced exons discovered a single example of a UTATCCT donor
site motif, at the donor site of LHCGR-6-1b. Although this
donor site scores low as a U2 splice site (MaxEnt ! 0.48), there
was no type-U12 CCTTUAY branch-point motif near the
acceptor site of the 3′ exon 7, and the canonical 5′ exon 6
did not have a type-U12 donor site. This indicates that the
termini of LHCGR intron 6 have evolved to be removed via the
predominant mode of U2 splicing. It therefore appears that this
PE is spliced via the U2-spliceosome and not the U12.
Therefore, we concluded that no U12-spliced PEs are
reported in this dataset, although we did note that STK11-1-1
occurs in a U2 intron that is 5′ adjacent to a known U12 intron
(Hastings et al., 2005).
While a type-U12 PE may yet be reported, it is unsurprising
that none have been discovered thus far. The great majority of
reported PEs have been observed as singletons that are directly
spliced to canonical upstream and downstream exons in the
mature transcript. This means that each of the two PE splicing
reactions involves one neighbouring canonical splice motif that
has evolved for optimal interaction with a particular spliceosome.
From this we can infer that the mode of a PE’s splicing will largely
be determined by the splicing mode of its encompassing intron,
i.e., a U2-spliced PE cannot arise within a U12 intron or vice
versa. A similar hypothesis was suggested by Qu et al. (2017) in
their analysis of U12 splice mutations. Because only 0.37% of
human introns are type-U12 (Olthof et al., 2019) the genomic
range within which a U12 PE could plausibly arise is vanishingly
small. However, exceptions may occur if a mutation that prevents
proper recognition of the splice motifs of a U12 intron results in
cryptic U2 splicing. Madan et al. (2015) observed such cryptic U2
splicing of a U12 intron of WDR41, though this was the result of
knockdown of the splice factor ZRSR2, rather than mutations in
WDR41 itself.

4.4 Recursive Splice Sites
In a previous report focused on PEs in the DMD gene (Keegan
2020), we examined the possibility that some PEs may arise from
the errant splicing of predicted recursive splice sites (RSSes). Here
we sought to examine this possibility as it applies to our total set
of PEs. This task was complicated by the fact that there is as yet no
consensus on the precise deﬁnition of RSSes and how best to
experimentally verify their presence. For example, the criteria
employed by Zhang et al. (2018) required that a putative RS-exon
should bear an agGT tetranucleotide at the acceptor site and that
the nucleotides around the acceptor site should be highly
conserved, while the approach of Wan et al. (2021) was
agnostic to sequence conservation.
We searched the splice site coordinates of our PE dataset
against ﬁve published datasets of recursive splice sets (Kelly
et al., 2015; Sibley et al., 2015; Blázquez et al., 2018; Zhang
et al., 2018; Wan et al., 2021). We did not ﬁnd any matches in
Kelly et al. (2015) or in the ﬁltered results of Sibley et al. (2015),
but we did discover seven matches in the ﬁltered results of the
other three reports—ﬁve in Wan et al. (2021) and one in each
of Blázquez et al. (2018) and Zhang et al. (2018) (Table 2). To
our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst conclusive evidence supporting
our earlier hypothesis that pathogenic PEs can arise from
mutations near recursive splice sites (Keegan 2020).
Additionally, we were interested to note that six of the
seven recursive splice sites were also spliced as components
of putative poison exons in normal cells (Supplementary
Table S5), with COL4A5-6-1 being the exception. This may
indicate that these sites serve a dual purpose in splicing
regulation, though this remains to be conﬁrmed through
functional studies.
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5.2 Pseudoexons With Non-AG Acceptor Sites Occur
Rarely but Unpredictably
We catalogued four examples of PE variants with non-AG
acceptor site dinucleotides. Three of these (RB1-14-1b, RB114-1c, and RB1-14-1d) arose from the 5′ junction of a single
LINE-1 retrotransposon insertion in RB1 intron 14 (RodríguezMartín et al., 2016). These three variants share a common U2type donor site, but each have unique non-canonical acceptor
sites that were conﬁrmed through Sanger sequencing. This LINE-
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1 insertion also induced an additional PE variant with a canonical
acceptor site (RB1-14-1a).
The fourth non-canonical PE (NF1-39-1a) was observed in
NF1 as the result of a donor-site-creating SNV. Like the RB1 PEs,
NF1-39-1a bears a canonical donor site and a non-canonical
acceptor site and shares its donor site with a wholly canonical
variant, NF1-39-1b.
A report by Parada et al. (2014), examined common features of
184 non-canonical splice sites, and the authors observed therein
that the terminal dinucleotides of most non-canonical splice sites
differ from the canonical AG or GY pairs by only a single
nucleotide. This holds true for the RB1 non-canonical PEs,
which have CG, AT and AT respectively as their acceptor-site
terminal dinucleotides, and for NF1-39-1a, which has a TG
dinucleotide. We speculate that this one-nucleotide rule is
observed because varying only a single nucleotide minimises
the amount of resistance that must be overcome to “persuade”
the spliceosome to cleave at a non-AG/GY dinucleotide.
Unfortunately, there are few other established hallmarks for
human non-canonical exons that these PEs can be compared
against. Burset et al. (2000) suggested that non-canonical splice
sites may parasitically exploit the presence of nearby canonical
splice motifs to recruit the spliceosome, an hypothesis supported
by the alternative canonical acceptor sites observed in RB1-14-1a
and NF1-39-1b. However, even if this “parasite” model accounts
for spliceosome recruitment, it still begs the question of why the
non-canonical splice sites are used at all when workable canonical
sites are available. Similarly, although Parada et al. (2014)
detected a higher density of ESEs and intronic splice
enhancers around non-canonical sites, it is not valid to apply
their statistical analysis to just four additional sites. Deriving a
complete explanation for why these two mutations in RB1 and
NF1 created PEs with non-canonical splice sites, when so many
other similar mutations in these and other genes did not,
therefore remains as a challenge for future researchers.

terminal exons shares its polyadenylation site with ARHGEFIT1, a noncoding and largely uncharacterised two-exon transcript
nested within ARHGEF intron 6. Because it shares sequence with
a canonical exon, this mutant terminal exon therefore does not
meet the criteria for classiﬁcation as a tPE.
The fact that tPEs are so rare in comparison to internal PEs is
surprising when one considers that the deﬁning hallmarks of a
last exon are comparably well-deﬁned to those of an internal
exon, and therefore they should be expected to arise from random
mutation at roughly the same frequency. The requirement for a
functional acceptor site is similar in both exon types, and the
requirements for polyadenylation site deﬁnition (Kaida, 2016) do
not appear very much stricter than those for donor site deﬁnition.
Furthermore, last exons usually contain a stop codon, a
requirement that most PEs meet by default, and last exons
also exhibit a much broader range of sizes than internal exons
(Movassat et al., 2019).
We suggest that there are at least three compounding causes
for the low discovery rate of tPEs. The ﬁrst is that the laboratory
techniques required to conﬁrm a tPE make them considerably
more difﬁcult to discover than internal PEs. Many internal PEs
were detected serendipitously when researchers noticed
unusually large products from their RT-PCRs of ﬂanking
canonical exons, but this method of discovery is only possible
if the RT-PCR primer target sites are present on both sides of the
mRNA insertion, and this is not the case for tPEs as they are not
spliced to any 3′ exon. Any RT-PCR of the canonical exons
ﬂanking a tPCR would produce either low abundance products
of the expected size (if some level of normal splicing is still present)
or no products at all. Even if the researcher eventually discovers the
acceptor splice site of the tPE, their subsequent failure to detect an
active donor site may lead them to conclude that the effect of the
mutation is partial intron inclusion and arrest of splicing.
A third possible contributing factor is that terminal exon
deﬁnition may be a stricter process than it appears. At the very
least, the similarity of the two mutations described here suggests that
the absence of competition from downstream canonical exons is a
contributing factor, which is something that can only occur after
large-scale sequence rearrangements such as these. Conversely, the
effect of an EPCAM terminal exon deletion mutation
(Supplementary Figure S2B) was to induce a fusion transcript
with MSH2 but no novel polyadenylation site, as in this case a latent
intergenic pseudoexon combined with the chromosomal proximity
of MSH2 provided viable splicing partners.
Regardless of the true frequency of tPEs, it is worth noting that
the aforementioned barriers to their detection do not apply to
third generation sequencing technologies like Nanopore, which
are largely agnostic in their detection of polyadenylated
transcripts. As the uptake of Nanopore and other thirdgeneration RNA sequencing technologies continues to
increase, there may be a corresponding increase in the
discovery rate of tPEs.

5.3 Terminal Pseudoexons are Both Rare and Difﬁcult
to Detect Without Third-Generation Sequencing
Technologies
We catalogued two examples of terminal pseudoexons (tPEs),
each arising from unique mutations in ARHGEF9 (Figure 3A)
and F8 (Figure 3B). Although it is difﬁcult to generalise from just
two observations, there are obvious similarities between these
cases that are worth noting. Both the ARGHEF9 and F8 genes are
carried on the q arm of the X-chromosome, albeit at opposite
ends (Figure 3C), and in both cases the instigating mutations
entail large sequence rearrangements that moved the canonical 3′
end of the gene out of splicing range of the upstream exons. In the
case of ARHGEF-6-2, this mutation is a balanced crossover with
chromosome 18, while the F8 gene of the second patient bears a
3.8 Mb insertion of chromosome X intergenic sequence. Notably,
the region inserted into F8 in F8-25-1 encompasses ARHGEF9
along with 11 other protein-coding genes (not shown).
Interestingly, although the ARHGEF9 mutation was originally
described as creating two tPEs—one 5′ of the breakpoint in the
normal intron 6 sequence, and one in the translocated
chromosome 18 sequence—we found that the ﬁrst of these
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6 Conclusion
Pathogenic pseudoexons primarily arise from mutations that
directly enhance their donor or acceptor site motifs. However,
other types of instigating mutation are also observed less
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FIGURE 3 | Shared features of two terminal pseudoexons (tPEs). (A) ARHGEF9 tPE (ARHGEF9-6-2) and internal PE (ARHGEF9-6-1) arising from within a
translocated region of chromosome 18. (B) F8 tPE (F8-25-1) arising within intragenic sequence of a transposed 3.8 Mb tract of the X chromosome. (C) Relative
locations, to scale, of the affected genes on the X chromosome q-arm, and genomic origin of transposition in patient B. Arrows indicate reading directions of each gene.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

ﬂanking canonical exons in light grey and intervening introns as solid black lines.
Sizes are not to scale. Dash-lines elsewhere indicate altered splicing of canonical
exons. Roman numeral “IV” indicates an identical sequence inclusion to one shown
in Supplementary Figure S1. Selected relevant features for each mutation are
indicated where appropriate, with full details and references provided in
Supplementary Table S1. Numbers above exon ends indicate acceptor and
donor Maximum Entropy splice site scores, with “NF” indicating a site that is nonfunctional in the reference (NF -> score) or mutant (score -> NF) allele due to lacking
an essential AG-GY dinucleotide. “+D” indicates one or more gain-of-donor-motif
mutations. Other motif changes are indicated with vertical lines and labelled as “±
name-of-motif.” Vertical brackets indicate common features of enclosed splice
events. *Variant-induced increase in splicing of FBXO38-9-1 was low (from 8 to
13% of FBXO38 transcripts) but statistically signiﬁcant (Saferali et al., 2019).

The Supplementary Material for this article can be found online at:
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fgene.2021.806946/
full#supplementary-material
Supplementary Figure 1 | Pseudoexons instigated by weakened deﬁnition of
nearby canonical exons. Pseudoexons are shown as medium grey dash-line boxes,
with ﬂanking canonical exons in light grey and intervening introns as solid black lines.
Sizes are not to scale. Dash-lines elsewhere indicate altered splicing of canonical
exons. Roman numerals within pseudoexons (I–IV) indicate identical sequence
inclusions (see also Supplementary Figure S2). Selected relevant features for
each mutation are indicated where appropriate, with full details and references
provided in Supplementary Table S1. Numbers above exon ends indicate
acceptor and donor Maximum Entropy splice site scores, with “NF” indicating a
site that is non-functional in the reference (NF -> score) or mutant (score -> NF) allele
due to lacking an essential AG-GY dinucleotide. Changes to exon HExoSplice
scores are shown above the affected exons as “∆Hx,” other motif changes are
indicated with vertical lines and labelled as “± name-of-motif.” Vertical brackets
indicate common features of enclosed splice events. Note that GAA-1-1 is shown
twice due to the splicing effects of its mutation ﬁtting both the (A,B) sub-categories.

Supplementary Figure 3 | A G>A substitution within RPGR intron 9 creates a
binding motif for KHDRSB1 (Sam68), potentially altering the splicing of an adjacent
pseudoexon (RPGR-9-1) that originates within an AluSx element. Image captured
from UCSC Genome Browser, GRCh38/hg38. Location of TTAAA motif indicated
with a thick vertical red line, and additional annotations are written in red text. Scale
at top shows chromosome X coordinates. “GENCODE V36” track shows aligned
transcripts, with gene names on the left, solid bars indicating exons and horizontal
lines indicating introns. Arrows (< and >) on introns indicate transcript reading
direction relative to chromosome + strand. “Repeating Elements” track shows
alignments of SINE or LINE elements as solid rectangles, with darker shading
indicating higher homology to the reference sequence for that element.

Supplementary Figure 2 | Pseudoexons instigated by novel or unknown
mechanisms. Pseudoexons are shown as medium grey dash-line boxes, with
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5.1

Preamble

During the latter stages of data curation for the pseudoexons catalogue (Chapter 4),
we re-examined the supporting evidence for a small minority of PEs with apparent
non-canonical splice motifs, i.e., non-AG-GY flanking dinucleotides. Although a
thorough inspection of the data revealed that some of these were indeed bona fide
non-canonical splice events, we noted that one such PE in the GHRL gene (Seim et
al. 2013) was adjacent to a common single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) in the
exact position necessary to convert its non-canonical AA acceptor dinucleotide to a
canonical AG. Given the exceptional rarity of non-AG-GY splice motifs that are
processed by the U2 spliceosome (Olthof et al. 2019 and Piovesan et al. 2019), it
seemed that a more likely explanation for splicing of this PE was that the probands
were unidentified carriers of the G-allele of the SNP.

Intriguingly, when we researched this GHRL SNP we found there were already
published reports of its correlations with disease risk (Ando et al. 2006; Pabalan et
al. 2014) but noted that these reports made no reference to differential splicing of the
adjacent pseudoexon. This suggested that SNP-modulated splicing of this
pseudoexon could be the missing link between the SNP and its associated
phenotypes, leading us to question how many other such “SNPtic” exons might exist
within our dataset.

A subsequent investigation of our dataset discovered six known SNPtic exons that
were well-characterised in the original reports, five probable SNPtic exons that were
not formally linked to the population phenotypes of their SNPs, and an additional five
possible SNPtic exons with SNP-effects that were predicted but not yet empirically
verified.

Although we had originally intended this investigation of SNPtic exons to be one
component of many in our larger study of pseudoexons, it gradually became clear
that this topic was unique in its implications for population genetics and required a
much more thorough case-by-case discussion than did other pseudoexon
phenomena. We therefore chose to present these findings separately as a methods
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report, framing our set of known and putative SNPtic exons as supporting examples
for a search method that could easily and fruitfully be applied by others.

We expect that SNPtic exons will soon prove to be powerful population ‘stratifiers’ in
clinical trials of new genetic therapies, as such stratification can provide a
mechanistic explanation for some of the variance in gene expression and therapeutic
response seen in trial cohorts.
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Abstract
Background: Cryptic exons are typically characterised as deleterious splicing
aberrations caused by deep intronic mutations. However, low-level splicing of
cryptic exons is sometimes observed in the absence of any pathogenic mutation.
Five recent reports have described how low-level splicing of cryptic exons can
be modulated by common single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), resulting in
phenotypic differences amongst different genotypes.
Methods: We sought to investigate whether additional ‘SNPtic’ exons may exist,
and whether these could provide an explanatory mechanism for some of the
genotype–phenotype correlations revealed by genome-wide association studies.
We thoroughly searched the literature for reported cryptic exons, cross-referenced
their genomic coordinates against the dbSNP database of common SNPs, then
screened out SNPs with no reported phenotype associations.
Results: This method discovered five probable SNPtic exons in the genes APC,
FGB, GHRL, MYPBC3 and OTC. For four of these five exons, we observed that
the phenotype associated with the SNP was compatible with the predicted splicing effect of the nucleotide change, whilst the fifth (in GHRL) likely had a more
complex splice-switching effect.
Conclusion: Application of our search methods could augment the knowledge
value of future cryptic exon reports and aid in generating better hypotheses for
genome-wide association studies.
KEYWORDS

cryptic exon, genome-wide association study, RNA splicing, single-nucleotide polymorphism
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splicing phenomenon. Most CEs are detected as the result of pathogenic deep intronic mutations that directly
enhance the exon-like characteristics of intron tracts not
otherwise retained in mature transcripts. Because the
sequences of most CEs have not evolved to preserve the

Since the first cryptic exon (CE), or pseudoexon, was discovered in humans in 1983 (Dobkin et al., 1983), there
have been hundreds more reported examples of this
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open reading frame, CE inclusion typically introduces
premature stop codons or frameshifts to the affected
mRNA, resulting in non-functional transcripts and/or
nonsense-mediated decay (NMD). The most common
cause of CE pathogenesis is a single-nucleotide variant
(SNV) in the CE or its flanking splice site motifs, usually
at one of the four bases of the CE terminal dinucleotides
(Romano et al., 2013; Vaz-Drago et al., 2017; Vorechovsky,
2010). Mutations that alter the binding motifs of other
local splicing factors are also observed, but less frequently
(Canson et al., 2020; Keegan, 2020; Tubeuf et al., 2020).
Some reports of CE pathogenesis have noted low-level
CE splicing in cells that do not carry a pathogenic mutation (Braun et al., 2013; Druhan et al., 2020; Will et al.,
1993). In these cases, it appears that the pathogenic mutations are not ‘creating’ or ‘activating’ a CE, but rather,
dramatically enhancing the inclusion of a CE that already
exists. This begs the question of why these low-frequency
CEs have not been eliminated from the genome by selective pressure. Do they persist as subtle but useful regulators of gene expression, or are they merely tolerated as an
unavoidable side effect of organismal complexity?
Recent research indicates that at least some low-spliced
CEs are indeed functional and may be better described as
‘poison exons’, a spliceosomal tactic for committing unneeded transcripts to nonsense-mediated decay and thus
avoiding excess translation of the encoded protein (Anko
et al., 2012). However, at the time of writing, only a few
poison exons have been formally characterised in a limited
range of genes (Carvill & Mefford, 2020; Thomas et al., 2020).
Regardless of whether a CE serves a functional role, it
can be speculated that any change in its splicing characteristics will produce a phenotypic change in corresponding
directionality and severity. At one end of this spectrum are
those pathogenic mutations that greatly increase CE inclusion and produce an easily observable disease phenotype;
whilst at the other end are so-called ‘near-neutral’ variants,
so slight in their effect that they would defy characterisation
in a single individual. It is only when these subtle variants
occur frequently in a population that statistical analysis can
measure the differences amongst the carriers of each variant, and thus separate the signal from the noise (Figure 1).
Genome-wide association studies (GWASes) have
used this approach to identify thousands of correlations
between common genetic variants and particular phenotypes or disease risk profiles; and most germline variants
examined by these studies are single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). A strict definition of the term ‘SNP’ refers
only to germline one-nucleotide substitutions, but conventional usage of the term, which we have adopted in this
report, also encompasses small deletions and insertions,
and typically only refers to variants observed in at least
1% of the haploid sample population. However, despite

the great power of GWASes to discover SNP–phenotype
correlations, deriving the aetiologies underlying these correlations has proved a much more challenging and laborious task (Cano- Gamez & Trynka, 2020).
Evidence indicates that the mechanism driving at least
some SNP–phenotype associations is SNP-driven modulation of cryptic splicing (Stein et al., 2015). However, the
effect of SNPs on the splicing of cryptic exons specifically
is underexamined in the literature. This led us to investigate whether there may be published reports describing
the components of CE–SNP pairs but not conceptually
connecting them as components of a single phenomenon.
The online resource dbSNP (Sherry et al., 2001), accessible both directly and via the UCSC Genome Browser
(Kent et al., 2002), collates the locations and frequencies of
millions of SNPs across the human genome, whilst GWAS
Central (Beck et al., 2020) serves as an international repository for GWAS data. Both are freely accessible and easily
searchable. Unfortunately, however, to our knowledge an
equally comprehensive database of cryptic exons does not
exist. We believe that this is largely due to the sporadic
nature of cryptic exon discovery over the last four decades
resulting in a lack of consistency in how they are reported.
In this report, we outline our approach to discovering examples of cryptic exons likely to be subject to SNPassociated differential splicing. In the interest of clarity,
we will henceforth refer to this SNP-associated differential splicing, and the cryptic exons it purportedly affects,
as ‘SNPtic splicing’ and ‘SNPtic exons’, respectively; this
novel term ‘SNPtic’ (pronounced SNIP-tick) being a portmanteau of ‘SNP’ and ‘cryptic’.
We believe that this technique will be of great use to researchers reporting new CEs in the future, who may find
it substantially adds to the information content of their
publications.
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M AT E R I A L S A N D M ET H O D S

Our strategy for search and analysis is outlined below.
Henceforth, all references to the ‘effect’ of a SNP refer to
the effect of the minor (least common) allele relative to
that of the major allele.
Cryptic exon discovery. Using Google Scholar, we
performed a thorough literature search for reported
examples of cryptic exons, using the search terms
‘pseudoexon’, ‘cryptic exon’ and ‘deep intronic mutation’. For each resulting report, we used the details
provided therein to derive the full genomic sequence,
coordinates (GRCh38/hg38) and strand identity (+ or
-) of each described cryptic exon, plus 20 nucleotides
of flanking sequence at each end.
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F I G U R E 1 A general model of SNPtic exon splicing. A cryptic exon, or CE (dashed-line box) is included in mature transcripts at
frequencies that vary depending on the genotype of the carrier. Because the CE encodes a premature stop codon more than 55 nt from
the final splice junction, mature transcripts that include the CE are targeted for nonsense-mediated decay (NMD, grey circle) and are
not translated. If a patient carries an SNV (C>G) that greatly increases CE inclusion, NMD predominates and little protein is translated,
resulting in a rare but distinct disease phenotype. Conversely, through similar mechanisms a common SNP (A>T) with a weak effect on CE
splicing leads to a common but indistinct phenotype, which may only be measurable with a sufficiently powered genome-wide association
study

Cross-search for common SNPs. The final dataset
of cryptic exon coordinates was compiled into a BED
file, uploaded to the UCSC Genome Browser data integrator as a custom track and cross-searched against
the track ‘dbSNP 153’, sub-track ‘Common dbSNP
153’. Results from the cross-search were exported into
Microsoft Excel for further analysis.

which predominates in the human transcriptome
(Parada et al., 2014), we manually excluded any cryptic
exon (and associated SNPs) that did not bear these dinucleotides in at least one SNP allele.
Search for GWAS phenotypes. We searched the rsID
of each remaining SNP both in GWAS Central and in
Google. For each GWAS Central search, we considered
as ‘hits’ only those studies that reported a p-value with
baseline significance (p .05) and had a defined effect
size for the searched SNP. This latter requirement was
to ensure that the correct allele of the SNP was assigned to the correct phenotype. For Google results, we
considered as ‘hits’ only those results that originated
from peer-reviewed literature in which the SNP was
described as being of probable significance to a particular phenotype.
Prediction of SNP effect. The method of analysis for
each SNP depended on its position relative to the CE
splice sites.

Alternative to steps 1. & 2. Instead of following the
methods described above, researchers investigating
small numbers of cryptic exons may find it is easier
to simply enable the ‘Common dbSNP 153’ track on
the UCSC Genome Browser, and then perform serial
BLAT searches of each sequence of interest whilst
manually annotating the rsIDs of any coinciding
SNPs.
Filtering. Because flanking AG- GY terminal dinucleotides appear to be almost essential for U2-type splicing,
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a. SNPs at or between positions −20 to +3 of the CE
acceptor site, or at or between positions −3 to
+6 of the donor site, were analysed for their effect
on the Maximum Entropy (MaxEnt) score of the corresponding motif using the MaxEntScan web utility
(Yeo & Burge, 2004). MaxEnt was chosen based on
its well-established efficacy––at the time of writing,
Yeo & Burge’s, 2004 report has been cited over 1600
times. However, there are numerous other splice
motif scoring methods that perform comparably
well (see Jian et al., 2014 for review). Most SNPs were
classed as either ‘More inclusion’ if they increased a
MaxEnt score or as ‘Less inclusion’ if they decreased
a MaxEnt score. In cases where a SNP was predicted
to alter the splicing ratio between two isoforms of a
CE, it was classed as ‘Splice-switching’.
b. For other SNPs inside the CE, their effects were
predicted using HExoSplice (Tubeuf et al., 2020),
with a positive score indicating higher inclusion and
a negative score indicating lower inclusion.
c. For all other SNPs outside the CE, cryptic exon
sequences corresponding to both SNP alleles were
comparatively analysed via the SpliceAid 2 web utility (Piva et al., 2012). SpliceAid 2 automatically designates detected motifs as ‘enhancers’ or ‘silencers’
of exon inclusion, but in some cases the true effect
of an RNA-bound splice factor is dependent on its
orientation to the putative exon (Fu & Ares, 2014).
We therefore investigated the predicted effects of any
altered splice factor motifs on a case-by-case basis to
determine whether they were more likely to increase
or decrease inclusion.
Categorisation. Each resulting cryptic exon/SNP pair
was categorised as:
a. A known SNPtic exon, if the association between the
cryptic exon and the SNP had been explicitly characterised in a prior report;
b. A probable SNPtic exon, if a prior report had linked
the SNP with a particular phenotype, but had not investigated differential splicing of the cryptic exon as
a cause of that phenotype and
c. A potential SNPtic exon, if the SNP was not significantly associated with a phenotype and had not been
shown to directly affect CE splicing, but was still
deemed a worthwhile candidate for further investigation due to its predicted effect on splicing of a
known CE. To limit this category to the most likely
examples, we included only those SNPs that altered
the most highly conserved nucleotides of a cryptic
exon splice motif, that is, −3 to +3 of the acceptor
site or −3 to +6 of the donor site.
Final assessment. The expected phenotypic effects of each putative SNPtic exon were analysed and

discussed, according to both prior research on the affected gene and the fundamental principles of U2-type
splicing. Additionally, the predicted changes to each
gene's encoded protein sequence were calculated for
each putative SNPtic exon using the ExPASy Translate
Tool (Duvaud et al. 2021) and are provided as a
Supplementary File in the online version of this report.
In devising this method, we were unable to account for
the splicing impact of SNP-associated changes on RNA
folding as, to our knowledge, there is currently no generalised method for making these types of predictions. Since
it has been shown that even single nucleotide changes can
affect gene expression by altering RNA secondary structures (Ritz et al., 2012; Sabarinathan et al., 2013), these
types of splicing effects may well exist; although another
recent report indicated that the impact of SNPs on conserved RNA structures was minimal (Kalmykova et al.,
2021).
GenBank IDs of studied genes: APC, NG_008481.4;
ARSB, NG_007089.1; ATM, NG_009830.1; CSF1R,
NG_012303.2; DMD, NG_012232.1; F8, NG_011403.2; FGB,
NG_008833.1; GHRL, NG_011560.1; IL16, NG_029933.1;
LHCGR, NG_008193.2; MYBPC3, NG_007667.1; NF1,
NG_009018.1; OAS1, NG_011530.2; OTC, NG_008471.1;
POC1B, NG_041783.1; TSFM, NG_016971.1.
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In addition to six known SNPtic exons, our analysis also
discovered five probable SNPtic exons and five potential
SNPtic exons (Tables S1 and 1), each arising within a different gene. With one exception (OAS1-2a, described below),
the predicted reading frame effect of each CE inclusion
was to introduce at least one premature stop codon more
than 55 nt upstream of the transcript’s final exon junction,
either within the putative SNPtic exon itself or within its
flanking 3′ canonical exon, and would therefore be expected to induce NMD of the mature transcript (Zhang,
Sun, et al., 1998; Zhang, Center, et al., 1998). There were
no examples of a SNP of interest adding or altering a start
or stop codon within a CE.
Therefore, except where otherwise stated, we have assumed the following general precepts: (a) Splicing of a
SNPtic exon into a transcript prevents translation of the
transcript and triggers its decay via NMD, (b) leading to
chronically lower levels of the full-length mature transcript,
(c) leading to chronically lower levels of the full-length protein and (d) leading to the observed phenotypic differences
amongst different genotypes of the relevant SNP. We have
applied these assumptions accordingly in discussing each
putative SNPtic exon in the sections that follow.
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SNPs

rs609261
(NC_000011.10:
g.108287407T>C)

rs781928603
(NC_000023.11:
g.154947237_154947249del)

rs4778639
(NC_000015.10:
g.81308110T>C)

rs68073206
(NC_000002.12:
g.48721568A>C)

rs116086311
(NC_000012.12:
g.112910849C>T),
rs34137742
(NC_000012.12:
g.112910856C>T)

rs2014886
(NC_000012.12:
g.57783654C>G)

rs2545162
(NC_000005.10:
g.112822734G>A)

rs2227401
(NC_000004.12:
g.154565229C>T)

rs2075356
(NC_000003.12:
g.10287125T>C)

rs10769255
(NC_000011.10:
g.47345820C>A)

rs5963419
(NC_000023.11:
g.38412940T>A)

ATM-27a
(Known)

F8-13a
(Known)

IL16-6a
(Known)

LHCGR-6a
(Known)

OAS1-2a
(Known)
(rs116086311)

TSFM-2a
(Known)

APC-11a
(Probable)
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FGB-1a
(Probable)

GHRL-4a
(Probable)

MYBPC3-12a
(Probable)

OTC-9a
(Probable)

Less inclusion

Less inclusion

Splice-switch (L > S)

Less inclusion

More inclusion

More inclusion

More inclusion

Splice-switch (S > L)

More inclusion (no NMD)

More inclusion

Less inclusion

Expected effect

Sixteen putative SNPtic exons and their associated phenotypes

SNPtic exon

TABLE 1

Increased risk of bipolar disorder

Slightly higher cognitive performance

Decreases cancer risk and increases bulimia risk

Higher blood fibrinogen levels

Higher colorectal cancer risk

PREDICTED: Higher risk of multiple sclerosis

Higher risk of encephalitis and paralysis if
infected with West Nile virus (rs34137742)

Higher testosterone levels and higher androgen
sensitivity index

Higher interleukin-16 levels in blood

Mild haemophilia type A

Lower cancer risk

SNP phenotype

|
(Continues)

Hyperammonemia leading to brain damage and
death

Hypertrophic cardiomyopathy

Unknown; other GHRL mutations associated
with metabolic dysregulation

Afibrinogenemia (Persistent cerebral transient
ischemic attacks, blood clots and 1/50th
normal fibrinogen levels)

Adenomatous polyposis (colon cancer)

Unknown. Other TSFM mutations associated
with cardiomyopathy, encephalomyopathy
and ataxia

Unknown. Other OAS1 mutations associated
with higher risk of West Nile virus infection

Male pseudohermaphroditism

Unknown

Mild haemophilia type A

Ataxia telangiectasia (poor coordination,
prominent eye blood vessels and high cancer
risk)

Exon high-inclusion phenotype
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GHRL, NG_011560.1; IL16, NG_029933.1; LHCGR, NG_008193.2; MYBPC3, NG_007667.1; NF1, NG_009018.1; OAS1, NG_011530.2; OTC, NG_008471.1; POC1B, NG_041783.1; TSFM, NG_016971.1.

Reduced visual acuity and contrast, photophobia
PREDICTED: Lower visual acuity
rs11323565
(NC_000012.12:
g.89461145del)
POC1B-9a
(Possible)

More inclusion

Unknown; other NF1 mutations cause
neurofibromatosis type 1
PREDICTED: Higher cancer risk
rs35888506
(NC_000017.11:
g.31324211C>T)
NF1-36a
(Possible)

More inclusion

Duchenne muscular dystrophy, primarily due to
DMD e8-11 duplication
PREDICTED: Asymptomatically lower
dystrophin levels. May compound an existing
BMD phenotype.
rs145743673
(NC_000023.11:
g.32863915T>C)
DMD-2a
(Possible)

Splice-switch (S > L)

Early onset HDLS, skeletal dysplasia (dwarfism)
and brain malformation
PREDICTED: Shorter stature and increased
susceptibility to cognitive decline.
rs11952821
(NC_000005.10:
g.150060771G>A)
CSF1R-15a
(Possible)

More inclusion

Mucopolysaccharidosis Type VI (Skeletal
abnormalities, hearing and vision loss and
heart disease)
PREDICTED: Shorter stature and higher risk
profile for other symptoms.
rs337836
(NC_000005.10:
g.78884913T>C)
ARSB-6a
(Possible)

More inclusion

Exon high-inclusion phenotype
Expected effect
SNPs
SNPtic exon

(Continued)
TABLE 1
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Below we have identified each SNPtic exon according
to the name of the gene and the intron in which it occurs,
followed by the letter ‘a’ to distinguish it from the preceding canonical exon. Where two splice variants exist for a
single cryptic exon, we have identified each variant as ‘S’
or ‘L’ depending on whether it is the shorter or longer variant, respectively.

3.1
3.1.1

|

Known SNPtic exons

|

ATM-27a

This CE in Ataxia-Telangiectasia Mutated (ATM–OMIM
#607585) was first discovered by Coutinho et al. (2005),
who also described a longer variant that shared the
same acceptor site. The short variant was subsequently
characterised as a SNPtic exon (sans use of this term)
by Kralovicova et al. (2016). Remarkably, even though
this SNP only slightly weakened the CE’s acceptor site,
Kralovicova and colleagues demonstrated that this was
sufficient to cause a measurable decrease in the rate of
its inclusion. This, in turn, led to the corresponding increase in translation of ATM protein; and since ATM is
a tumour-suppressor gene (Choi et al., 2016), it is likely
that this elevated ATM level explains the lower cancer risk
seen in carriers of the SNP.

3.1.2

|

F8-13a

Unlike the other SNPs discussed in this report, which are
germline substitutions of single nucleotides, the SNP in
this case (rs781928603) is a variably sized poly-T deletion with multiple reported alternative alleles. Although
the summed frequencies of these alternative alleles exceed 1%, Jourdy et al. (2018) report only on the phenotype of the del13T variant, the global frequency of which
is not precisely defined but estimated at well below 1%.
This del13T allele is associated with a mild haemophilia
type A phenotype in males, as it induces inclusion of a
CE in transcripts of Coagulation Factor VIII (F8–OMIM
#300841), an important blood clotting protein. However,
despite being associated with increased F8-13a inclusion,
the del13T allele slightly decreases the MaxEnt score of the
CE acceptor site. Jourdy and colleagues showed that the
likely reason for the splicing enhancement is a decrease in
5′ silencer binding, although we suggest that shortening
of the branch point AG-exclusion zone may also be a contributing factor (Wimmer et al., 2020). Interestingly, inclusion of identical CE sequence, and a mild haemophilia
type A phenotype, has also been reported to result from an
enhancing mutation in the CE donor site (Dericquebourg

|
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et al., 2020), demonstrating that the major allele isoform
of the F8-13a acceptor site is functional.

3.1.3

|

by the high degree of conservation of LHCGR-6a and its
flanking regions (Figure 2b). However, at the time of writing, LHCGR-6a has not yet been listed as a canonical exon
of any official transcript variants on NCBI, and we have
therefore continued to refer to it as a cryptic exon here.
Liu et al. (2017) investigated the effects of the SNP
rs68073206, located in the donor site of LHCGR-6aL.
Because this SNP substantially enhances this donor site, it
might be expected that this would increase the NMD of inclusive transcripts and therefore be associated with a phenotype of lower male sexual development. Surprisingly,
the authors discovered just the opposite––SNP carrier
status was associated with higher levels of testosterone
and higher androgen sensitivity, and inter-genotype differences in transcript frequencies did not follow a simple
‘zero sum’ model. Part of the reason for these counterintuitive effects may be competition between the donor sites of
the long and the short isoforms, as it is unclear how much
of the SNP-driven increase in LHCGR-6aL splicing comes
at the expense of LHCGR-6aS splicing and how much at
the expense of normal LHCGR splicing. The likely status
of LHCGR-6a as a highly conserved bona fide exon suggests that its splicing may play a more complex role in
LHCGR autoregulation.

IL16-6a

This CE in Interleukin 16 (IL16–OMIM #603035) is unique
amongst the putative SNPtic exons discussed in this report, as it is the only one not to introduce a premature
stop codon into the mature transcript, and therefore is not
expected to promote transcript degradation via NMD. The
CE was discovered in the peripheral blood RNA of 23 individuals by Sakaguchi and Suyama (2021), via bioinformatic analysis of RNA-Seq and whole-genome sequence
data, and was not linked with a disease phenotype.
The SNP rs4778639 converts the IL16-6a acceptor
site dinucleotide from an AT to an AG and is therefore
likely to be essential for splicing of the CE. This SNP was
found by Sun et al. (2018) to significantly correlate with
increased IL16 protein levels in blood. The CE arises
in the terminal intron of IL16 and is predicted to introduce nine additional amino acids to the IL16 peptide
(see Appendix S1). This insertion interrupts the PDZ3
domain of the precursor protein (Sakaguchi & Suyama,
2021) and constitutes a substantial increase in the size
of the mature protein, which is typically only 121 peptides long after caspase-3 catalysis (Zhang, Sun, et al.,
1998; Zhang, Center, et al., 1998). This would presumably have a marked effect on the 3D structure, export,
multimeric assembly and CD4+ recruitment activity of
mature IL16 (Richmond et al., 2014), yet the haploid
frequency of the causative SNP (8.37%) indicates that it
is not significantly deleterious, at least for heterozygous
carriers. We would welcome any future research that
elucidates the true in vivo behaviour of this novel potential protein isoform.

3.1.4

|
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OAS1-2a

This CE in 2′-5′-Oligoadenylate Synthetase 1 (OAS1–
OMIM #164350) was identified in whole blood RNA
sequence from eight healthy donors by Sakaguchi and
Suyama (2021). The OAS1 gene plays an important role
in the innate immune response to viruses, and a canonical splice site polymorphism near OAS1 exon 6 has been
shown to increase the risk of West Nile virus infection
(Lim et al., 2009).
Sakaguchi and Suyama identified the rs116086311
SNP as causative of OAS1-2a inclusion. The aetiology
of this SNP is obvious, as it converts OAS1-2a’s GC
donor site dinucleotide to a much stronger GT. But
whilst no phenotype associations have been discovered for rs116086311, a second SNP 3′ of the donor site,
rs34137742, was found to be associated with a higher
risk of encephalitis and paralysis following West Nile
virus infection (Bigham et al., 2011). At first glance
this seems counterintuitive: since the most powerful
single-nucleotide splice mutations tend to be those that
alter an intron terminal dinucleotide, one might expect
that the strongest association would be detected for
rs116086311, with rs34137742 perhaps being identified
as a weaker contributing factor.
However, this phenotype association can be interpreted consistently with the general model of SNPtic exon

LHCGR-6a(S/L)

Like ATM-27a, the SNPtic exon in Luteinising
Hormone/Choriogonadotropin Receptor (LHCGR–OMIM
#152790) was discovered (Kossack et al., 2008) several
years before the effect of its SNP was directly characterised (Liu et al., 2017). This cryptic exon bears two variants
that have distinct donor sites but share an acceptor site. In
their 2008 report, Kossack and colleagues detailed an SNV
in LHCGR-6a that significantly increased its frequency of
inclusion, resulting in a male-pseudohermaphroditism
phenotype in the affected patients. The authors also
showed significant inclusion of LHCGR-6a from the reference allele and claimed that this demonstrated its status
as a bona fide exon, a claim that appears to be supported
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F I G U R E 2 Cryptic exons APC-11a, LHCGR-6a and POC1B-9a exhibit high sequence conservation. Images were captured as screenshots
from the UCSC Genome Browser (Kent et al., 2002). In descending order, displayed tracks are: Base position, dbSNP 153, input sequence,
‘GENCODE V37’ (aligned transcript variants) and ‘Cons 30 Primates’. ‘The Cons 30 Primates’ track, which is erroneously labelled as ‘Cons
30 Mammals’ in the browser, displays sequence conservation data from 30 non-human primate species

splicing (Figure 1) once population genetics are considered. Firstly, the direct effect of rs34137742 is to remove a
binding motif for SRSF9, a ubiquitously expressed serinerich splicing factor that silences upstream donor sites and
enhances downstream donor sites (Cloutier et al., 2008).
Loss of this motif would therefore be more permissive
of OAS1-2a splicing. Secondly, since the OAS1-2a donor
site dinucleotide is splice-competent in both rs116086311
alleles (i.e. GC or GT), it is theoretically possible to observe a quantitative effect from rs34137742 in a population independently of their rs116086311 genotypes. Lastly,
rs34137742 has a haploid frequency of over 10.3%, compared to less than 3.5% for rs116086311. This means that
rs34137742 is likely to be much better represented in the
sample group of any GWAS, making its phenotypic effects
more easily discoverable at the population level even if
they are milder than those of rs34137742 at an individual
level.
Although a disease risk phenotype has been established only for rs34137742, and an OAS1-2a splicing effect
only for rs116086311, we suggest that the reverse may also

be true, and that these effects are a logical consequence of
CE-induced NMD of OAS1 transcripts.

3.1.6

|

TSFM-2a

Unlike the other three ‘known’ SNPtic exons, the
SNPtic exon in Ts Translation Elongation Factor,
Mitochondrial (TSFM–OMIM #604723) does not have
an associated phenotype and was discovered in the
blood RNA of healthy individuals (Morrison et al.,
2013). Morrison and colleagues suggest that this SNP
may be a risk factor for multiple sclerosis (MS); but
although both prior and subsequent research has supported a link between MS and other TSFM variants
(Handel et al., 2010; Mo et al., 2019), at the time of
writing, no such association has been demonstrated
for this SNP. However, the authors did demonstrate
that this SNP was almost entirely responsible for
splicing of the SNPtic exon through conversion of the
GC-donor motif to a GT-donor motif, though they
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also detected low levels of splicing even in C-allele
homozygotes, which fits with prior observations of
U2-spliced GC-donor sites being functional but less efficient (Thanaraj & Clark, 2001). We also noted that
this SNPtic exon was an exact match for 1 of the 10 CEs
previously predicted by Sela et al. (2010). Other mutations in TSFM have been associated with cardiomyopathy, encephalomyopathy and ataxia (Smeitink et al.,
2006; Emperador et al., 2016).

rs2545162 was significantly associated with a higher risk
of colorectal cancer.

3.2.2

Sakaguchi and Suyama (2021) reported 116 new CEs discovered in publicly available RNAseq data. For two of
these CEs, we found evidence in the literature supporting a SNP-associated phenotype, and we have discussed
these above as OAS1-2a and IL16-6a. We also noted an additional 17 CEs in the authors’ report where the causative
variants corresponded to common SNPs, though we were
not able to find any published phenotype associations for
these SNPs, nor for any other SNPs within ±20 nt of their
associated SNPtic exons. These examples are listed in
Table 2, but as we have little to add to the original authors’
analysis of these 17 CEs, we instead refer interested readers to investigate their report.

3.2.1

|

3.2.3

FGB-1a

|

GHRL-4a(S/L)

Like the LHCGR-6a SNPtic exon, this CE in Ghrelin
(GHRL–OMIM #605353) also consists of a short and a
long variants, though in this case it is the donor site that is
shared with two unique acceptor sites (Seim et al., 2013).
Seim and colleagues observed GHRL-4a inclusion in multiple healthy cell types and elevated inclusion in prostate
cancer cell lines. They also noted that the acceptor site of
GHRL-4aS appeared to be non-canonical, with an AA terminal dinucleotide. However, the SNP rs2075356 converts
this AA to a canonical AG. Given the haploid frequency
of this SNP (11%) compared to the frequency of bona fide
non-AG acceptor sites (<0.1% as per Olthof et al., 2019
and Piovesan et al., 2019), we suggest that carriage of this
SNP may be the more likely explanation for GHRL-4aS
splicing.
The rs2075356 SNP has separately been linked with a
decreased risk of certain forms of cancers (Pabalan et al.,
2014) and elevated risk of purging-type bulimia nervosa
(Ando et al., 2006). However, whilst the rs2075356 minor
allele is likely to be essential for GHRL-4aS splicing, the
confounding effect of competition between the GHRL-4aS
and GHRL-4aL acceptor sites makes it difficult to predict
how it would change the total amount of GHRL-4a splicing. This difficulty is compounded by the complex posttranslational processing of preproghrelin peptides and the

Probable SNPtic exons

|
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This pathogenic CE in Fibrinogen Beta (FGB–OMIM
#134830) was first predicted by Dear et al. (2006), who
identified the causative mutation in a consanguineous
family, and was later confirmed and further characterised by Davis et al. (2009). The authors determined that
an SNV within the CE converted a silencer motif to an
enhancer, thereby substantially increasing FGB-1a inclusion. Consequently, the homozygous proband exhibited a
phenotype of afibrinogenemia with recurrent transient ischemic attacks, whilst his two heterozygous children bore
a milder phenotype of hypofibrinogenemia.
The SNP rs2227401 is situated inside the CE and is
predicted to silence its inclusion, so we would expect
an associated phenotype opposite to afibrinogenemia.
This is supported by two GWASes (de Vries et al., 2017;
Kolz et al., 2009) that independently discovered an association between rs2227401 and higher levels of blood
fibrinogen.

3.1.7 | Other SNPtic exons in Sakaguchi and
Suyama 2021

3.2

9 of 16

APC-11a

This CE in Adenomatous Polyposis Coli (APC–OMIM
#611731) was first reported as a pathogenic inclusion by
Spier et al. (2012). Remarkably, three unique donor site
SNVs have been reported as being causative of pathogenic APC-11a splicing (Nieminen et al., 2016; Spier et al.,
2012). All three mutations caused a phenotype of familial
adenomatous polyposis (FAP), a disease characterised by
colon polyps and an elevated risk of colon cancer. Like
LHCGR-6a, the sequence in and surrounding APC-11a is
highly conserved (Figure 2a), supporting the case for this
being an as yet unrecognised bona fide exon.
The SNP rs2545162 is predicted to create a 3′ binding motif for MBNL1, an alternative splicing regulator
that has been shown to consistently enhance the splicing
of exons when it binds within ~200 nt 3′ of their donor
sites (Konieczny et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2012). We would
therefore expect the minor allele of this SNP to increase
APC-11a inclusion and be associated with a higher risk
of FAP-like symptoms. This prediction agrees with the
findings of Hildebrandt et al. (2016), who found that
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TABLE 2

SNPtic exons caused by common SNPs ( 1% haploid frequency) as reported by Sakaguchi and Suyama (2021)

Chr.

Gene

Start

End

SNP position

rsID

Varnomen

chr1-

NOC2L

882,137

882,244

882,250

rs111463901

NC_000001.11:g.946870C>A

chr1+

RWDD3

95,702,899

95,703,016

95,702,898

rs80241359

NC_000001.11:g.95237342A>G

chr5-

TBCA

77,026,223

77,026,280

77,026,221

rs75503375

NC_000005.10:g.77730396C>A

chr5-

SRA1

139,932,741

139,932,889

139,932,740

rs112703681

NC_000005.10:g.140553155T>C

chr6+

ABRACL

139,354,886

139,354,992

139,354,992

rs62441851

NC_000006.12:g.139033855A>G

chr7-

COA1

43,695,632

43,695,752

43,695,628

rs1859877

NC_000007.14:g.43656029C>T

chr10+

HSD17B7P2

38,654,838

38,654,939

38,654,940

rs2804645

NC_000010.11:g.38366012T>A

chr11-

DHCR7

71,157,568

71,157,656

71,157,567

rs75686975

NC_000011.10:g.71446521G>A

chr12+

MGST1

16,503,692

16,503,788

16,503,789

rs9332891

NC_000012.12:g.16350855T>G

chr12+

OAS1

113,348,549

113,348,652

113,348,654

rs116086311

NC_000012.12:g.112910849C>T

chr14+

CRIP1

105,954,227

105,954,364

105,954,368

rs112661676

NC_000014.9:g.105488031G>A

chr15+

IL16

81,600,452

81,600,478

81,600,451

rs4778639

NC_000015.10:g.81308110T>C

chr16-

CNOT1

58,662,843

58,663,002

58,662,841

rs28644182

NC_000016.10:g.58628937G>A

chr16-

FANCA

89,829,046

89,829,201

89,829,201

rs9806894

NC_000016.10:g.89762793G>A

chr17+

STAT5A

40,440,948

40,441,015

40,441,014

rs74875201

NC_000017.11:g.42288996G>A

chr19+

CERS4

8,312,329

8,312,446

8,312,447

rs12977774

NC_000019.10:g.8247563A>G

chr21-

LINC00158

26,758,995

26,759,072

26,758,994

rs13049048

NC_000021.9:g.25386681T>A

chr21-

C21orf59

33,980,707

33,980,799

33,980,705

rs111323620

NC_000021.9:g.32608395G>A

chr21+

NDUFV3

44,326,950

44,327,012

44,327,013

rs73905782

NC_000021.9:g.42906903A>G

chr22+

APOBEC3D

39,419,690

39,419,852

39,419,853

rs6001388

NC_000022.11:g.39023848T>G

Note: ‘Start’ and ‘End’ coordinates refer to human genome assembly hg19, as per cited work. SNPtic exons OAS1-2a and IL16-6a are indicated with bold text.
The APOBEC3D SNP is not shown in the cited work but is required for splicing in addition to the published variant (Narumi Sakaguchi 2021, Pers. Comm).

varied roles they play in metabolic regulation. We therefore limit ourselves to suggesting that a focused investigation of the effects of rs2075356 may prove to be a fruitful
line of research.

3.2.4

|

attributed to the SNP was quite small, it was nonetheless
determined to be highly significant due to the study's large
sample size. This phenotype could be explained as a mild
inverse of the elevated cognitive decline risk typically associated with hypertrophic cardiomyopathy.

MYBPC3-12a

3.2.5

This CE in Myosin-Binding Protein C3 (MYBPC3–OMIM
#600958) was discovered by Bagnall et al. (2018). In this
case, the patient’s SNV converted the GC of MYBPC312a donor site to a stronger GT. The proband was one
of a cohort of patients with hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, a disease characterised by overdevelopment of
the muscle in the left ventricle of the heart, leading to
a greatly elevated risk of arrhythmia and heart failure.
Cardiac hypertrophy in general has also been associated
with a higher risk of cognitive dysfunction in later life
(Hayakawa et al., 2012).
The SNP rs10769255 occurs inside MYBPC3-12a and is
predicted to silence its inclusion and thereby permit increased translation of full-length MYBPC3. Surprisingly,
in a subsequent GWAS rs10769255 was found to correlate
with higher performance in certain tests of cognitive ability (Lee et al., 2018). Although the difference in scores

|

OTC-9a

This CE in Ornithine Transcarbamylase (OTC–OMIM
#300461) was first observed as a pathogenic inclusion by
Engel et al. (2008), caused by a donor site SNV. Because
OTC is a key component in the metabolic conversion of
ammonia to urea, the OTC deficiency caused by pathogenic inclusion of OTC-9a resulted in hyperammonemia, and was ultimately fatal to the affected patient, who
died at a very young age due to severe cerebral oedema.
Mutations with less severe effects on the quantity and
function of OTC protein have been known to cause lateonset OTC deficiency, which can manifest in previously
asymptomatic patients as erratic behaviour, lethargy and
hyperammonemia (Hidaka et al., 2020; Rush et al., 2014).
The SNP rs5963419 is situated within this CE and is
predicted to silence its inclusion. We might therefore expect this SNP to be associated with higher OTC protein
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levels and a benign ‘hypoammonemic’ phenotype, opposite to the severe hyperammonemia observed for pathogenic inclusion of OTC-9a. However, to date the only
positive GWAS correlation for rs5963419 is deleterious: its
minor allele was found to be overrepresented in populations with bipolar disorder (Sklar et al., 2008).
A possible explanation for this is that a higher level of
neuronal OTC (Bernstein et al., 2017) in carriers of this
SNP may elevate the conversion of ammonia to urea in
some neurons, and therefore leave less ammonia available for the conversion of glutamate into glutamine by
glutamine synthetase. This could in turn result in chronically higher neuronal glutamate levels, which have been
associated with bipolar disorder (Gigante et al., 2012).
If this SNP had an opposite mechanism of action––that
is, it increased risk of bipolar disorder by reducing OTC
levels––then there should also be a strong and obvious
correlation between bipolar disorder and late-onset hyperammonemia generally; yet we could find no reports of any
such association in the literature.

3.3
3.3.1

|

We also noted that this CE falls within the 3′
UTR of ARSB transcript variant ENST00000565165.2
(GENCODE), although its sequence does not show significant conservation.

3.3.2

|

CSF1R-15a

This CE in Colony-Stimulating Factor 1 Receptor (CSF1R–
OMIM #164770) was discovered by Guo et al. (2019), who
observed it as a pathogenic splicing variant induced by
an internal two-nucleotide deletion. The consanguineous
proband had a severe phenotype due to being homozygous
for this allele, and their symptoms included hypotonicity, focal seizures, brain malformation and mild skeletal
abnormalities. In cases of other monoallelic CSF1R lossof-function mutations, a phenotype of ‘hereditary diffuse
leukoencephalopathy with spheroids’ (HDLS) is often observed, a neurodegenerative disorder with adult onset and
variable presentation.
Although the SNP rs11952821 only slightly enhances
the CSF1R-15a acceptor site, it is comparable to the improvement induced by a SNP at the same position in
ATM-27a, which was demonstrated to have a significant
splicing effect. We would therefore expect rs11952821
carriers to have elevated CSF1R-15a inclusion leading to
NMD and lower full-length CSF1R translation, and an associated phenotype equivalent to very mild HDLS. Due to
the variable presentation of classical HDLS, this phenotype could manifest as an increased general risk of neurodegenerative disease and/or a more severe prognosis
when neurodegenerative symptoms are already present
for other reasons.

Potential SNPtic exons

|
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ARSB-6a

This CE in Arylsulfatase B (ARSB–OMIM #300461) was
discovered by Broeders et al. (2020) as a sporadic inclusion
in both patient and healthy control RNAs from primary
human fibroblasts treated with cycloheximide, an NMD
inhibitor. Broeders and colleagues noted that the donor
site of this CE, which bears a non-canonical AT flanking dinucleotide in the reference sequence, was not predicted by any of the algorithms they tested. However, we
observed that if the SNP rs337836 was present then this
donor site dinucleotide would be converted to a canonical
GT. Given that this SNP has a haploid frequency of 33%,
we suggest that its presence or absence is the most likely
explanation for differential ARSB-6a splicing between
individuals.
Loss-of-function mutations in ARSB are typically causative of mucopolysaccharidosis type six (MPS VI), a recessive inherited disorder with a spectrum of severity and a
broad range of symptoms, including skeletal abnormalities, hearing loss, vision loss and heart disease. Broeders
and colleagues showed compelling evidence that the immediate effect of ARSB-6a inclusion is to induce NMD,
as ARSB-6a-inclusive transcripts were almost undetectable in the RNA of cells not treated with cycloheximide.
Therefore, the expected phenotype associations for this
SNP would be analogous to sub-clinical MPS VI. We speculate that these might include shorter stature and an elevated risk of sleep apnoea and heart disease.

3.3.3

|

DMD-2a(S/L)

This CE in Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy (DMD–OMIM
#300377) was detected in a patient diagnosed with
Duchenne muscular dystrophy (Ishibashi et al., 2006). The
CE bears a short (S) and a long (L) isoforms, with a shared
donor site, and two acceptor sites four nucleotides aside.
Unusually, the causative mutation in this case was significantly distal on the same allele––a tandem duplication of
DMD exons 8–11. The affected 3-year-old male (XY) patient
had a characteristic Duchenne muscular dystrophy phenotype for his age, with extremely high serum creatine kinase
and early signs of muscle weakness. However, because the
exons 8–11 duplication already induces a reading frame
shift in the DMD transcript, it is not possible to assign aspects of this patient’s phenotype to DMD-2a splicing alone.
The SNP rs145743673, respectively, weakens and
strengthens the acceptor sites of the CE short and long
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isoforms, and would therefore be expected to induce
splice-switching from the short to the long isoform. As
with LHCGR-6a and GHRL-4a, we have refrained from
predicting the effect of CE splice-switching on total transcript and protein levels. It is possible that a GWAS could
detect a correlation between rs145743673 and levels of
dystrophin in normal individuals, though the rarity of the
SNP (1.1%) would make this challenging, and any differences detected may be largely asymptomatic if the high
variability of ‘normal’ dystrophin expression is any indication (Beekman et al., 2018).

3.3.4

|

an expansion of the poly-T tract appears more likely to increase inclusion of the CE, as the change in AGEZ length
is minimal. We would therefore predict that this SNP may
be associated with diminished visual acuity in the elderly.
Our comparison of POC1B-9a with F8-13a led us to note
that length variations in acceptor site poly-T tracts appear
to have competing and contradictory effects on exon recognition, as such variants can simultaneously strengthen an
acceptor splice motif whilst weakening branch point definition. We would welcome any further research towards
reliably predicting the effects of these variants.

NF1-36a

3.4

This CE in Neurofibromin 1 (NF1–OMIM #613113) was
first detected in the peripheral blood RNA of at least
17 healthy control individuals (Landrith et al., 2020).
Although this splice variant is not yet associated with a
phenotype, loss-of-function mutations in NF1 are typically causative of type 1 neurofibromatosis (NF1), which
is characterised by ubiquitous benign nerve tumours,
café-au-lait skin pigmentation, neurocognitive impairment and a greatly elevated risk of cancer.
The SNP rs35888506 converts the NF1-36a donor site dinucleotide from a GC to a stronger GT. It would therefore
be expected to cause substantially higher inclusion of this
CE, although low-level splicing of the GC allele might also
be observed. We predict an associated phenotype equivalent
to very mild NF1, which may be detected as elevated cancer
risk and elevated risk of neurocognitive impairment.

3.3.5

|

|

Conclusions and recommendations

Although we discovered only five new probable SNPtic
exons, we were encouraged to observe that in four of these
cases, the predicted splicing effect was generally consistent
with the correlated phenotype, whilst the fifth (GHRL-4a)
was expected to cause complex splice-switching and thus
neither supported nor contradicted our model. We also highlighted an additional four possible SNPtic exons; their associated SNPs may prove worthwhile targets of future GWASes.
A reviewer of this report observed that several of the
SNPs in the ‘Probable’ and ‘Possible’ SNPtic exon categories
fell outside of the highly conserved splice motif regions (as
defined in step 5a of our search method), whilst this was
true for only one (F8-13a) in the ‘Known’ category. This discrepancy may be a consequence of the fact that, prior to this
report, there had not been any general attempts to match
SNPtic exons with population phenotypes. Consequently,
only those SNPs with the most noticeable splicing effects
have been characterised, and these primarily occur in the
most highly conserved splice motif nucleotides.
Whilst we hope these findings will be of interest, our
primary goal in reporting them is to demonstrate proof
of concept for the utility of our discovery method. In future, researchers reporting on new cryptic exons may
apply this method for no cost greater than a few minutes
expended on online database queries, and in doing so
may discover better explanations for published results, or
fruitful new lines of inquiry for their research. Antisense
oligonucleotide-based skipping of NMD-inducing poison
exons is already showing great promise for the treatment
of heritable encephalopathies (Aziz et al., 2021), and it is
possible that further discoveries of SNPtic exons will reveal additional novel antisense targets.
As innovations in RNA sequencing technology continue to accelerate the discovery of new cryptic exons and
pseudoexons, so will grow the potential for making exciting new connections between this relatively small body of
data and the vast number of SNP–phenotype associations
already discovered by GWASes.

POC1B-9a

This CE in Proteome Of Centriole Protein 1B (POC1B–
OMIM #614784) was detected in blood RNA from a compound heterozygous patient with adult-onset symptoms
of reduced visual acuity, reduced visual contrast and
photophobia (Weisschuh et al., 2021). Pathogenic mutations to POC1B generally cause some form of retinopathy,
although symptoms and age of onset are highly variable.
In this case, the patient’s mutation destroyed the POC1B
exon 7 donor site, resulting in variable skipping of exons
6 and 7 in addition to POC1B-9a inclusion. Consequently,
POC1B-9a inclusion by itself cannot be definitively implicated in the proband’s symptoms. However, like
LHCGR-6a and APC-11a, POC1B-9a also exhibits high sequence conservation (Figure 2c), indicating that it may be
a bona fide poison exon.
Similar to the F8-13a SNP, rs11323565 causes a length
variation in the POC1B-9a acceptor site poly-T tract, extending it from 12T to 13T. But unlike F8-13a, in this case
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Addendum: Close to time of publication we identified what appear to be two additional examples of known
SNPtic exons, one in the gene Ras Homolog Family Member
A (RHOA-OMIM #165390) (Medina et al., 2012) and one
in the gene F-Box Protein 38 (FBXO38-OMIM #608533)
(Saferali et al. 2019). Although we could not include these
examples in our analysis without further peer review, we
wish to acknowledge the original reports as literature of
interest.
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Chapter 6

Induction of cryptic pre‐mRNA
splice‐switching by antisense
oligonucleotides
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6.1

Preamble

Although the previous chapters in this thesis have focused on pseudoexons, a more
frequently observed form of cryptic splicing entails use of alternative donor or
acceptor sites in or near canonical exons. The effect of this on the mature transcript
is either the inclusion of an exon-adjacent segment of intron, or the skipping of part
of the exon, depending on whether the cryptic site lies outside or within the canonical
boundaries of the exon (Nelson and Green 1990; Haj Khelil et al. 2008).

This form of cryptic splicing typically occurs as the result of mutations in or around
canonical exons (Buratti et al. 2011), although changes in splice factor abundance
can also cause global shifts in splice site selection, as is seen in many cancers
(Zhang et al. 2021). However, over the course of many exon-skipping antisense
oligonucleotide (AO) experiments by our group, we noted that a handful of AOs
caused cryptic splicing when transfected into cells expressing the target genes. This
AO-induced cryptic splicing appeared to exclusively affect the targeted exons,
indicating that it was not a general effect of the AO. Furthermore, the cryptic splice
sites induced were all inside the affected exons and, with a single exception, were all
donor sites.

While strategies for optimising AO design are progressively becoming more
sophisticated (Aartsma-Rus et al. 2009; Mitrpant et al. 2009; Echigoya et al. 2015),
they still entail an element of trial-and-error, and it is not always obvious why one AO
is effective while another AO with an overlapping target site is not. We therefore
sought to collectively examine whether the AOs that induced cryptic splicing had any
common characteristics that might indicate the mechanisms responsible for why and
where these cryptic splice sites were activated, in an attempt to generate useful new
insights into effective AO design.

This was a highly collaborative project, as indicated by the number of co-authors on
the report, encompassing numerous AOs, cell types and transfection methods
performed by multiple researchers. My own role in the project was to conduct the
bioinformatic data analysis, generate figures from this analysis, and to share
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responsibility for writing and editing the report with my colleague and co-first author,
Kristin Ham.

A common rule-of-thumb in exon-skipping AO design is to target regions with high
densities of exon splice enhancers, in order to maximise silencing of the exon
definition signal. We reasoned that, just as AOs and splice factors compete for RNA
binding, so too would the local secondary structure of each RNA molecule. We
therefore devised a “hybrid plot” method of visualising individual pre-mRNA exons
that combined the predicted secondary structure of each exon with the predicted
splice factor motifs. Then, by performing an additional round of modelling that
blocked the nucleotides within the AO target sites, we could approximate the effects
of AO binding on pre-mRNA local secondary structures.

In general, this analysis found that cryptic splice-site activating AOs tend to
selectively shift the accessibility of exon splice enhancers and silencers in and
around the pre-mRNA exon, in a way that strengthens definition of the retained
segments and/or weakens definition of the skipped segments. They do this both
directly, through steric blocking, and indirectly through changes in the openness of
surrounding RNA secondary structure.

Our findings highlight the importance of incorporating RNA secondary structure
predictions into AO design and present a novel and intuitive approach for doing so.
We also suggest that partial exon skipping need not remain a curious side-effect of
some AOs, but could be exploited as a valuable therapeutic approach in select
cases where skipping of whole exons is not a viable strategy.
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Abbreviations
AO
Antisense oligonucleotide
SnRNP
Small nuclear ribonucleoproteins
5 ss
5 Splice site
3 ss
3 Splice site
Nt
Nucleotide
NMD
Nonsense mediated decay
NC
Negative control
SRSF
Serine/arginine-rich splicing factor
ESE
Exonic splicing enhancer
ESS
Exonic splicing silencer
lncRNA
Long non-coding RNA
2 -OMe PS 2 -O-Methyl modified bases on a phosphorothioate backbone
FBS
Fetal bovine serum
BLAST
Basic local alignment search tool
The process of pre-mRNA splicing is a fundamental aspect of gene regulation and function in higher eukaryotes.
Pre-mRNA consists of retained regions, termed exons, that are interspersed with regions destined for excision,
termed introns1. During maturation into mRNA, the introns are removed and the exons are ligated together
to form a continuous message, ready to be translated into a protein, or in some cases to serve other functions
as a non-coding RNA. Pre-mRNA splicing involves a multitude of splicing factors that interact with numerous
splicing motifs on the transcript2. A large multi-protein complex called the spliceosome is responsible for the
coordination of this complex set of transesterification reactions3.
The major form of the spliceosome is composed of five small nuclear ribonucleoproteins (snRNPs; U1, U2,
U5 and U4/U6), as well as numerous non-snRNP proteins4,5. The canonical 5 splice site (5 ss) is defined by
an AG|GURAGU sequence, while the 3 splice site (3 ss) is denoted by a (Yn)-YAG| sequence (where; |= exon
boundary; underlined sequence identifies invariant nucleotides; R = purine; Y = pyrimidine)6. The branchpoint
sequence, typically located approximately 15 to 50 nucleotides (nt) upstream from the 3 ss, is required for U2
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Figure 1. Activation of cryptic splice sites by AO-mediated splice switching in four different gene transcript
targets. (a) COL7A1 exon 15. (b) SRSF2 exon 2. (c) ATXN3 exon 9. (d) USH2A exon 13. Reverse transcriptionPCR analysis after transfection with antisense oligonucleotides (AOs), at various nM concentrations indicated
above the gel image. Exon splice enhancer (ESE) motifs, predicted by ESEfinder 3.034. The color code indicates
the putative binding sites for serine/arginine rich splicing factors (SRSFs). Blue boxes represent exons, lines
between the boxes represent introns, dashed lines above and below represent various splicing events, pink
boxes represent the portion of exon removed after the activation of a new cryptic splice site, black arrows
indicate primer location and direction, coloured lines indicate AO target binding site, red polygons represent
termination codons, pink polygons represent termination codons removed after cryptic splice site activation.
Alternative transcript exon composition before and after SRSF2 AO treatment. Multiple transcript isoforms
noted as T### according to Ensembl. Grey arrow indicates an amplicon that could not be succesfully isolated
and sequenced. NC, negative control sequence synthesized as 2 -OMe PS; UT, untreated; 100 bp, 100 base
pair DNA ladder; nM, nanomolar. The gel images were cropped for presentation. Full-length gel images are
presented in Supplementary Fig. S3.

snRNA binding during spliceosome formation. This sequence is defined as YNCURAY (underlined sequence
denotes branch formation region; bold nucleotides are highly conserved; N = any nucleotide)6. The major spliceosome (called spliceosome hereon), along with hundreds of associated splicing factors are responsible for over
95% of all splicing reactions, including the phenomenon known as alternative splicing7–10.
Alternative splicing is a process whereby multiple different transcripts and protein isoforms can arise from a
single protein-coding gene and is an essential element in spatial and temporal regulation of gene expression in
higher eukaryotes7. In order to achieve alternative splicing, the spliceosome must recognize and select a splice
site amid a variety of alternative splice sites and branchpoints within the transcript. Typically, these splice sites
are well defined and have evolutionarily conserved functions. However, on occasion, sequences usually ignored
by the spliceosome can become activated as splice junctions. These are known as cryptic splice sites11 and are
most often activated by mutations or errors during transcription12. According to DBASS, the mutations most
commonly causative of cryptic splice site activation are those that weaken canonical exon splice sites, thus
redirecting the spliceosome to utilize a viable cryptic site nearby13. However, this is a relatively rare outcome of
such mutations, which are generally far more likely to induce whole exon skipping14. Cryptic splice sites may
be found within both exonic and intronic regions and typically include or exclude a proportion of the exon or
intron12. Interestingly, recent data has shown that cryptic splice sites can also be activated by synthetic molecules
such as antisense oligonucleotides.
Antisense oligonucleotides (AOs) are small, single-stranded RNA or DNA-like synthetic molecules used
to modify gene expression. These AOs can be used to downregulate gene expression through RNA silencing,
redirection of pre-mRNA splicing patterns, intron retention, inhibiting translation, or RNase H-induced degradation of the target gene transcript15. The sequence of maturing gene transcripts can also be altered by using
AOs to induce removal or inclusion of an exon, as demonstrated by current therapeutic strategies approved for
the treatment of Duchenne muscular dystrophy and spinal muscular atrophy, respectively.
While most splice modulating AOs are designed with the intention to enhance exon selection or induce skipping of whole exons, the occasional activation of cryptic splice sites after in vitro AO treatment has also been
observed. We have reported the activation of a cryptic donor splice site after treatment with an AO targeting
LMNA pre-mRNA, promoting removal of 150 nt from the end of exon 1116. This precisely replicates the alternative LMNA transcript isoform that was reported to arise from recurrent pathogenic mutations within the cryptic
splice motif17. Evers et al.18 observed that an AO targeting exon 9 in ATXN3 promoted a partial exon 9 skip,
activating an alternative 5 ss. A partial exon 12 skip in the HTT transcript was also detected after treatment with
an AO (World Patent WO2015053624A2); once again activating a cryptic donor splice site19,20, this time one that
was previously observed to be used at low levels (3.2% of full-length) in normal human embryonic stem cells21.
Lastly, we recently reported activation of two cryptic donor splice sites by AOs containing several locked nucleic
acid residues, designed to enhance efficiency of exon skipping from the dystrophin transcript22.
In addition to the established roles that splice site motifs and exon enhancer and silencer motifs play in directing RNA splicing, there is increasing evidence of a similar role for RNA secondary structure23–26, and of its effect
on splice factor binding27,28. While modelling the interactions of these phenomena presents a highly complex
challenge, a reasonable starting point may be to assume that RNA secondary structure is generally antagonistic
to splice factor binding within closed regions.
In our laboratory’s quest to develop new therapeutics for debilitating genetic diseases, we have tested thousands of AOs targeted to numerous gene transcripts in a variety of cell types. We have confirmed AO-induced
cryptic splicing events in the target transcripts in less than 0.2% of human cells, and only a single example in
mouse cells29. In this study, we investigated the possible mechanisms by which AOs may induce cryptic splicing.
We analyzed 12 AOs targeting six different human gene transcripts and found that changes to the accessibility
of enhancer and silencer motifs within the transcript secondary structure appeared to play a role in many cases.
The diverse nature of these changes indicates that there may be multiple pathways to inducing cryptic splicing,
sometimes within a single exon.
To explore the possible mechanisms behind cryptic splice site activation, we analyzed AO-induced cryptic splicing events in six different human transcripts: COL7A1, SRSF2, ATXN3, USH2A, HTT, and LMNA. Data for HTT
and LMNA were obtained from the literature and analyzed together with those from the remaining transcripts.
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COL7A1 exon 15. Antisense oligonucleotides
(2 -O-methyl modified bases on a phosphorothioate backbone, (2´-OMe PS)) were transfected into healthy human fibroblasts as cationic lipoplexes at concentrations of 100 and 50 nM to induce skipping of exon 15 from the
COL7A1 pre-mRNA transcript, removing 144 nt from the full-length transcript (Fig. 1a). Subsequent RT-PCR
analysis from exons 13 to 19 revealed both the full-length transcript and an unanticipated amplicon, smaller
than full-length but larger than would be expected as a result of complete exon 15 removal. The unexplained
amplicon was isolated and identified by Sanger sequencing to be missing the last 64 nucleotides from the 3 end
of exon 15 (Supplementary Fig. S1). Removing 64 nt from the COL7A1 transcript would render the cryptically
spliced product out-of-frame, and therefore produce a premature termination codon in exon 16. This discovery
highlights the importance of investigating unexpected splicing products after AO treatment. A new donor splice
site was activated by treatment with an AO targeting COL7A1 exon 15, H15A(+91+115), that resulted in cryptic
splice site activation in 30% of the transcripts after transfection of the AO at both 100 nM and 50 nM. Treatment with this AO did not induce other aberrant splicing products. Transfection of cells with an AO covering
the authentic donor splice site, H15D(+14–11), did not lead to cryptic donor site activation. Cryptic splice site
activation was induced after the H15A(+91+115) AO was transfected into an immortalized human keratinocyte
cell line (HaCaT) as cationic lipoplexes at concentrations of 400, 200, 100 and 50 nM, indicating that cryptic
splice site activation after treatment with this AO is not cell-specific (Supplementary Fig. S2).
SRSF2 exon 2. Antisense oligonucleotides were transfected into healthy human fibroblasts as cationic lipoplexes at concentrations of 100, 50 and 25 nM to induce skipping of exon 2 from the SRSF2 pre-mRNA transcript, removing 311 nt from the full-length transcript (Fig. 1b). Gel fractionation of the RT-PCR amplicons
revealed several products confirmed by Sanger sequencing: full-length SRSF2-T204 (ENST00000452355.7);
full-length SRSF2-T208 (ENST00000585202.5); and T208 missing 65 nt from the 3 end of exon 2. Multiple
amplicons larger than 1000 nt were present that correspond to the amplicon sizes of the transcripts SRSF2-T203
(ENST00000392485.2) and SRSF2-T202 (ENST00000359995.10) (Fig. 1b). The splicing of T202 appears to be
influenced by the AOs in the same manner (Fig. 1b). However, we were unable to isolate and identify various
amplicons to confirm this. The AOs did not appear to cause exon skipping or cryptic donor site activation within
the T203 transcript, most likely due to the T203 isoform containing only two exons, making both “unskippable”30. Cryptic splice site activation was induced after both H2A(+268+292) and H2D(+10–12) AOs were transfected into HaCaT cells and a human neuroblastoma cell line (SH-SY5Y) as cationic lipoplexes at concentrations
of 400, 200, 100 and 50 nM, indicating that cryptic splice site activation after treatment with these AOs is not
cell-specific (Supplementary Fig. S2).
Under normal conditions, SRSF2 transcript isoforms T202 and T203 code for proteins while T208 and T204
undergo nonsense mediated decay (NMD). After AO treatment, the expression of the cryptically spliced T208
increased with a concomitant decrease in the full-length T202. The cryptic splicing of exon 2 removes the natural
termination codon from T202, T204, and T208 and exposes a new in-frame termination codon in the following
exon of each transcript (Fig. 1b).
Mammalian NMD generally follows the ‘50 nucleotide rule’, whereby termination codons more than 50 nt
upstream of the final exon are determined premature and result in a reduction in mRNA abundance31. Cryptic
splice site activation appears to stabilize T208 as a new termination codon is created within 50 nt of the penultimate 3 exon junction. Isoform T204 still appears to undergo NMD, as the new termination codon is exposed
within the third exon of the five-exon isoform.
ATXN3 exon 9. Antisense oligonucleotides were transfected into healthy control human fibroblasts as cationic lipoplexes at concentrations of 400, 200, 100 and 50 nM to induce skipping of exon 9 from the ATXN3
pre-mRNA, thereby removing 97 nt from the full-length transcript (Fig. 1c). Gel fractionation of the RT-PCR
amplicons revealed two full-length product bands representing the two transcripts in the untreated sample: a
larger product (533 nt) containing 21 CAG (21Q) repeats and a slightly smaller product (483 nt) containing
eight CAG (8Q) repeats. Two additional smaller bands were observed in healthy human fibroblasts treated with
H9A(+38+62) at all concentrations tested. The two bands were isolated and identified by Sanger sequencing
(Supplementary Fig. S1). The smaller of the two amplicons was solely the result of complete exon 9 skipping from
the 8Q transcript. The larger of the two amplicons is a similar size to complete exon 9 removal from the 21Q
transcript. However, this amplicon was confirmed as resulting primarily from the activation of a cryptic donor
site on position + 42 of exon 9, removing 55 nt from the 8Q transcript. Sanger sequencing revealed a minor
secondary product with the removal of exon 9 entirely from the 21Q transcript. Treatment with H9D(+20–05)
resulted in predominantly partial exon 9 skipping from the 8Q transcript and a low level of complete exon 9
skipping from the 21Q transcript.
Complete and partial exon 9 skipping was predominately observed in the 8Q compared with the 21Q transcript. Partial exon 9 skipping from the 8Q transcript and complete exon 9 skipping from the 21Q transcript
produces products that differ by three nucleotides, and could not be distinguished on an agarose gel alone.
Sanger sequencing confirmed that both transcripts were disproportionately represented, with lower levels of
complete exon 9 skipping from the 21Q transcript. Partial exon 9 skipping from the 21Q transcript produces a
product 16 nt smaller than the canonical 8Q transcript and could not be confirmed by the methods used in this
study. Cryptic donor activation in the transcript with fewer CAG repeats dominates in some AO treatments but
not others32,33. The CAG expansion occurs in the following exon 10, separated by a 10 kb intron from the AO
target. Numerous studies assessing AO-mediated removal of exon 9 and/or exon 10 from the ATXN3 transcript
reported reduced exon skipping efficiencies the larger the expansion size. Although this phenomenon is directed
more towards exon 10 removal, we speculate that the CAG repeat length may influence the cryptic splice site
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MaxEnt cryptic
splice site score

Position relative
to beginning of
exon

− 1.01

+ 527

4.88

+ 129

4.01

2.97

+ 80

76.7

1.6

7.09

+ 42

73.19

72.69

− 0.64

5.46

+ 246

CAGgtcagc

83.43

92.8

7.16

8.54

+ 206

CAGgtgggc

98.84

88.33

8.07

2.93

+ 120

Splice site

Canonical splice
site sequence

Cryptic splice site
sequence

HSF canonical
splice site score

HSF cryptic splice
site score

Acceptor

ttttatctttagGG

caacactgccagAT

88.04

80.44

8.95

Donor

CAGgtaaga

AGTgtgagt

97.66

82.16

10.77

COL7A1 (15)

Donor

CGGgtcagg

CAGgtggct

88.19

78.49

ATXN3 (9)

Donor

AAAgtaaag

CAGgtacaa

74.37

SRSF2 (2)

Donor

TAAgtaatg

CAGgtcgcg

HTT* (12)

Donor

ATTgtaagt

LMNA* (11)

Donor

CAGgtgagt

Gene (exon)
USH2A (13)

MaxEnt canonical
splice site score

Table 1. Comparing canonical and cryptic splice site scores using two different modeling approaches. Cryptic
splice site scores that are higher than the canonical splice site scores are highlighted in bold.

usage frequency. The nature of the CAG repeat allows for numerous consecutive potential serine/arginine-rich
splicing factor (SRSF) 2 (AGCAG) and SRSF5 (ACAGC) splice motifs. The fact that these positive exon selection
sites are heavily repeated may influence exon 10 and potentially exon 9 selection and, therefore, susceptibility
to AO-mediated exon skipping.
As ATXN3 is ubiquitously expressed, AO-mediated cryptic splice site activation was tested in both HaCaT
and SH-SY5Y cells. The number of repeats for each cell line was determined via Sanger sequencing: heterozygous for 19Q and 18Q transcripts in the HaCaT cells and homozygous for 10Q transcript in the SH-SY5Y cells.
Antisense oligonucleotides were transfected as cationic lipoplexes at concentrations of 400, 200, 100 and 50 nM
(Supplementary Fig. S2). The H9D(+20–05) AO targeting the donor site activated the cryptic 3 ss in both cell
lines, but cryptic splice site activation was not apparent after treatment with the H9A(+38+62) AO. Although,
without testing both AOs in multiple cell types from the same healthy control donor, it cannot be determined if
the discrepancy in cryptic splice site activation is due to the cell type or some other factors.
USH2A exon 13. Antisense oligonucleotides were transfected into a Huh7 cell line as cationic lipoplexes at
concentrations of 200 and 50 nM to induce skipping of exon 13 from the USH2A pre-mRNA transcript (Fig. 1d).
Subsequent RT-PCR analysis revealed multiple unanticipated amplicons larger than expected from the removal
of exon 13 in its entirety. It was confirmed by Sanger sequencing that multiple splicing events occurred: removal
of the complete exon 13 (Fig. 1d ∆e13); activation of a cryptic donor (Fig. 1d isoform 2); activation of a cryptic
acceptor (isoform 3); or activation of both cryptic donor and acceptor sites within exon 13 (Fig. 1d isoform 1),
after treatment with different AOs (Supplementary Fig. S1). Treatment with H13A(−05+20) and H13A(+70+94)
resulted mainly in complete exon 13 exclusion, removing 642 nt from the full-length transcript (Fig. 1d ∆e13),
and the activation of a cryptic acceptor site, removing 527 nt from the full-length transcript (Fig. 1d isoform 3).
Treatment with H13A(+136+160) and H13A(+161+183) resulted in the activation of a cryptic donor site, both
on its own (missing 513 nt from the 3 end of exon 13; Fig. 1d isoform 2) and in conjunction with the cryptic
acceptor site (missing 398 nt from the middle of exon 13; Fig. 1d isoform 1) but did not remove the entire exon
13. We were unable to isolate and identify one of the amplicons by Sanger sequencing (labelled with a grey arrow
in Fig. 1d). We speculate that this amplicon is a heteroduplex, which would explain why it could not be isolated.
The USH2A expression profile is limited to a small subset of tissue types (eye, heart muscle, liver, and testis)
that were not available for use at the time of this study. Thus AO-induced cryptic splicing was not investigated
in additional cell types.
LMNA exon 11. Lou et al.16 sought to induce cryptic splicing through AO-mediated splice-switching by designing a panel of AOs to anneal across exon 11 of the LMNA gene transcript in human myogenic cells. Initially,
2 -OMe PS AOs were tested at concentrations of 400, 200 and 100 nM as cationic lipoplexes. The transfection of
several different AOs resulted in the cryptically spliced ∆150 transcript and whole exon 11 removal. Transfection of the H11A(+221+245) AO sequence resulted predominantly in ∆150 transcript expression and was thus
synthesized as a phosphorodiamidate morpholino oligomer, producing even more specific and potent cryptic
splicing activation. This finding, along with the ability of AOs containing several locked nucleic acids to activate
cryptic donor splice sites from the dystrophin transcript22, highlights that cryptic splicing can be activated by
AOs comprised of various backbone chemistries and sugar modifications.
HTT exon 12. As a potential treatment for Huntington’s disease, a 2 -OMe PS AO was developed to reduce the
levels of toxic huntingtin protein by activating a cryptic donor splice site, removing 135 nt from the 3 end of
exon 1219,20. Antisense oligonucleotides were transfected into Huntington’s disease patient-derived fibroblasts as
cationic lipoplexes at various concentrations and resulted in a dose-dependent partial exon 12 skipping (150 nM
95% skipping; 25 nM 92% skipping, and 1 nM 16% skipping) except at the highest concentration where no exon
skipping was evident (1000 nM 0% skipping)20.
Two models were employed to calculate the scores of both the canonical and
cryptic splice sites activated after AO treatment: a weight matrix model, Human Splice Finder 3.134, and a maxi|
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Gene

USH2A

COL7A1
ATXN3
SRSF2

AO nomenclature

SRSF1 (SF2)

SRSF2 (SC35)

SRSF5 (SRp40)

SRSF6 (SRp55)

H13A(−05+20)

1

1

1

0

H13A(+70+94)

1

4

0

0

H13A(+136+160)

1

1

2

0

H13A(+161+183)

2

2

1

1

H15A(+91+115)

3

2

1

1

H15D(+14–11)

2

2

0

1

H9A(+38+62)

3

0

2

1

H9D(+20–05)

1

0

2

0

H2A(+268+292)

4

2

1

0

H2D(+10–12)

0

1

1

0

HTT

H12A(+269+297)a

3

4

3

0

LMNA

H11A(+221+245)a

3

3

1

1

Table 2. Exonic splicing enhancer motifs masked by the antisense oligonucleotides examined in this study.
a
Not tested in this study; published results.

mum entropy model, MaxEntScan35. No discernable pattern became evident using either model (Table 1), indicating splice site scores are not the only factor influencing splice site usage. Various cryptic splice site scores were
higher when compared to canonical splice site scores, but again, with the small number of examples covered in
this study, no pattern could be deduced. Included in Table 1 are the canonical and cryptic splice site sequences
recognized by the spliceosome in the examples reported here. The CAG cryptic 3 ss is activated in the USH2A
transcript after AO treatment. During U2-type canonical splicing of human transcripts, CAG 3 ss are more frequently used by the spliceosome than TAG 3 ss (64.55% versus 29.01%)36. Except for the USH2A transcript, all
the studied activated cryptic 5 ss comprise the CAGgt sequence. Additionally, the canonical and cryptic 5 ss are
strikingly similar in the LMNA example.
Exonic splicing enhancer (ESE) motifs masked by AO binding sites were tallied using ESEFinder 3.037; (Fig. 1;
Table 2). Motifs were considered when one or more motif nucleotides were masked by the targeting AO, as even
partially covering a motif by two nucleotides influences splice outcome38. The examined AOs were found to
consistently mask SRSF1 motifs, with exception of the AO H2D(+10–12) targeting the SRSF2 exon 2 donor site.
The splicing factor SRSF1 is necessary for several splicing processes, including lariat formation and 5 ss
cleavage39. In addition, SRSF1 assists in modulating 5 ss selection39. The addition of purified SRSF1 to cultured
cells favored 5 ss located more proximally to the 3 ss while lower levels of SRSF1 favored 5 ss located distal to
the 3 ss40. In our study, AOs can mask the availability of ESE motif binding sites, therefore reducing the amount
of SRSF1 that can bind to the pre-mRNA. Fewer SRSF1 binding sites may drive the 5 ss preference away from
the canonical splice site towards a more distal cryptic splice site.
It is notable that all seven of the observed cryptic splice sites fell within the affected exons,
between the canonical splice sites, rather than in the downstream or upstream introns. We suggest that this is a
logical consequence of the ‘exon definition’ paradigm under which the human spliceosome is thought to operate,
whereby transcript sequence between the first and last exons is processed as intron unless specifically defined
as being part of an internal exon41. Because ‘intron’ is the default sequence identity under this paradigm, AO
binding is therefore much more likely to diminish an existing exon signal than it is to spontaneously extend it.
Because four of the seven cryptic splice sites had MaxEnt scores lower than their canonical counterparts, it
was clear that our analysis would need to encompass other variables in order to explain the activation of these
sites—specifically, those variables that could plausibly be altered by AO binding. We therefore attempted to
model the effect that AO binding would have on both the local secondary structure of the transcript, and the
subsequent change in accessibility to ESE and exon splicing silencer (ESS) motifs.
Two of the eleven cryptic-splice inducing AOs, SRSF2 H2D(+10–12) and ATXN3 H9D(+20–05), were
excluded from this modelling, as we reasoned that simple steric blocking of the target exon donor sites was the
most likely explanatory mechanism in those cases.
The ESE and ESS motifs for each cryptically spliced exon were overlaid to generate enhancer and silencer
scores at each nucleotide position. These values were then “masked” by the predicted secondary structure for the
exons, effectively resetting the ESE and ESS scores to zero for all nucleotides predicted to bind other nucleotides.
This masking was repeated with the altered structures predicted for on-target AO binding, and the two plots were
vertically aligned to allow comparison between them (Fig. 2A–E). Because the size of USH2A exon 13 (642 nt)
made it impractical to visually compare changes in its ESE and ESS access in the same manner as for the other
exons, we elected to present only the net changes in ESE and ESS access as a result of AO binding (Fig. 2F–G).
We acknowledge that there are impediments to the accuracy of this approach. Individually, HSF 3.1 and
RNAfold are imperfect predictors that encompass only a fraction of the RNA interactions occurring within
living cells, and neither account for more complex factors, such as RNA tertiary structure or local ribonucleoprotein context. However, despite their limitations, these two utilities have proven instrumental for numerous
scientific reports over the past decade and have amassed a combined total of over 4000 citations. We therefore
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Figure 2. Changes to predicted exon splicing enhancer/silencer (ESE/ESS) access in five examples of antisense
oligonucleotide (AO)-induced cryptic splicing of canonical exons. Blue lines indicate ESE access and red lines
indicate ESS access. Grey shading indicates pre-mRNA sequence excluded from the mature transcript. Region
sizes and Maximum Entropy scores for cryptic and canonical splice sites are also shown.
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reasoned that integrating the predictions of these two well-tested programs might prove more informative than
their individual outputs.
In COL7A1 exon 15 (Fig. 2A), AO binding was predicted to increase ESE access in the retained 5 segment,
as well as directly competing with ESEs in the excised 3 segment. The net effect was a much stronger exon signal
from the 5 segment that improved the profile of the cryptic donor site. This example demonstrates that blocking an authentic donor site does not automatically activate a cryptic donor site; additional elements, including
secondary structure and exon and intron definition motifs, are necessary to define the exon boundary.
For SRSF2 exon 2 (Fig. 2B), the AO directly obscured the strongest enhancer peak in the excised 3 segment
and induced a moderate increase in ESE access within the retained 5 segment. We also observed that, in the
absence of AO binding, the enhancer signal in the excised 3 segment of the exon was substantially stronger
than in the rest of the exon. This may be a positively selected feature to ensure inclusion of this segment and
avoidance of the cryptic splice site, though it is not clear why the very poor MaxEnt score of the cryptic donor
is not a sufficient deterrent alone.
In ATXN3 exon 9 (Fig. 2C), the AO binding site overlapped the cryptic donor site and caused loss of ESE
access 3 of the cryptic donor and a slight increase of ESE access immediately 5 of the cryptic donor. This, combined with the much stronger MaxEnt score of the cryptic site, may have been enough to shift exon definition to
the 5 region of the exon. Partial occlusion of the cryptic donor site by this AO may also explain why it induces
whole exon skipping in some fibroblast transcripts (Fig. 1c), as this would sterically block spliceosome binding.
In HTT exon 12 (Fig. 2D), the changes in secondary structure did not clearly favor either enhancement or
silencing of the excised segment. However, ESS access was increased both 5 and 3 of the canonical donor site,
and this appears to have been sufficient to tip the balance towards the comparably strong cryptic donor splice site.
A similar change to HTT exon 12 appears to have occurred in LMNA exon 11 (Fig. 2E), with the exception
that the cryptic donor site in this exon was much stronger than its canonical neighbor.
For USH2A exon 13 (Fig. 3), all four AOs induced use of varying combinations of the two canonical splice
sites, an internal cryptic donor site, and an internal cryptic acceptor site. In examining the effects of the four AOs,
we noted that they appeared to group together as two pairs. The first two AO sequences, H13A(−05+20) and
H13A(+70+94), were targeted 5 of the cryptic donor site and predominantly induced splice-switching from the
canonical to the cryptic acceptor site. Conversely, the second two AOs, H13A(+136+160) and H13A(+161+183),
were both targeted 3 to the cryptic donor site and induced its activation, splice-switching away from the canonical donor site. This is consistent with our earlier observation that the orientation of the AO target site relative to
the cryptic donor site appears to be a key determinant of the AO’s effect. The second pair of AOs primarily act to
enhance the 5 cryptic donor site, in much the same way as the examples shown in Fig. 2, while the first pair of
AOs act to silence the canonical acceptor site. Both these splicing effects are further complicated by the presence
of the internal cryptic acceptor site that provides an alternative partner for the canonical donor site, and by the
distance between the two cryptic sites (398 nt), which allows sufficient separation for both to be activated within
the same transcript (see also Fig. 1d, isoform 1).
It appears that some facets of exon definition are unique to large internal exons and that these can only be
properly understood by studying splicing in similarly sized exons from other genes. Exons longer than 500 nt,
such as USH2A exon 13, typically rely on intron definition rather than exon definition in order to achieve correct splicing, but this intron-defined splicing can become inefficient when the intron size exceeds 500 nt42,43. It
is possible that sporadic splice site activation in this larger exon is partly due to the inability of the spliceosome
to utilize intron definition, and thus inefficiently creates exon isoforms of less than 500 nt by activating various
internal splice sites, regardless of their strength.
There is accumulating evidence that long non-coding RNA (lncRNA) plays a role in post-transcriptional
modification, including splicing44. In most cases, lncRNA contains sequence motifs or scaffolds that can recruit
splicing factors to promote or restrict splicing44. We cannot rule out that the introduction of AOs to the cells
may have caused a disturbance to the lncRNA and led to the observed cryptic splicing. It is also possible that
the AOs have become part of the splicing complex as non-coding RNA and shifted the whole paradigm. At this
stage, the results are inconclusive as only the AOs targeting COL7A1, SRSF2 and HTT showed some similarity
towards lncRNAs with no mention of splicing involvement.
Despite the small number of examples of AO-induced cryptic splicing, we observed considerable diversity in the
etiology of this phenomenon. However, a common feature appears to be disruption of the exon definition signal.
It is clear that canonical exon definition is achieved not by any single motif, but by the cumulative signal of
multiple enhancers binding with regularity and consistency along the entire exon span. Furthermore, continuity
of this enhancing signal appears to be just as important, if not more important, than its overall strength. This
continuity is especially crucial when the exon contains a cryptic splice site, as this is often the only metric by
which the spliceosome can distinguish the cryptic site from its canonical neighbor.
All methods were carried out in accordance with relevant guidelines and regulations.
Antisense oligonucleotides (AOs) comprising of 2 -O-methyl modified bases on a phosphorothioate backbone (2 -OMe PS) were synthesized by TriLink BioTechnologies (San
Diego, CA) or synthesized in-house on an Expedite 8909 Nucleic Acid synthesizer (Applied Biosystems, Melbourne, Australia) using the 1 µmol thioate synthesis protocol, as described previously45. After synthesis, the
oligonucleotides were cleaved from the support following incubation in ammonium hydroxide for a minimum
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Figure 3. Net changes to predicted exon splicing enhancer/silencer (ESE/ESS) access in four examples of
antisense oligonucleotide (AO)-induced cryptic splicing of USH2A exon 13. Blue lines indicate ESE access and
red lines indicate ESS access, purple indicates the net change in ESE and ESS access as a result of AO binding.
Grey shading indicates pre-mRNA sequence excluded from the mature transcript, and pale grey indicates
regions with intermediate inclusion. Region sizes and Maximum Entropy scores for cryptic and canonical splice
sites are also shown.

of 24 h at room temperature. The 2 -OMe PS AOs were subsequently desalted under sterile conditions on NAP10 columns (GE Healthcare, Sydney, Australia) according to manufacturer’s instructions. The 2 -OMe PS AOs
used in this study are listed in Table 3. Oligonucleotide nomenclature is based on that described by Aung-Htut
et al.46 and Mann et al.47, indicating the intron:exon, exon or exon:intron annealing coordinates in the target
gene pre-mRNA.
All cell culture reagents were purchased from Gibco, (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Scoresby, Australia), unless otherwise stated. Primary dermal fibroblasts were derived from a healthy
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Gene

USH2A

COL7A1
ATXN3
SRSF2
HTT
LMNA

AO nomenclature

Sequence (5 to 3 )

H13A(−05+20)

GCAAUGAUCACACCUAAGCCCUAAA

H13A(+70+94)

GAGCCAUGGAGGUUACACUGGCAGG

H13A(+136+160)

UGAAGUCCUUUGGCUUCUUUUUUGC

H13A(+161+183)

AGUUUUCUCUGCAGGUGUCACAC

H15A(+91+115)

CCCUCCUCUCUGCCUCGCAGUACCG

H15D(+14–11)

CAGGGCCUGACCCGUUCGAGCCACG

H9A(+38+62)

UUCUGAAGUAAGAUUUGUACCUGAU

H9D(+20–05)

UUUACUUUUCAAAGUAGGCUUCUCG

H2A(+268+292)

CGCUCCUUCCUCUUCAGGAGACUUG

H2D(+10–12)

CCCAGACAUUACCAUUUUCUUA

H12A(+269+297)a20

CGGUGGUGGUCUGGGAGCUGUCGCUGAUG

H11A(+221+245)a16

AGGAGGUAGGAGCGGGUGACCAGAU

Negative control

CCUCUUACCUCAGUUACAAUUUAUA

Table 3. Information for AOs. a Not tested in this study; published results.

Cell strain

Propagation/seeding media

Transfection seeding density

Primary dermal fibroblasts

Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium supplemented with 1% GlutaMax™-I
and 10% FBS

1.8 × 104 cells/well

Huh7

Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium supplemented with 10% FBS

5 × 104 cells/well

SH-SY5Y

1:1 mixture of Eagle’s Minimum Essential Medium and Ham’s F-12 medium
7 × 104 cells/well
supplemented with 10% FBS

HaCaT

Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium supplemented with 10% FBS

3 × 104 cells/well

Table 4. Culture conditions for cell strains used in the study. All cells were maintained at 37 °C in a 5% CO2
atmosphere. Cells were seeded 24 h before transfection in a 24-well plate. Fetal bovine serum (FBS) (Scientifix,
Cheltenham, Australia).

volunteer after informed consent (The University of Western Australia Human Research Ethics Committee approval RA/4/1/2295; Murdoch University Human Research Ethics Committee approval 2013/156). The
human hepatocarcinoma cell line, Huh7, was supplied by the Japanese Collection of Research Bioresources Cell
Bank (Osaka, Japan) and purchased from CellBank Australia (Westmead, Australia). The human neuroblastoma
cell line, SH-SY5Y, was supplied by ATCC (Gaithersburg, MD) and purchased from In Vitro Technologies (Canning Vale, Australia). HaCaT cells were purchased from AddexBio (San Diego, CA). Culture conditions and
transfection seeding density are described in Table 4.
All cell strains were transfected with 2 -OMe PS AO-Lipofectamine 3000 (Thermo Fisher Scientific) lipoplexes
in Opti-MEM (Gibco) according to the manufacturer’s instructions, at various concentrations in duplicate wells,
and the cells were then incubated at 37 °C in a 5% CO2 atmosphere for 24 h before RNA extraction. The negative
control oligomer (sequence from Gene Tools, LLC synthesized as a 2 -OMe PS AO) that targets a human betaglobin intron mutation was used as a negative transfection control.
After harvesting the cells, total RNA was extracted using MagMax nucleic acid isolation kit (AM1830; Thermo Fisher Scientific) according to manufacturer’s instructions and included the DNase
treatment step. Molecular analyses were accomplished using three different systems optimized for different gene
targets. SuperScript III One-Step RT-PCR System with Platinum Taq DNA Polymerase (Thermo Fisher Scientific) was used to synthesize and amplify cDNA from 50 ng of total RNA in a single step. Nested PCR was
necessary to amplify the USH2A transcripts. Briefly, after 20 cycles of amplification, 1 µl aliquot was removed
and subjected to nested PCR for 25 cycles using AmpliTaq Gold (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and an inner primer
set. For regions with a high GC-content that are more difficult to amplify, SuperScript IV First-Strand Synthesis
System and random hexamers (Thermo Fisher Scientific) were used to synthesize cDNA from harvested total
RNA, and approximately 50 ng of cDNA was used as a template for PCR amplification using the TaKaRa LA Taq
DNA Polymerase with GC Buffer II system (Takara Bio USA, Inc., Clayton, Australia). PCR systems, conditions
and primers used to assess splice modulation across the different gene transcripts are summarized in Table 5.
Amplified RT-PCR products were resolved on 2% agarose gels by electrophoresis in Tris–acetate ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid buffer, compared to a 100 bp DNA size standard (Geneworks, Adelaide, Australia). Relative transcript abundance was estimated by densitometry on images captured by the Fusion FX system (Vilber
Lourmat, Marne-la-Vallée, France) using Fusion-Capt software and ImageJ (version 1.8.0_112) software for
densitometry analysis. To identify RT-PCR products, the amplicons were first isolated by bandstab48, followed
by template preparation using Diffinity RapidTip for PCR Purification (Diffinity Genomics, Inc., West Henrietta,
NY) and DNA sequencing, performed by the Australian Genome Research Facility Ltd. (Nedlands, Australia).
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Gene target (accession numbers)
ATXN3 (NM_004993.6)

COL7A1 (NM_000094.4)
SRSF2 (XR_429913.4)

USH2A (NM_206933.4)

Primer orientation

Sequence (5 –3 )

Length (nt)

PCR system

Cycling conditions

Exon 7F

GTCCAACAGATGCATCGACCAA

522 (21Q)
516 (19Q)
513 (18Q)
489 (10Q)
483 (8Q)

SSIII One-Step

55 °C (30 min) and 94 °C (2 min); 28
cycles of 94 °C (30 s), 55 °C (30 s) and
68 °C (1.5 min)

765

SSIII One-Step

55 °C (30 min) and 94 °C (2 min); 30
cycles of 94 °C (30 s), 60 °C (30 s) and
68 °C (1.5 min)

850

SSIV TaKaRa GC I

94 °C (1 min); 32 cycles of 94 °C (30 s),
62 °C (30 s) and 72 °C (4 min)

993

SSIII One-Step

55 °C (30 min) and 94 °C (2 min); 20
cycles of 94 °C (15 s), 60 °C (30 s) and
68 °C (1 min)

837

AmpliTaq Gold

94 °C (5 min); 25 cycles of 94 °C (30 s),
60 °C (30 s) and 72 °C (1 min); 72 °C
(5 min)

Exon 11R

AGCTGCCTGAAGCATGTCTTCTT

Exon 13F

CTTAGCTACACTGTGCGGGT

Exon 19R

TGGGAGTATCTGGTGCCTCA

Exon 1F

CCCAGAGCTGAGGAAGCC

Exon 4R

CTCAACTGCTACACAACTGC

Exon 12F

AAGAGTTGGATCCTGATGGCTGC

Exon 15R

GACAGGTTTCATTCAAGGCTCC

Exon 12F

CTGTAACTGCAATACCTCTGG

Exon 14R

CAAACACACTGACCAGTCAGG

Table 5. List of primers, PCR system and conditions used in this study.

Figure 4. Example of exonic splicing enhancer (ESE) and exonic splicing silencer (ESS) score calculations for
an RNA nucleotide. An RNA nucleotide, N, indicated with a rectangular box, is assigned an ESE score as the
sum of its contributions to any overlapping enhancer motifs, indicated with ‘e’ characters and blue text, and an
ESS score as the sum of its contributions to any overlapping silencer motifs, indicated with ‘s’ characters and red
text. The ‘Net score,’ shown in purple text, is determined as the sum of the ESE and ESS scores.

Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST)49 was used to compare amplicon sequences
to the reference mRNA sequences (accession numbers: Table 5). ESEFinder 3.034 was used to evaluate ESE motifs
masked by AO binding sites. Motifs were considered when one or more motif nucleotides were masked by the
targeting AO. Human Splice Finder 3.134 and MaxEntScan35 were employed to calculate the scores of both the
canonical and cryptic splice sites activated after treatment with each AO. Sequences for each cryptically spliced
exon and ± 20 nt of flanking intron were input to Human Splice Finder 3.134 which generated a JSON file with
the locations of every detected ESE and ESS motif, as well as predicted acceptor and donor splice sites. Raw text
from this JSON file was then imported into a custom-made spreadsheet (see Supplementary Material) that used
this data to assign an ESE and an ESS score to each nucleotide of the sequence, under the following rationale:
ESE score: + 1/n for each overlapping ESE motif, where n = ESE motif length.
ESS score: − 1/n for each overlapping ESS motif, where n = ESS motif length.
For example, a nucleotide that fell within two six nt ESE motifs and one eight nt ESS motif would be assigned
an ESE score of 0.333 (2 × 1/6) and an ESS score of − 0.125 (1 × − 1/8). An example diagram of this calculation
is provided in Fig. 4.
Predicted centroid normal RNA folding was calculated for the sequence of each cryptically spliced exon
with ± 70 nt flanking intron, using RNAfold50 with the “avoid isolated base pairs” option. Predicted centroid
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AO-induced folding was calculated for each exon using the same sequence and settings as for normal folding,
but with an additional constraint mask that prohibited binding within the AO target sites.
All data generated or analyzed during this study are included in this published article (and its Supplementary
Information file).
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time of thesis submission, but a list of present and past winners is available on the
AGCTS website at https://agcts.org.au/best-paper-prize/.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future
Directions
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The research presented in this thesis provides several important advances in our
collective understanding of cryptic splicing and RNA biology in general. In this
chapter, I explain the immediate impact of these advances and speculate on how
future research might build upon them to generate further new insights.

7.1

Revisions and additions to pseudoexon mutation categories

Chapter 3 described the various mutation types reported to cause pseudoexons in
the DMD gene, noting that mutations tend to either directly alter the PE sequence or
splice motifs (proximal mutations) or occur great distances away from the PE (distal
mutations). There was no gradual tapering-off of reported mutations as their distance
from the PE increased – either the mutations were very close to the PEs they
caused, or their distance barely appeared to matter at all. Furthermore, when the
coincidence of PEs with reported recursive splice sites (Gazzoli et al. 2016) was
examined, it became apparent that there was a strong overlap between PEs with
distal mutations and PEs that matched to reported recursive splice sites*. Our
hypothesis was that a mutation of unidentified distal silencing elements could
exonize recursive splice sites, and that this might represent an entirely separate
pathway to PE activation.

I later discovered that this PE mutation category approximated one already proposed
by Dhir and Buratti in their 2010 report, which they described as “Loss of upstream
5´ss or downstream 3´ss.” In Chapter 4, analysis of a larger dataset of PE distal
mutations led us to suggest weakened neighbour-exon definition as a revised
version of these previous categories.

We hypothesised that when mutations weaken definition of a canonical exon, this
reduces the contrast between that exon and its flanking introns and causes exon-like
tracts within those introns to appear relatively more exon-like by comparison, thereby
increasing their chance of being spliced into the mature transcript. We find indirect
supporting evidence for this hypothesis in the positive correlation between intron size

*

I am indebted to one of the report’s anonymous peer reviewers, who first drew my attention to this pattern.
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and flanking splice site strength (Farlow et al. 2012), as larger introns generally allow
more opportunities for errant splicing.

Although “weakened neighbour-exon definition” was the most well-supported novel
category of PE mutation, we also outlined the defining features of three other PE
mutation types. Only one of these – “Loss of an upstream polyadenylation site” –
could be well-explained by established spliceosome mechanics and is described in
detail within the report (Chapter 4). The second category, “Change to local intronic
silencers or enhancers,” is broadly consistent with the splice-modulating effects of
numerous RNA-binding proteins, but currently lacks the specificity needed to predict
when these effects will produce a PE. The third category, “Close adjacent
pseudoexons,” may be a product of disrupted intron splicing order but will likely
require substantial further research before it can be properly explained.

These advances in categorizing pseudoexon mutations will be of great interest to
clinical geneticists, who may find them useful in explaining the underlying
pathologies of patients with novel splicing mutations, and to other RNA biologists
who are developing predictive models of spliceosome behaviour.

7.2

The interrelation of pseudoexons with recursive splice sites and other deep

intronic splice motifs
In Chapter 3, I showed how multiple DMD pseudoexon splice sites matched to
putative recursive splice sites, suggesting a link between these phenomena. In
Chapter 4, we confirmed that this pattern extended to PEs in other genes, with the
caveat that only seven of the matches were confirmed recursive splice sites. This is
an important finding but begs the question of the nature of the other active deep
intronic splice motifs. We inferred that many of these were components of poison
exons or decoy exons, but could not define which ones were which, as we currently
lack a rigorous method for distinguishing these phenomena from each other.

Although we found that 15.6% of PEs bore splice sites that were active in nonmutant cells, the EST and RNAseq (Sibley et al. 2015) data we used for comparison
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are far from a complete set of all the active splice sites in human cells. It is likely that
expanding the dataset used for comparison with the PEs in this catalogue would
substantially increase the number of matches, and 15.6% should therefore be
viewed as a conservative estimate.

However, even this conservative estimate goes a long way towards addressing the
underlying paradox of pseudoexons: If exon definition is complex and well-regulated,
why are so many pseudoexons created by mutations of only a single nucleotide? For
if many pseudoexons are ultimately found to be splice-mutant versions of recursive
splice sites, poison exons, decoy exons, or other functional deep-intronic splice
motifs, then this paradox ceases to be a paradox and could more usefully be
restated as: Because exon definition is complex and imperfectly regulated, many
pseudoexons are created by mutations of only a single nucleotide.

7.3

The “SNPtic exon” concept and its explanatory power

In Chapter 5, we outline the concept of “SNPtic” exons, collate several supporting
cases from the literature, and describe a straightforward method that others can use
to discover new examples. Although we anticipate that our analysis of individual
SNPtic exons will be of interest to researchers studying the genes in which they
arise, we believe that the SNPtic exon concept itself is the most useful outcome of
that report. In this section, we discuss why this is so.

The concept of a SNPtic exon is a logical extension of the concept of a pseudoexon.
Most pseudoexons arise from rare pathogenic mutations that cause a drastic
increase in the splicing of an intronic region that would otherwise be spliced at low
levels or not at all. SNPtic exons are mechanically similar, but their splicing is
modulated by common variants (SNPs) that cause only a minor change in the
degree of inclusion. Due to the subtlety of this effect on expression of the gene,
carriage of the relevant SNP often does not manifest as a disease phenotype in an
individual but may be statistically detectable within populations via genome-wide
association studies.
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Encouragingly, recent research by Ma et al. (2022) and Brown et al. (2022) has
identified a clinically relevant splicing variant very similar to a SNPtic exon. In these
reports, published simultaneously in Nature, the two groups independently analysed
the splicing of a cryptic exon in the autosomal gene UNC13A. This cryptic exon is
observed almost exclusively in cells that are functionally deficient in splicing factor
TDP43, a characteristic feature of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS). Both teams
reported that inclusion frequency of the UNC13A cryptic exon was positively
associated with the minor allele of the SNP rs12973192, an ALS risk variant that
resides within the cryptic exon and appears to increase its inclusion by altering a
splice factor binding motif. The two reports disagreed on whether the splice factor
affected was TDP43, with Brown et al. supporting this conclusion while Ma et al.
were tentatively negative. However, both made a strong case for rs12973192modulated splicing being the root cause of this SNP’s associated phenotype of
higher disease severity, thus marking an important new milestone in our
understanding of ALS pathology.

The concept of examining RNA splicing to explain population-level SNP-phenotype
correlations is not a new one – indeed, this is the underlying principle of splicing
quantitative trait loci, or sQTLs (Pickrell et al. 2010). However, both sQTL assays
and traditional GWAS typically take an agnostic approach to detecting SNPphenotype correlations, making few a priori assumptions about which SNPs will be
examined or which allele of a given SNP will correlate with which phenotype. This
approach maximises the breadth of potential discoveries at the cost of detection
sensitivity, since statistical rigor demands higher significance thresholds for higher
numbers of tests.

We suggest that an approach that limits its focus to suspected SNPtic exons might
achieve a more optimal balance of breadth and sensitivity. Whole-transcriptome
sequencing datasets have already revealed numerous low-frequency cryptic exons
in healthy cells (Sibley et al. 2015; Sakaguchi and Suyama 2021); and these can be
cross-referenced with the known locations of common SNPs within these cryptic
exons or their splice motifs. The ‘polarity’ of each SNP, i.e., which of its alleles is
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expected to cause higher inclusion of the putative SNPtic exon, can be predicted by
MaxEnt (Yeo and Burge 2004) or HExoSplice scoring (Ke et al. 2011; Tubeuf et al.
2020), while the expected consequence of inclusion of the exon is modelled by its
impact on the mature transcript’s reading frame.

Incorporating common-sense a priori assumptions about splicing into future GWAS
could greatly improve their capacity to detect phenotypically important SNPs, whilst
also providing a built-in mechanistic explanation for why these correlations exist.
Some of the SNPtic exons thus discovered might prove to be useful new targets for
exon-skipping antisense oligonucleotide therapies. Furthermore, a retrospective
analysis of any SNPs that exert unexpected splicing effects may yield valuable new
insights into the behaviour of the spliceosome.

7.4

The mechanisms of antisense-oligomer-induced partial exon skipping and its

potential as a therapeutic strategy
Chapter 6 reported on antisense-oligomer-induced partial exon skipping involving six
exons of six genes. Partial exon skipping – a form of cryptic splicing – had been
observed as an unintended side effect of some of the many hundreds of AOs our
group has designed and tested in human cell lines. We investigated the common
features of these six examples and attempted to explain their causative factors.

Although the small sample number prohibited any statistical analysis, we were able
to devise a hybrid predictive model that combined RNA secondary structure with
splice factor motifs. This modelling revealed that all the AOs appear to increase the
difference in exon definition strength between the retained and skipped segments,
through a combination of direct steric blocking of some splice factors binding sites
and altering the openness of RNA structure for others. This modelling may be of use
to future research into partial exon skipping.

If partial exon-skipping can be better understood and even deliberately induced, it
has the potential to expand skipping therapies into genes and gene regions that had
previously seemed unsuitable. In the past, potential target exons for therapeutic
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skipping have been limited to pseudo/cryptic exons and canonical exons that
preserve the open reading frame and that encode non-essential regions of the
translated protein. This has led to many mutations, and the patients that carry them,
being excluded as candidates for exon skipping therapies. Partial exon-skipping may
offer hope for some of these patients – for example, skipping only part of a particular
exon might preserve the reading frame of a transcript in cases where skipping of the
entire exon would not. Partial exon-skipping also has the advantage of hewing much
closer to the evolved splicing pattern of the gene, as it still permits recognition of an
exon at the same location in the transcript, and with one of the two normal splice
sites. The main impediment to partial exon-skipping is that many exons will simply
not have an amenable combination of splice motifs, secondary structure, and a latent
internal cryptic splice site, though in silico techniques such as those outlined our
report will enable better predictions about where to start looking. As such, while we
are optimistic about the future of partial exon skipping, whole exon-skipping is all but
certain to remain the predominant strategy for splice-modulating therapies.

7.5

Limitations and broader challenges

As this thesis has focused exclusively on cryptic splicing in humans, the question
remains as to what extent the patterns observed here can serve as a model for
cryptic splicing in other species. As noted in chapter 4, there have been reports of
similar pathogenic cryptic splicing in non-human species, such as dogs (Smith et al.
2007), mice (Gómez-Grau et al. 2017), and even wheat (Howitt et al. 2009), and the
major spliceosome itself is highly conserved within the eukaryote lineage (Rogozin et
al. 2012). On the other hand, certain features of the human genome that are unique
to our recent lineage, such as Alu elements (Arcot et al. 1995), have been shown to
be a significant source of cryptic splicing events (Vořechovský 2010) and thus care
must be taken to ensure their effect on human RNA processing does not bias our
expectations of spliceosome behaviour for non-primates. Conversely, transposable
elements that are unique to certain non-human lineages, such as the P-elements
observed in Drosophila (Kofler et al. 2015), may yet prove to be a source of novel
cryptic splicing events wholly distinct from those seen in humans.
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Even within Homo sapiens, the work in this thesis has been unavoidably limited by a
narrowness of focus. Most of the transcript data we analysed was originally
generated through Sanger sequencing of RT-PCR products; products that were,
themselves, amplified from limited regions of mature transcripts extracted from one
or very few cell types. While it is generally safe to assume that the immediate vicinity
of a splicing mutation or AO target site is the most likely region to be processed
differently, a growing body of evidence shows that changes can often be observed
elsewhere in the transcript (Keegan et al. 2021) and throughout the transcriptome
(Flynn et al. 2022). The effects of splicing mutations can also differ from one
cell/tissue type to another (Grandchamp et al. 1989; Will et al. 1994; Ishigaki et al.
2003), especially when multiple canonical transcript isoforms are involved, as seen
in some pathogenic DMD mutations (Moizard et al. 2000; Neri et al. 2012). It is
anticipated that the ongoing uptake of whole transcriptome sequencing, coupled with
long-read technologies that can sequence entire transcripts (Drexler et al. 2020), will
do much to broaden our view of how and where these enormously diverse splicing
changes manifest in the cells of humans and other eukaryotes.

7.6

Concluding remarks

The work collated in this thesis has generated several new insights into some
infrequently examined forms of cryptic splicing – primarily pseudoexons, but also the
induced cryptic splicing of canonical exons. These insights were achieved through a
consistent focus on categorisation. Existing categories of pseudoexon mutations
were supported in some cases and modified in others, and new categories were
nominated where appropriate. Novel categories of cryptic splicing, such as SNPtic
exons and AO-induced partial exon-skipping, were also defined and examined for
the first time as general phenomena, despite supporting examples of both being
extant in published literature for many years previously.

Ironically, this focus on categorisation has only emphasised how few typeboundaries there truly are when it comes to RNA splicing. Pseudoexons, poison
exons, recursive splice sites, decoy exons – all have their own distinct definitions
and origins, and yet all appear to overlap in their locations and regulatory
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mechanisms. Even application of the term “canonical exon” is openly subject to
revision, as ongoing research confirms new transcript variants and discredits old
ones.

Yet none of this implies that biological categories are futile, only that they should not
be allowed to stagnate for the sake of convenience. An effective language of biology
requires constant revision and should be as dynamic and responsive as the living
world it describes. It is my hope that the work presented here has contributed to this
effort and that it will inform and eventually be superseded by the work of researchers
to follow.
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